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This top-ranking military 
jetprop is volunteering 

for more special missions. 
Beechcraft's rugged C-12 

jetprop has earned Its military 
stnpes as a hardworking mil
itary transport. Its turboprop 
economy has been saving 
money for the Army, Air Force 
and Navy and Mannes all over 
the world. In addition, the 
C-12 has gained an enviable 
reputation for reliability_ 

Now it's ready for more 
special assignments. 

With available instal
lations for aerial surveillance, 
tactical field support, ECM, 
photography, Infra-Red, 

Side Lookin~ Radar (SLAR ), 
remote sensmg, and many 
others, this versatile aircraft 
offers a broad range of mis
sion capabilities. 

And because many of 
these special equipment pack
ages can be quickly. removed 
or converted, one C-12 air
frame can be used to fill the 
roles of several special mis
sions aircraft. 

In addition, the com
prehensive Beech logistics 
support program now assumes 
total responsibility for all 

( A Raytheon Com pany) 

on-site maintenance, crew 
training, parts inventory, and 
worldwide technical service. 
As a result, the C-12 continues 
to deliver operational readiness 
rates well in excess of 90%. 

U your command could 
use a specia1 mission support 
system with this kind of multi· 

'~~:~;;i.~~' r~:BeeCh :~ Aero-



There are times when less can 
mean more as in the case of King 
Radio Corporation's U·21 avionic's 
update/retrofit program for the U.s. 
Army. While saving 268 pounds, 
the panel on the right clearly iIIus· 
trates King's understanding of pilot 
workload and King's ability to plan, 
engineer, install and flight test com· 
plete avionics systems. 

The U·21 avionics update/retrofit 
program offers the flight crew dual 
comms with displayed active and 
standby frequencies for easy access 
to four frequencies; dual navs with 
10·waypoint. TACAN based RNAV, 
with displayed TACAN channel 
including active and standby NAV 
frequencies. The fully integrated 
f1i~ht control system features pilot's 
4' flight director and Horizontal Situ· 
ation Indicator with separate and 
independent artificial horizon and 
HSI for the co· pilot. In addition to 
standard operating modes the KFC 

250 [tight director and autopilot 
includes yaw damper and altitude 
preselect and alerting along with a 
servoed, encoding altimeter. 

King uses the latest in state· of· 
the· art microprocessors and LSI 
technology so you're assured of avi· 
onics with increased reliability. And 
that boils down to a higher mission 
completion rate, more flexible mis· 
sion capability, less time for crew 
qualification, higher payload, and 
greater dispatch ability. And, if prob· 
lems should arise, King has over 850 
dealers worldwide in addition to fac· 
tory personnel, who can solve your 
problems quickly and cost effectively. 

The same design, installation and 
flight testing capabilities that have 
given new life to the U·21 can be 
applied to other workhorses like the 
U·8, T·34, T·37, T·39, T·41 , T·42, 
C·12, OH·58, UH·I and 0·2 to 
mention just a few. 

King Radio manufactures in 



old workhorse 
excess of S 100 million dollars worth 
of avionics systems yearly and has the 
capability to take a project from con
cept through design, development, 
testing, manufacture and installation 
(classified, if necessary) as we've done 

program, or 
ANiiD:RN-13 Iacan Program for the 
U.S. Navy. Over 200 King design 
engineers, technicians and 2800 
other employees stand ready to apply 
truly innovative design techniques to 
avionics and flight control systems 

applications just as they've done for 
over 20 years in general aviation. 
King has the ability to handle those 
programs as a prime contractor. 

So whether you have a require
ment to update an old worktiorse like 
the U- 21 or deliver a totally new 
avionics or flight control system be 
sure to contact King Radio Corpora
tion's Special Projects Department at 
1-800-255-6243. Your pilots, mis
sion commanders and even your 
finance oflicers will like the new life 
King can give your projects. 

~ 

KING 
King Radio Corporation. 400 North Rogers Road, 
Olathe, Kansas 66062 ' (9 13)782·0400' TELEX 
WUD (0) 4·2299 • CABLE: KINGRAD 

King Radio SA. P.O.B. No. 6, 80 Ave. Louis Casai, 
1216 Coinlrln-Geneva, Swilzcrland • Tel. Geneva 
985880' TELEX 289445 KING CH' CABLE: 
KINGRADIO 

006·8280·02 



John Marr installed 
in April as AAAA'S 

14th Nat'l President 
INSTALLED at a National Board meeting held 
upon the conclusion of the 23rd AAAA Na
tional Convention in Washington, D.C., a new 
48-member National Executive Board slate will 
guide the Association through the term ending 
at the 1981 National Convention. 

Colonel John W. Marr, Ret., an Arlington. 
Va. consultant, long-time aviation veteran, and 
a member of the Army Aviation Hall of Fame, 
was eleded as MAA's 15th National Pres ident, 
succeeding Major General George S. ReaHy, 
Jr., Ret. , of Savannah, Ga. Arthur H. Kesten, an 
appointee with term ending in April 1982, will 
continue as the Association's Executive Vice 
President while Major General James C. Smith, 
Ret .• of Sf. Petersburg, Fla., is the AAAA's new 
Senior Vice President. 

The Board also reeled ed Paul l. Hendrick· 
son of Ferguson, Mo., as its National Secretary· 
Treasurer. Incumbent Vice Presidents Include: 

Major Generals John l. Klingenhagen, Ret. , 
of Alexandria, Va., and Carl H. McNair, Jr., of 
Ft. Rucker, Ala.; CW4 Michael J. Novosel of Ft. 
Rucker, Ala .; and Carl D. Perry of Culver City, 
Calif. , and Eugene J. Tama of Washi ngton, D.C. 

Newly·eleded Vice Presidents with 1981 -
1982 terms of office are Major General Story 
C. Stevens 01 Granite City, 111. , and Brigadier 
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General Charles E. Canedy, of Fort Sam Hou
ston, Tex. 

Completing the full Executive Board are Past 
Presidents Brig. Gen. Robert M. l eich, Evans
ville, Ind .; Bryce Wilson, Glenbrook, Nev.; 
James N. Davis, Springfield, Va.; Darwin P. 
Ger~rd, Alexandria, Va .; Brig. Gen. Glenn 
Goodhand, Mclean, Va.; General Hamilton H. 
Howze, Ft. Worth , Tex.; Col. Richard l. l ong, 
Ham pton, Va.; It. Gen. Harry W.O. Kinnard, 
Arlington, Va.; Maj. Gen. Delk M. Oden, Alex. 
andria, Va.; Col. Edward l. Nielsen, N. Palm 
Beach, Fla.; It. Gen. John M. Wright, Jr., Irving, 
Tex.; It. Gen. Robert R. Williams, Ft. Worth, 
Tex.; and Maj. Gen. George S. Beatty, Jr., Sav
annah, Ga. 

A USAREUR Region President to be eleded 
and six National Members-at-large also serve 
on the Board. The latter include: 

Maj. Gen. Edward M. Browne of Chesterfield, 
Mo.; Col. George A. Morgan of Springfield , Va.; 
Lt. Col. Bert l. Rice of Odenton, Md.; Mrs. 

Thyra V. Bonds of Webster Groves, Mo.; John 
J. Stanko, Jr., of Aberdeen Proving Grounds, 
Md.; and William P. Jones of Philadelphia, Pa. 

The Presidents of thirteen Chapters with 150 
or more members complete the full Executive 
Board. 
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The Commanders' Choice 
.. . for Tomorrow's Battlefield 
Fast. Agile. Compact. 
Survivable. With combat 
proven Nap·of·the·Earth 
performance to scout. .. and 
survive. The Hughes Near 
Term Scout Helicopter is an 
"off·the·shelf system" which 
modifies the Army's most 

popular scout, the OH·6A, 
with qualified "in· 
production" dynamic 
components, proven in over 
5 million flight hours. 

.~ Hughes Helicopters, Inc. 
~, Ahead of TIME Technology 



The ChinookD: 
tested, proven, ready. 

The remanufactured CH-47D con
tinues to pcrfonn as promised. With the 
U.S. Anny and Boeing Vertol working as 
a well-disciplined team, the project has 
stayed on budget and ahead of schedule 
all the way. 

Now, comprehensive developmental 
and operational testing has been success
fully completed. With over 900 test hours 
Hown, payload perfonnance is conserva
tively rated at I200 pounds owr guarantee. 
Systems reliability, hardware reliability, 
and maintenance man·hour goals have 
been met or exceeded. 

The advanced Chinook is ready for 
fuJI production. The Anny's need for a 
modem medium· lift helicopter can be met 
at a savings of hundreds of millions of 
defense dollars. And with a bonus in 

operational capability. 
The Chinook D. Still on schedule. still 

under budget. And now ... tested, proven, 
and ready. 

BOEING VEHI7IL 
HELICOPTERS 

THELEAO'NGEDGE 
Philadelphia, PI. 19142 



On the occasion of his pes, 
Brigadier General Richard D. Kenyon 
discusses the past two years and the 

Challenges Met and Unmet 
Y

ES, it has happened again. I have re
ceived orders to move on to a new as
signment. It doesn' t seem possible that 

almost two years have elapsed since I turned 
my thoughts to the initial article for this maga
zine in a new position as the Deputy Director of 
Requirements and Army Aviation Officer at 
HQ. DA. 

The past two years have seen many ac
tivities, challenges and decisions for Army 
Aviation in both the personnel and hardware 
elements of the program. I have many times, 
and still do question whether, I. as an in
dividual or we on the DA staff, have always 
made the right decisions. 

In most cases that assessment cannot yet be 
made, but will be determined as we move fur
ther into the implementation process. I often 
ask myself how much progress has been made 
in these past two years. 

On the plus side ... 

On the plus side. we are well along in the 
fielding of the Black Hawk; we continue to 
have fully modernized Cobra's coming off the 
production and modification lines; the AH·64 
will soon initiate operational testing leading to .. 

a production decision this fall; the strudure 
and rationale of the management program in 
CMF·67 for our enlisted personnel has had a 
comprehensive review with remedial adions 
ongoing; new warrant officer initiatives are in 
process; and our commissioned aviators are 
being assessed. trained, and managed dif· 
ferently in consonance with the new aviator 
career pattern. 

Concern and discontent 
Meanwhile. I have concern and discontent 

when I see discontinuities in programs 
whereby training devices significantly lag the 
fielding of the related major end item, like the 
AH·64 program; lack of resources to Quickly 
and efficiendy fully modernize the balance of 
our varied configuration Cobra fleet; high ly 
competent CMF·67 non·commlssioned of· 
ficers and soldiers leaving the Army early 
because of perceived improper management 
and lack of job satisfaction; and. as a final ex
ample, but, by no means the end of my list, a 
deceleration in the definition of new concepts 
and dodrine related to aviation tasks and 
capabilities as a fully understood and utilized 
member of the combined arms team . 

I leave this assignment with the reinforced knowledge 
that .... the people associated with the .... aviation 
programs have the capabUity and dedication to keep 

Army Aviation "Above the Best." 

" ARMY AVIATION, JUNE 23, 1981 9 



CHALLENGES MET 
(Continued from Page 9) 

the continued and expanded contributions of 
Army Aviation. 

I would like to conllnue to try to expand my 
plus list and constrict or totally nullify my 
"discontent list" . I, therefore, consider my 
departure from this assignment as somewhat 
of a "bad news" perspedive because I have 
not been able to accomplish everything I 
wou ld like to have accomplished. 

I convey my sincere thanks to all those who 
have helped me by applying their efforts and 
providing me 'he benefit of their experience 
and knowledge in both the mili'ary and in 
civilian industry. I look forward to seeing many 
old friends and acquaintances at Fort Rucker 
and to making new friends in this next assign. 
ment. 

However, the associated good news is the 
fad that as the Assistant Commandant at Fort 
Rucker, I will continue to be involved in all of 
the aviation programs and work with the highly 
dedicated enlisted, warrant officer and com
missioned officer personnel so dedicated to 

I leave this assignment with the reinforced 
knowledge and confidence that the myriad of 
people associated with the many facets of the 
aviation programs have the capability and 
dedication to keep Army Aviation "Above The 
Best". 
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BRIEFING-COL IRet.! Ed BrOwn, above left, dis
cusses the features Of the building plan for the 
new Army Aviation Museum with members Of 
AAAA'S National Executive Board during their 
recent business meeting at Ft. Rucker, AL. 
Viewing the display of the Museum's Director 
Of Development are, I-r, COL (Ret.! John W. 
Marr, AAAA Nat'l preSident, and Me (Ret.! 
James C. Smith, AAAA Senior VP. LEFT PHOTO: 
An Initial production CH-S3E SUPER STALLION 
heavy-11ft helicopter bUilt by Sikorsky Aircraft 
was accepted by the USMC at June 16 at Sikor
sky's Stratford plant. Construction Of 3S of the 
triple-turbine CH-53E's has been authorized. 

ARMY AVIATION, JUNE 23, 1981 



T
HE thrust of this article is the desire to 
see certa in - not all - commissioned 
aviators Identified as aviation special

ists by allowing them to wear the "aviation 
branch" insignia worn by the Army Air Corps 
in World War II. 

I know that by saying the word, "branch," 
in the same sentence with "aviation" I'll prob
ably turn off many people who will promptly 
throw this article into the trash, but bear with 
me. 

The Army's OPMS recognizes certain spec
ialties and assigns at least two specia lties to an 
officer at a certain point In his or her career. 

Most officers enter the Army in one of the 
combat or combat support branches, e.g., In
fantry, Artillery (FA or ADA), Engineer, Armor, 
Transportation, Signal, etc. These officers are 
in well-recognized branch fields and their spec
ialties are refleded on their lapels by means of 
their branch insignia. 

The majority of officers can be placed in a 
well·defined field that has been traditionally 
identified with one or more of the "estab
lished branches." Even if their once-called 
"primary" specia lty is uncertain as to branch 
responsibility, their "alternate" specialty prob
ably will fall into a particular branch's field of 
interest. 

The uncertain, nebulous areas 
Speaking only of aviators now, we see that 

an officer who is assigned the Aviation special
ty (SC 15) Is in one of these uncertain, 
nebulous areas. However, in most cases, the 
secondary specialty assigned takes care of 
clearing away this gray area. 

As an example, let's takean officer who is 
commissioned an Infantry (SC 11) 2lT and 
who applies for flight school. In the past, this 
officer would have been required to perform 
Infantry troop duty to fully qualify him In SC 
11. After performing this troop duty, he's 
assigned to flight school and, upon gradua
tion, picks up Aviation as another specialty. 

later In his career he is formally advised of 
his two specialties and, generally, this officer 
can exped to have the dual specialties of 11 
and 15. This officer will now be required to 
serve in both of these specialties for the rest of 
his career and to insure he's fully qualified in 
both. Cases such as this are cut and dry; no 
problem, he's infantry. 

11 



INSIGNIA 
(Continued from Page 11) 

We now come to the case of an officer who 
finds that, due to specialized schooling or 
whatever, his original non·avlatlon branch 
ends up In the Previously Designated 
Specialty block of his Officer Record Brief 
(ORB). and his two specialties are now Avia
tion and some unidentifiable (as far as branch 
15 concerned) specially. 

Example: The SC 11/15 officer 15 selected 
for advanced civil schooling or manages to 
pick up an advanced degree on his own. This 
advanced degree now makes him eligible for a 
specialty change and DA decides It can best 
u.lIlze this officer In Aviation and In this new 
specialty. 

An advanced degree In aeronautical or 
aerospace engineering by an Army Aviator 
may prompt DA to reclassify the 11 / 15 as a SC 
15/51 {Research & Development'. 

What happens now? What traditional 
branch does this new 15/51 fall Into? For the 
rest of his career he's supposed to bounce 
from Specialty 15 to Specialty 51 and back 
again, and can never eKpect to get another In. 
fantry assignment. No more Infantry for this 
guy, he's an aviator and a highly qualified 
specialist and will stay that way. 

Can we identify this group of Aviation 
specialists who are now "officers without a 
branch?" I know we can. 

Le t' 5 bring it back! 
The Army Air Corps in WWIl wore the prop 

and wing insignia on their lapels; let's bring 
back that Insignia for these "branchless" of· 
ficers . 

There are considerations as to who will be 
qualified or permitted to wear this insignia. The 
first criterion Is that one of his specialty codes 
must be SC 15 (Aviation). This immediately 
eliminates all those aviators who are Transpor. 
tation Corps (SC 71, or Medical Service Corps 
(SC 67" and otherswith an aviation specialty 
other than SC 15. Warrant Officers are also in· 
eligible. 

The second criterion is that the second 
specialty must not be branch related. This im· 
mediately removes all those aviators who are 
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classified as 15/ 1\ , 15/ 12, 15/ 13, 15/ 14, 
15/ 21, etc., since these officers are expected 
to maintain qualification in Infantry, Armor, Ar· 
tillery, Air Defense, Engineer. etc., respectively 
and, hence, have a branch. 

The officers who are left (15/51, for exam· 
pie) are candidates for the new insignia. The 
ORB has blocks for Primary Specialty, Alter. 
nate Specialty, and Control Specialty. If a 
clearly Identified branch specialty Is not in any 
of these blocks, then the officer should be con· 
sidered as "branchless. t' 

A separate section 

MllPERCEN is currently organized into 
three divisions: 

· .. Combat Arms, 
· .. Combat Service Support, and 
· .. Combat Support Arms. 
Aviation Is a separate section within the 

Combat Arms Division. This shows the co
equal status of the Aviation community with in· 
fantry, Armor, Artillery, and other Combat 
Arms Division sections, at least as far as 
MILPERCEN goes. 

MllPERCEN Is currently studying a pro
gram called Speclal Skills Assignment and 
Utilization (SSAULS). Two of the special skills 
Identified are In "branchless" fields: Research 
& Development and Foreign Area Officer. 
Under SSAULS an officer would take a single 
track course and not be required to bounce 
from one specialty to another. Those officers 
Identified as 15/51 , if selected for SSAULS, 
would be even more In the branchless depths 
of the Army. 

Aviators are not asking for berets, ascots, 
fourrageres, ascots, cowboy or tanker boots, 
spurs, cav hats, colored unit patches to put 
behind their wings, garrison cap flashes, or 
any of the other trumpery found on the Army 
uniform today. For that maHer, most aviators 
are not asking for a separate branch anymore; 
and this request for recognition of branchless 
aviators is one that covers a small but select 
number of officers. 

I'd like to see all officers identified as to their 
proper specialties and qualifications. Those of· 
flcers who have no branch now, but who are 
wearing the brass of their Previously 
Designated Specialty deserve relief - They 
have pride In the job they' re doing and in their 
specialty, too. 

ARMY AVIATION, JUNE 23. 1981 



THEAAAA 
PRESENTS 

ITS 1981 
.---. NATIONAL 

WARDS 

A PHOTOSTORY 
COVERING THE 
SIX AWARDS 
MADE AT THE 
23RD AAAA NAT'L 
CONVENTION 
HELD IN 
WASHINGTON, 
D.C.,AT THE 
SHOREHAM HOTEL 
DURING APR. 23·26 



ABOVE: GEN Edward C. Meyer (right) , the Army's Chief of Staff, 
presents the "Outstanding Reserve Component Aviation Unit Award" 
to MAJ Thomas A. Staadt (2d from right) and 1 SG Paul M. Green, the 
Commander and Senior NCO of the 190th Aviation Company (Med 
Hel), Kansas-USAR. as MG William R. Berkman, Chief of the Army 
Reserve. looks on. The 190th was the first USAR aviation unit to win 
the AAAA Award since its inception in 1969. 

ABOVE LEFT: MAl Staadt accepts 
the AAAA Award for his officers and 
men. ABOVE: MG Berkman. Chief 
of the Army Reser\le. cites the many 
CY 1980 accomplishments of the 
190th A\liatlon Company. LEFT: In 
a head table assembly photo are. I· r, 
LTG James M. Lee, Director of the 
Army Staff; MG Wi lliam R. Berkman; 
1 SG Paul M. Green; MAl Thomas A. 
Staadt; GEN Edward C. Meyer; and 
MG George S. Beatty, Jr .• Ret. , the 
AAAA National President and the 
Banquet Master of Ceremonies. 
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ABOVE: LTG John F. Forrest, left, Commander, First 
US Army; John J . Stanko, Jr., "The Dept. of the Army 
Civilian of the Vear"; Joseph P. Cribbins, Special 
Asst to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics 
(Presenter); and MG Story C. Stevens, Commander, 
USA AVRADCOM, are shown at the head table assem
bly. RIGHT: John Stanko and Joe Cribbins hold the 
'81 Trophy. BELOW: Mr. Cribbins and the "DAC 
Award" winner are flanked by the latter's two grand
daughters, Johnna Mader (left) and Lynn Mader (right), 
a member of the 28th Aviation Company, PA-ARNG; 
and Mrs. Stanko. 

ABOVE: The Chief of the Aviation 
Division of the Nat'l Guard Bureau acc
epts the "DAC of the Year Award." 



ABOVE: GEN Edward C. Meyer (right) 
joins the Honorable Howard E. Hauger
ud, (I.) McClellan Foundation President, 
in presenting the "James H. McClellan 
Aviation Safety Award" to Chief Warr
ant Officer (W3) Peter D. Maskunas. 

*** RIGHT: Chief Warrant Officer and Mrs. 
Peter D. Maskunas pose with the award 
trophy after the 1881 AAAA Banquet. 

ABOVE: The 7th Cav, 2nd Infantry Divi
sion aviator accepts the "McClellan 
Award" at the 1981 Awards Banquet. 

LEFT: MG Carl H. McNair 
(left). USAAVNC Com
mander, and GEN William 
Knowlton, Ret. (right), join 
the Hononable Howard E. 
Haugerud, McClellan 
Foundation President, and 
award recipient CW3 
Maskunas during the head 
table assembly prior to the 
AAAA Awards Banquet. 
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The "Aviation Soldier of 
the Year Award" trophy, 
shown in the photograph 
at the right, is a new 
AAAA award trophy that 
has been sponsored by 
Bell Helicopter Textron. 
The award recipient re
ceives a replica with the 
perpetual trophy being re
tained on display at the 
Army Aviation Museum. 

ABOVE: The "Aviation Soldier of the Year," SFC James D. 
Glendinning, Air Troop, 11 th ACR, and Mrs. Glendinning, are 
shown with LTG Marion C. Ross, Deputy Commanding General, 
U.S. Army Forces Command, who presented the 1981 Award. 

ABOVE: BG Richard D. Kenyon, left, 
Army Aviation Officer-DA, and Art 
Kesten, right, AAAA ExVP, join SFC 
Glendinning and l TG Ross at the 
head table assembly. RIGHT: LTG 
Ross calls for the "soldier's soldier" 
to come forward and, far right photo. 
SFC Glendinning responds. 
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ABOVE: GEN John R. Guthrie, right, 
USA DARCOM Commander, is shown 
presenting the "Aviator of the Year 
Award" to CW4 Richard S. Seefeldt, 
Office of the Project Manager (Black 
Hawk). Sponsored by Sikorsky Aircraft, 
the perpetual trophy is now on display 
at the Army Aviation Museum. 

*** RIGHT: GEN Guthrie Introduces the 
AAAA's "Aviator of the Year." 

LEFT: AAAA President
Elect COL John W. Marr; 
GEN Guthrie; CW4 See
feldt: and MG Emil L. Kon
opnicki, USA TSARCOM 
Commander, are shown at 
the head table assembly 
prior to the Banquet. 
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ABOVE: LTC Albert E. Hervey, Jr., 59th Air Traffic Control Battalion 
Commander; AAAA National President George S. Beatty, Jr.; GEN Ed· 
ward C. Meyer, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army; and the 59th's Senior NCO 
CSM Johnnie M. Byram hold the "Outstanding Aviation Unit Award". 

ABOVE LEFT: President Beatty, GEN 
Meyer, and LTC Hervey. LEFT: LTG 
Arthur J. Gregg, DCSLOG (far left), is 
shown at the head table assembly with 
CSM Byram, LTC Hervey, GEN Meyer, 
and MG Beatty. ABOVE: LTC Hervey 
lauds the eHort of his unit personnel. 
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COL John W. Marr, Ret., left, AAAA's 
new Nat'l President, in his installation 
garb. The " moment of truth" (top right 
photo): receiving the gavel from outgo
ing President Beatty at the AAM 
Awards Banquet. In his acceptance 
remarks on that occasion (photo 
below). he gestures in Presidential 
fashion. and six weeks later (bottom 
right) he addresses the Aviation Center 
Chapter at its June 5 Birthday Ball. 

Wearing his offidal US Helicopter Team 
baseball cap, President Marr, right. 
presents the AAM's "Special Unit 
Award" to COL William E. Crouch. Jr., 
Commander of the USA Aviation Devel. 
opment Test Activity at June 5 cere· 
monies at Ft. Rucker (Full AVNDTA 
Award details in the July 1981 issue.) 

A NewAAAA 
President Takes 

Office! 
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ASE PROVIDES 
SNAKE PROTECTION 

Even a deadly killer like the AH-IS Cobra needs protection! Designed with the 
Cobra in mind, Sanders' ANI ALQ-I44 Countermeasures Set provides the 
protection needed against IR heat-seeking missiles. The ANI ALQ-I44 means 
aircraft survivability resulting in increased combat effectiveness! 

The ANI ALQ-I44 features proven high reliability and simple maintenance, and 
is suitable for worldwide deployment. 
The fully flight
qualified ANI ALQ-
144 system and its 
special test equip
ment are currently in 
production and are 
available on order. 

BAIA 
SANDERS 
ASSOClA1E9.INC. 

For further information on the 
AN/ALQ·144 or other Sanders systems 
for fixed and rotary wi ng aircraft, contact: 

Defensive Systems Division 
95 Canal Street, Nashua, NH 03061 
ATTN: MER 12·1125 (603)885·3583 



T
HE possibility of eliminating tail rotors 
from future helicopter designs will be 
determined in the near future with the 

construction of a prototype helicopter that will 
fly without a tail rotor. 

According to Hughes Helicopters, who will 
develop the revolutionary No-Tail. Rotor 
(NOTAR) design, tests conducted since 1975 
that led to the design indicate the concept 
should prove successful. 

Hughes officials, who made the announce· 
ment at the 36th Annual Forum and Tech
no�ogy Display of the American Helicopter 
Society in New Orleans in late May, said that 
the preliminary design, aerodynamic simula· 
tion, and all testing to support the design 
development of NOTAR had been completed 
and final detailed drawings were being com· 
pleted. 

The Army's Applied Technology Laboratory 

with the boom being made of bonded alumi· 
num honeycomb, 

Commenting on NOTAR, Andy Logan, the 
Hughes Program Manager for the NOTAR. 
said, "The concept is based on low pressure 
air circulation control that, in effect, turns the 
tail boom into the equivalent of a wing by pro
ducing anti·torque forces. Additional maneuver 
forces will be generated by a variable direct air 
flow jet at the end of the tail boom." 

He indicated that "a variable pitch fan 
mounted at the forward end of the tail boom 
will produce the air that will pressurize the 
hollow tail boom at a measurement of less 
than one half PSI. The fan will not require any 
additional power from the engine and will be 
driven off a shortened tail rotor drive shaft." 

''The hollow tail boom acts as a plenum for 
a slot, approximately 113 of an inch wide, that 
runs along the lower right hand side of the tail 

Proposal: NO tail rotor! 
According to Hughes Helicopters, various tests conducted since 
1975 indicate that the NOTAR concept should prove successful 

at Ft. Eustis, Va., and the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) had pre· 
viously awarded a $ 1.4 million, 24-month con· 
tract in September 1980 to design and build a 
prototype NOTAR helicopter to demonstrate 
the no-tall· rotor concept in flight. 

If the NOTAR concept proves to be an alter· 
native to the tail rotor, it will offer the same 
maneuver capabilities and power requirements 
but will eliminate the known disadvantages of 
the tail rotor, namely safety problems, aerody. 
namic inefficiencies, maintenance costs, and 
noise. 

First flight in December 
The first flight of the NOTAR prototype is to 

be conducted at the the Hughes' Carlsbad, 
Calif., Flight Test Facility this December. The 
prototype is to be a modified Army OH-6 with 
everything but the tail boom of the OH·6 re
maining intad, including the pilot's controls. 

Fabrication of the special boom is underway 
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boom. The air coming out of the slot joins the 
air from the main rotor wake and moves in a 
downward direction following the contour of 
the tail boom the same way air would travel 
over a conventional fixed wing. This movement 
of air produces the forces that counteract the 
torque produced by the rotating main rotor. 

"Air that Is not bled out of the tail boom will 
go back to the jet thruster, which Is a fixed 
cone within a rotating cone. The fixed, or inner 
cone, has exit areas for air on both the right 
and left sides. 

''There are vanes In both exit areas that di
reet the flow of air as the rotating, or outer, 
cone rotates. There is a window cut in the 
outer cone which controls the amount of air 
that is released out of the right or left exit areas 
of the Inner cone. The direction of air being 
forced out of the tall jet is controlled by the 
pilot's movement of his ' rudder' pedals. 

"Hence. the pilot of a NOT AR helicopter 
will control the sh ip in the same manner as a 
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THE HUGHES' NOTAR CONCEPT 

MAIN ROTOR 
WAKE 

CIRCULATION CONTROL TAIL BOOM 
IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT WHEN MAIN ROTOR VELOC· 
ITIES DROP, THE DIRECT JET THRUSTER (RIGHT) WILL 
PRODUCE THE FORCES NEEDED FOR CONTROLABILITY. 

(Continued from Page 23) 

tail rotor-equipped aircraft since all move
ments of the pedals will result in the same man
euvers." 

logan continued by commenting that the cir
culation control boom will produce most of the 
yaw control (anti-torque) forces when the NO· 
TAH helicopter is hovering. He indicated that 
"in maneuvering Right, such as rearward or 
sideward night when the main rotor wake velo
cities have dropped down in intensity - and 
have actually moved off the tail boom resulting 

ANOTHER APPROACH 
The Aerospatiale Corp. 

pursues another approach. 
the use of a fenestron, on 
its current Dauphin model 
(right). The fenestran re
duces the danger to crew
men and is also said to pro
long transmission life. 
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in a 
produce the forces for control"billlty." 

According to Hughes engineers, a produc· 
tion version of NOTAR could incorporate a 
trimable tab on the vertical stabilizer because 
there would not be any tail rotor flapping in· 
terference. Such a trim tab would lessen pilot 
workload. especially in crosswind conditions· 
and could consist of a simple, blipper type but· 
ton on the cyclic that would activate the trim 
lab adjusters. 

Company.funded R&D 

The company has worked on NOTAR since 
1975, using its own R&D funds for studies con· 
ducted during 1975·76 on an anti·torque tail 
where the low pressure, bleed air, circulation 
control concept was developed. In 1977.78, an 
anti· torque tailbook was successfully flight 
tested leading to the design of the fully·inte 
grated NOTAR system. 

A variable pitch fan and direct jet thruster 
were bench tested in 1979, proving that seg
ment of the system and leading to the govern
ment NOTAR contract in 1980. 0 
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Fort Rucker - The U.S. 
Army Aviation Center 

39 Years 
Young! 

A 72-page Presentation on r .... ~:.. __ . Today' s Activities at the 
• "Home of Army Aviation" 



'J9 YEARS YOUNG ••• 

FORT RuckER REvisiTEd 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
So .. E ObSERVATioNS of MAjOR CENERAl CARL H. McNAiR, JR., 
CO .... ANdiNG CENERAl, USAA VNC ANd FORT RuckER, AL 

T
HIS month marks the 39th birthday of 
Army Aviation and, by coincidence. it 
also marks the 39th year for Fort Rucker 

as a military installation. 
Although the two did not originate together, 

their history and chronology have now become 
inseparably intertwined. Thus. it is only fitting 
that this June "Army Aviation Birthday" issue 
look at Fort Rucker, the Home of Army Avia
tion and the Heart of .'\.irmobility, as it is 
organized and functioning today. 

We who serve here are pleased to have an 
opportunity in this month's magazine fa bring 
you up·fo-dale on our broad but centrally 
oriented mission of aviation excellence. While 
most AAAA members are familiar with at least 
parts of our mission, this special issue provides 
the authors and the readers an unusual chance 
to cover the entire spectrum at one time. 

Great strides 
At the heart of our mission, Fort Rucker has 

been the home of Army Aviation training since 
the instructional base was moved here in 1954 
from Fort Sill, OK. Great strides have been 
made over the ensuing years in training tech· 
niques, methodology and equipment. 

However, the ultimate objective of training 
Army Aviation personnel in the optimum man· 
ner has remained constant. The actual 
magnitude and breadth of that training were 
evidenced in March by the graduation of the 
50,OOOth aviator from the intial entry aviators' 
course at Fort Rucker. 

During the peak period of the Vietnam con
flid , the Aviation Center was operating at max
imum capacity along with its satellite training 
facilities, Hunter AAF and Fort Wolters. TX, in 
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order to generate a collective production of 
about 700 aviators each month. 

By 1975, requirements had been reduced 
significantly, and the training done at Wolters 
and Hunter was consolidated at Fort Rucker. 
Output was then down to less than 700 
aviators per year. 

The pendulum has now completed its swing 
and initial entry aviator production is stabilized 
at approximately 2,000 initial entry students 
per year - including USAF and allied 
students. This is a near-capacity output when 
the 3,000 graduate flight students and about 
5,000 maintenance and air traffic control per
sonnel are added to the installation training tal
ly. 

The most visible product 
Individual training is by far the Aviation 

Center's best known and most visible product 
around the world; however, there are many 
other less visible but equally vital areas in 
which the Center is deeply and daily involved. 
This issue of Army Aviation is then dedicated 
toward better informing and updating our 
AAAA membership as to "who, how and what" 
is underway at Fort Rucker. 

Training Developments, Combat Develop
ments, Standardization, Aeromedical 
Research, Safety, Aeromedical Evaluation -
all of these back-up, support and, in some 
cases, lead the aviation force. What we are do
ing at the Aviation Center today stems from the 
legacy of Army Aviation's pioneers and is the 
springboard for tommorrow's achievements. 

We recognize this, as well as the fact that the 
effect of our work reaches to the very 
perimeters of the United States' worldwide 
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--
military influence. both in the NATO environ
ment as well as the RDF contingency areas 
a round the globe. 

Our present mission is, therefore, guided by 
the premise that we are fully accredited part
ners In preparing for the air land baHles of the 
future wherever they may occur. Articles in this 
issue depict how this is being done. 

As you read on, you will lea rn that a myriad 
of tasks are involved in fulfilling our mission 
and that there is a clear interface among them 
all. For instance. the Instru ctional System 
Development process which o riginates in the 
Directorate of Training Developments also re
quires implementation by the Directorate of 
Training and Doctrine and evaluation feed. 
back by the Directorate of Evaluation/Standar
dization. 

The end result of this process impacts on 
the substance and quality of the instrudion 
given to the men and women who are domicil· 
ed in the 1 st Aviation Brigade. Further. the 
safety of these people is the concern of the Ar· 
my Safety Center; and th e research initiated by 
agencies such as the Army Aeromedical 
Research Laboratory and the Army Aviation 
Development Test Activity a lso supports the 
Aviation Center's function. 

On the ground floor 
On the equipment side of the house, Fort 

Rucker is in on the ground floor for all new 
aviation materiel developments. The Aviation 
Cente r integrates all aviation materiel reo 
quirements and organizations for the Training 
and Doctrine Command. 

While the proponent for a given system or 
organization may be at Fort Knox, Fort Benn· 
ing. Fort Huachuca or Fort Eustis. its integra· 
tion and coordination into the aviation force 
rests with the Aviation Center. Proofs of 
materiel needs come from the Directorate of 
Combat Developments, and central user 
monitoring of the actual hardware throughout 
its life cycle is accomplished by the four 
TRADOC svstem managers located here. 

Each of this issue's articles covers the 
respective diredorate or activity - how it fits 
into the Center team and, mo re importantly. 
the ro le it plays in keeping Army Aviation the 
dynamic and growing force necessary to meet 
our commitments in the future air land battles. 

Without Army Aviation and the synergism. 
mobility and flexibility which it provides the 
ground commander, our Army would be miss· 
ing a catalytic element and a formidable 
fighting force. 

Earlier this month, the Aviation Center 
Chapter of the AAAA hosted th e National Ex· 
ecutive Boa rd for its quarterly meeting and 
proudly shared with the board some of the 
newest facilities at the installation to include 
our ultramodern flight training simulators, un· 
surpassed quality of life areas and even a 
modern dining facility or two. . 

Continued progress is being made daily: 
this year will see Lyster Army Hospital moder· 
nized and expanded (to include the reopening 
of some clinics long closed because of doctor 
shortages), all stagefields upgraded and im· 
proved. and the opening of an a ll new, 
multimillion dollar Aeromedical Resea rch 
Laboratory. 

Next year will bring another modern bar· 
racks complex under construction and a new 
Post Exchange, followed in 1983 by a chapel 
and community center - all pointing toward 
anoth er decade of growth and progress for Ar
my Aviation and Fort Rucker as we move 
toward the half·century mark of service. 

Thus, from a rather auste re beginning. 
Camp Rucker - a World War II Triangular 
Division Infantry Training Camp, originally 
built in 106 days at a total cost of less than $25 
million - has now become one of our Army's 
top priority training installations with annual 
expend itures more than ten times the original 
cost. Fort Rucker and Army Aviation have 
come of age together. 

But, as noted earlier. our primary goal can· 
tinues to be the best training humanly possi· 
ble. The proof is in the aviation product. 

Future conflicts will demand that our people 
- the products of this institution - fly in the 
most demanding of combat conditio ns, main· 
tain helicopters under the most adverse en· 
vironmental conditions, and control and dired 
airc raft in spite of the enemy's disruption of 
communications. 

Our ultimate survival and victory will be 
largely dependent upon our preparation, 
organization and training. Our responsibility at 
the Army Aviation Center requi res no further 
elucidation: "We strive for excellence!" 0 
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~~Sltow ANd TEAelt" is NOW 
~~lEARN ANd do" AT DTD 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COL FRANk EsTES iNdicATES TJiERE ARE MANy NEW TECItNiQUES 

bEiNG PURSUEd AT TilE DiRECTORATE of TRAiNiNG DEVElOPMENT 

T
HE Directorate of Training Develop
ments (OTD) was established in 1976 
as a result of the recognized need to 

standardize training development throughout 
the Army, With this innovation , we a lso saw a 
change in the Army's training philosophy. The 
"show and teach" practices of earlier years 
were changed to "learn and do," 

Instead of trying to remember what he had 
been told, the student now learns by practicing 
the skills and tasks required in his job. Identify
ing these skills and tasks. and developing 
courses that enable the student to lea rn to per· 
form most effectively is the primary goal of 
DTD. 

Although the exact organizational structure 
of OTD may vary from one TRADOC installa
tion to the next, each is similar to the Aviation 
Center's DTD, which is described in more de
tail below. The last three divisions described -
Educational Television, the Training and 
Audiovisual Support Center, and Staff and Fac
ulty Development - cou ld logically be located 
in other directorates; however, at the Aviation 
Center, their location within DTD has proven 
very effeclive. 

Organization 
The capabilities provided by these organiza

tions enable OTD to develop training material 
from inception to delivery of the final product. 
The accompanying chart provides an overview 
not only of the instructional development pro
cess within DTD but also DTD's inte rface with 
the Directorate of Training and Doctrine 
(DOTD) and the Directorate of Evaluation 
and Standardization (DES) and their respon
sibilities as well. 

2. 

TADD 
The Training Analysis and Design Divi

sion (TADo) of OTD performs the first two 
phases of the Instructional System Develop
ment (ISO) process and is responsible fOT the 
analysis, design, and, in some cases, develop
ment of training literature and materia l for a 
wide scope of Army Aviation specialties. TADD 
branches and some current major projects are 
as follows: 

Analysis 
The Analysis Branch performs job and task 

analysis for the proponent enlisted. commi· 
sioned officer, and warrant officer specialties 
and conducts training effectiveness analysis on 
aviation systems, subsystems, and training 
devices for both existing systems and those 
under development. Major projects include the 
Synthetic Flight Training System Require
ments Study, which will recommend how to 
use all Army flight simulators to the fullest ex
tent. 

Another project will provide the preliminary 
job and task analysis for aviators who fly the Ar
my's new cargo helicopter. the CH-47D. Other 
projects include the cost and training effec
tiveness analyses for the Army's AH-64 attack 
helicopter; the near-term scout hel icopter; the 
air-to-ground engagement system (AGES); 
and the utility helicopte r visual flight 
simulators (UH·l and UH-60). 

Design 
The Design Branch's diversified training 

products affed Army Aviation across the 
board. The branch produces the following: 
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DlD 
(Continued from Page 29) 

• Soldier's Manuals for Army Aviation's air 
traffic control lower operators, ground control 
rada r approach operato rs , a nd flig ht opera
tions coo rdinators. These ma nua ls spell out 
what is expected of each person in job perfor
mance. 

• Skill Qualification Tests (SQT s) which 
are the qualify control for th e proficiency of 
enlisted sold iers. 

• The Aviation Annual WriHen Examina
tion (the aviators' vers ion of th e Son. SQT s 
and the Annual Writ evaluat10n results provide 
commanders at all levels with a valid indication 
of th e training proficiency of their soldiers. 

For the unit side of the house. the branch 
produces Army training a nd evaluation pro· 
grams (ARTEP). a val uable diagnostic tool by 
which units can train combat critical tasks and 
rea listically measure th ei r progress aga inst 
specified standards. The recently developed 
Combat Support Aviation Battalion ARTEP for 
the planned Air Cavall'\' AHack Brigade 
(ACAB) test at Fort Lewis, WA, is an excellent 
example of this training document. 

Training Devices 
The Training Devices "Branch develops re

quirement documents for procurement of 

'0 

training and simulators to support 
both institu tional and field aviation training" As 
the user rep resentative for all aviation training 
devices and simulators, the branch insures that 
devices meet the needs of the ultimate user. 

One of th e most recent studies, "Army of 
the Eighties," directed that inc reased em· 
phasis be placed on res pond ing to contingen· 
cies worldwide. Tra ining actions will include 
the increased use of simulation. devices, and 
facilities to enhance readiness and reduce 
operaling an d support costs. With these goals 
in mind , the Army must continue to acquire, 
and make optimum use of, modern synthetic 
flight trainers to improve training effectiveness, 
decrease the use of aircrah to conduct the 
training miSSion, and, most importantly, 
redu ce the skyrocketing costs of fu el and am
mu nition. 

Army experience with flighl simulators pro
ves that we can Irain in a safer environment; 
reduce the loss of resources resulting from air· 
crah accidents and incidents; provide both 
qu~lity and economy of training; condud 
real istic, effective, and meaningfullraining; ex
tract the greatest crew learning efficiency; and 
significantly reduce the cost in fue l and am· 
munition required to keep th e aviator force 
trained to combat levels. 

Ongoing projects in the fi e ld of s imulation 
include development and fie lding of a family of 
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flight simulators for th e Army's utility, cargo, 
and attack airc raft. Various other devices are 
also being deve loped to su pport training in· 
volving airc raft subsystems and aviation sup· 
port activities. 

NET Development 
The New Equipment Training Development 

Branch develops 'ra ining material in support 
of the testing and fielding of new and improved 
non· major aviation systems. In add ition. if acts 
as the Aviation Cente r coordinator for key 
training input for emerging major aviation 
related hardware. Cu rren tly, training support 
packages are being prepared for the ANI ASN· 
43 B, Heading Reference Unit, to enhance nav· 
igational accuracy; the Aviator's Night Vision 
Imaging System (ANVIS). th at enables night 
and low·visibility engagement; and Ihe ANI 
ALQ· 144 Countermeasu res Set, which defeats 
enemy missiles. 

Training packages have recent ly been com· 
pleted for the G round Radar Emitter for 
T raining Aviators (GRETA), which as a Irain· 
ing device provides the pilot with the know· 
ledge of radar·directed threats; and the ANI 
AlQ· 147A Countermeasures Set that assists 
the pilot to defeat infrared guided missiles. The 
branch is now tracking 66 developing projeds, 
including the Army's new attack helicopte[ 
(AH-64)_ 
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Officer Training 
The RETO (Specia lty Code 15) Branch was 

created as a result of the Army Chief of Staff's 
diredive for a Revie w of Education and Train
ing for Officers (RETO). It has a variety of mis· 
sions, including th e conduct of officer job/ task 
analysis effort for Specialty Code 15 (SeI5) 
and for the aviation wa rrant officer; th e integra· 
tion for aviation subject matter into the officer 
basic and advanced courses of the com bat 
arms schools; and the ultimate design and 
development of trai ning for the SC15 and avia· 
lion warrant officer. Ongoing projects include 
the recent development, distribution, and con· 
tinued update of 19 common aviation subject 
areas for integrati on inlo various 'officer basic 
and advanced courses of instru ction. 

The branch recently completed an 5C15 of· 
ficer basic cou rse o rientation program which 
will be presented to a ll 5C I5 officers early in 
the ir basic cou rses. This program provides in· 
formation on the SC15 career progression and 
the training structure and rationale. In coordin· 
ation with a ll aviation proponent schools and 
MllPERCEN, the branch has developed an 
SC15 company grade survey to determine ex· 
actly what is done by 5C15 officers in va rious 
duty positions. To be distributed in the May· 
June 1981 time frame. it provides th e training 
developers information on which to base fu · 
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DTD 
(Continued from Page 31) 

ture training programs. 

Course Development 

The Course Development Division (COD) 
develops a nd revises programs of instruction 
(POls) for all training conducted by the Avia
tion Cenler in dose cooperation with the Irain
ing department. This cooperative effort is es
sential to insure that training programs and 
materials arc current and to produce effective 
training with a minimal expenditure of re
sourses. 

Flight Systems 
The Flight Systems Branch of COD devel

ops and maintains POls and related materials 
for all flight training. This includes one 
undergraduate program and over 30 graduate 
programs. The Initial Entry Rotary Wing 
(IERW) undergraduate course is the cor
nerstone of the Army's aviation training and 
also provides Iraining for Air Force and Allied 
students. This 34-week course includes 22 
weeks of common training for all students. 
After that, selected students are "tracked" into 
the OH·58 observation aircraft for their night 
and combat skills phases of their training while 
the rema inder of the class uses the UH-l air
craft for those phases, resulting in th e course 
being refe rred to as IERW (dual-track). 

A major revision is underway to incorporate 
the Avialion Center's AH-I haining into IERW. 
In addition to the third track, future aviators will 
receive inc reased instruction in combat ski lls; 
Night Vision Goggle qualification; a tactical 
field training exercise; increased NBC training; 
two weeks of survival. evasion , resistance, 
escape and rescue training; and two weeks of 
leadership/ professional development instruc
tion. Given the nature and extent of these im
proveme nts, the new course will be titled, 
IERW Combat Aviator Course (Multi-Track). 

EPMS/ OPMS 
The EPMS/OPMS Branch develops enlist

ed, oHicer, and warrant officer courses other 
than flight programs. These include initial 
training courses in Air Traffic Control (MOS's 
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93HI J) and Flight Operations (MaS 71 P) as 
well as professional development courses for 
NCOs, warrant oHicers, and the pre-command 
cou rse for designees for aviation command 
positions. 

The branch recently co mpleted a com pre
ensive revision of four en listed pals using the 
ISO process and has received TRAOOC ap
prov~1 of these programs. 

This development process is proceeding as 
part of TRAOOC's new policy for the individu
al training plan (ITP) . The ITP is a compre
hensive process which cove rs all skill levels of 
an MaS, summarizes the current status of all 
training mate rials, and projects the resource 
requ irements for the development, implemen
tation, and evaluation of all training materials 
which will be needed for a five-year period. 

In addition to resident training programs 
and materials, both division branches develop 
extension training associated with their propo
nent areas. This includes correspondence 
courses and training extension course (TEC) 
lessons. The division currently has 148 avia
tion correspondence subcourses and 15 
scheduled for development through FY 81. 
Fifty-six aviallon TEC lessons are now available 
in the field and 129 others aTe under develop· 
ment, including lessons on the UH-60, the 
modernized AH-l S, night vision goggles. and 
air traffic control. 

The Course Development Division is re
sponsive to c urrent training needs based on an 
analysis of jobs and on feedback from field 
units_ The Aviation Center's Training Anal
ysis and Assistance Team (ACTAAT) in
cludes a permanent member from COD who 
accompanies the team on frequent visIts to 
selected field units. 

Training Literature 

The Training Literature Division (TLD) 
directs development of propone nt field 
manuals, training circulars , special texis. and 
augmentation of training publications, and 
coordinates with USAAVNC activities and 
other service schools and agencies in their 
preparation. The division writes and produces 
30 manuals and also produces all EPMS ma
terial and ARTEPs for which the Aviation Cen
ter is proponent. 

The Standardization Publications Branch 
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MCDDNN~LL DDUGL.oIt.~ 

Put 
it all 

Meet the team that can f'ftIIAf'hA'M Northtop Corporation 
and will bring the Army a .... 5~~~.1. Electro Mechanical Division 
contemporary scout helicop- d . as a subcontractor, will pro
ter. Bell Helicopter Textron will an it vide the major sub-system, 
modify an in-inventory OH-58A ells the helicopter mast mounted 
with a modern, high tech- fJ : sighting system, while 
nol?gy, dynamics syste~ HIP Sperry Flight Systems will 
which assures outstandmg assure man-machine in-
performance in aU a1titu.de U __ r : terface thtough design of 
temperature conditions.~" the helicopter visual 
McDonnell Douglas n...1h ' controls, displays and 
Astronautics, with the .I.V.I.' e lIlY. multiplex systems. 

Bell Helicopter 1atron: Helping keep the free world free. 
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writes all flight and standardization publica
tions. All eight Aircrew Training Manuals were 
recently updated and work is now underway on 
TC ' .401, Guide for Instructors; FM 1-300, 
Flight Operations; FM 1-203, Fundamentals 
of Flight; and a new manual. TC '.201, Tac
tical Flight Procedures. 

The General Publications Branch writes all 
aviation-related handbooks and general sub
ject publications. It is revising FM 1-230, 
Meteorology for Army Aviators; FM '·202, 
Environmental Flight; FM 1-301, Aero
medical Training for Flight Personnel; FM 
1-400, Aviator's Handbook; and FM 1-302, 
Aviation Ufe Support Equipment (ALSE). 

The Publications Production Branch de
signs manuals for the Department of the Army 
printer. 

The Directorate of Training Development's 
Educational Television Division (ETV) main· 
tains currency in existing aviation·oriented TV 
productions to meet the present and future 
needs in military instruction and information 
areas. 

Television tapes now in production include 
presentations covering academic areas and 
preflight procedures for the UH·60 Black 
Hawk aviation Qualification course. Command 

The Aviation Center's Educational TV capabi· 
lity assists in meeting various military in· 
studional and general informational needs. 

3' 

such as this Lockheed·Georgia concept, 
are considered by OCD. 

emphasis has been placed on three produc· 
tions dealing with flight training at Fort Rucker: 
development phase of Warrant Officer Can
didate (WOC) Initial Entry Rotary Wing 
(IERW) Flight Training; flight training for 
WOCs and officer student aviators; and the 
delineation of facilities which are available to 
flight students on the Fort Rucker reservation 
and in surrounding communities. The tapes 
will be shown to individuals considerinQ applica
tion for WOC flight training, to Army ROTC 
students, and to other appropriate audiences. 

Training Aids 
The Training and Audiovisual Support 

Center (TASC) provides academic classroom 
and instructor support for hardware and soh
ware end items to include early design and 
development, and production. It is a con
solidated support activity providing single 
management for all audiovisual facilities 
assigned to the Aviation Center and is respon
sible for multimedia consultations. design, 
development, fabrication. procurement, and 
maintenance of items required to support the 
Aviation School, USAR, USARNG, and ROTC 
units assigned within the southern half of 
Alabama, Mississippi, and 12 counties in 
Florida. 

Training Aids personnel provide direct con
sultation with academic instructors to develop 
graphic aids such as artwork for 35mm slides. 
overhead transparencies, charts, camera-ready 
mechanicals, and devices such as cutaways, 
operable models, mockups. and animated 
panel boards. This work is accomplished 
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THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT (ISO) PROCESS 

RESPONSIBLE 
ORGANIZATION 

DTD 

OOTO 

DES 

PHASE I 
ANAlYZE 

PHASE II 
DHIGN 

P.HUEIII 
DE V EL O P 

PHASE IV 
IMPLEMEN T 

PHASE ¥ 
CONTROl 

through photo-graphics, devices. and audio 
sections. 

Staff Training 
The Staff and Faculty Development Divi

sion (SFDD) teaches instructors and training 
developers how to do their jobs at the Aviation 
Center. This is done with the following five 
courses: 

The Instructor Training Course (ITC) pro
vides officer, enlisted, and civilian student in
structors a working knowledge of the methods 
and techniques of military instrudion. 

The Student Counseling Course teaches 
the principles, skills, and techniques necessary 
for counseling students and/ or subordinates. 

The Instructional Systems Development 
Course (ISO) provides the staH and faculty a 
working knowledge of developing instructional 
materials using the ISO process discussed 
above. 

The Criterion Referenced Instruction 
Course provides staH and faculty members a 
working knowledge of the principles and 
techniques of developing criterion referenced 
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instruction within the context of the ISO proc
ess. 

The most recently developed course in the 
SFOO program is the Action OHicer's Course 
which provides the Center staH and faculty and 
tenant agency action officers wilh local. TRA
DOC, and DA staffing procedures. 

Each member of the directorate performs a 
portion of the Instructional Systems Design 
process, with the culmination of their collective 
eHorts being a training product designed io 
transfer institutional knowledge. in the most ef
ficient manner, to the soldiers of the United 
States Army. 

Great Strides 
DOTD and DES perform their training 

development roles by using the material to in· 
struct and evaluate students. Feedback from 
those two directorates provides stimuli for im· 
provements to instructional materia l. Great 
strides have been made in the study of how 
and why people learn, but it still is an inexact 
science; and it is one in which the Directorate 
of Training Developments is deeply involved.D 
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ThE ItEART of TItE US ARMy 
AviATioN Scltool STAff ••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ThAT's WIt.o\T TliE DiRECTORATE of TRAiNiNG ANd DOCTRiNE is 

ofrEN ThO"GhT TO bE, ACCORdiNG TO COL J05Eph F. R"Tkow.ki 

T
HE Directorate of Training and Doc
trine (DOTD) conducts all residen. 
training at USAAVNC and because of 

this mission is often thought of as the heart of 
the U.S. Army Aviation School StaH. 

In ord er to facilitate its tra ining mission and 
pro\lide it better m eans of conlrol , the DOTD is 
furthur divided info two major departments: 
the Department of Acade mic Training 
(DOAl) which conduds all fo rm al classroom 
instruction, and the Department of Flight 
Training (DOFl) which conducts all flight 
trai ning. 

Resident training conducted by these De
partments are divided into four categories: In
Ulal Entn; Rotary Wing Training (IERW) is 
tra ining for new aviators. Advanced Flight 
Training qualifies rated aviators in new aircraft 
and new aviation related skills. Aviation Sup
pori Training is training for aviation mechanics 
and Air T raffic Control (ATC) personnel. Pro
fessional Development Courses given by 
DOTD provide career training for commission
ed officers, warrant officers, and NCO's. 

Initial Entry Training 
The largest and most recurring course of in

struction given at the Aviation Cente r is, of 
course, the IERW, which is conducted for both 
off icers and Warrant Officer Candiates 
(Woq. 

The flight training for both off icers and 
WOC's is 34 weeks in length ; howeve r, the 
WOC's must a!tend a six·week military devel· 
opment course thai is conducted prior to flight 
training. This military development course as 
conducted is emotionally, mentally, and physi
cally demanding , and must be successfully 
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completed or entry into flight training is with
held . 

The current initial entry cou rse consists of 
175 hours in an airc raft and 35 hours in the 
UH-1 Synthe tic Flight Training System 
(SFTS), a flight simulator to be discussed later. 

All IERW students begin their training by at· 
tending the two-week academic pre-flight 
phase of the IERW course, receiving trai ning in 
aerodynamics, aeromedical subjects, and air
c raft maintenance during this phase. The pre
fligh t phase is the foundation of th e IERW 
course upon which the remainde r of flight 
train ing stands. 

The first flight phase in IERW is Prima ry 
Training and in this phase students learn basic 
he licopter maneuvers and emergency proce
dures, and first solo an airc raft. The Primary 
phase is eight weeks in length and consists of 
50 flight hours given by civilian contractor in
structors in the Hughes TH-55 aircraft, com· 
monly refe rred to by the students as the "Mat
tei Messerschmidt." 

Huey Transition 

The second phase of train ing is the UH-l 
(Huey) Transition phase in which the students 
learn how to fl y the UH-l and master the 
emergency procedures associated wit h this air
c raft. Autorotations, sim ul ated tail rotor 
failures, and landings with the hydraulic con
trol system deactivated are among th e daily 
maneuvers practiced by IERW students during 
this four week phase, a block of training in 
which the students first meet their military 
flight instructors. 

They then move into the Instru ment phase 
of trai ning , a phase often considered the most 
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The first phase of fhe initial entry rotary wing 
flight training is conducted in fhe Army's 
two·place, side·by·side TH-55 helicopter. 

DOTD 
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difficult because the student is required to fly 
the UH·l without being able to see outside the 
a ircraft; navigating and fl ying by relying solely 
on the instruments. Extensive use is made of 
the SFTS during the instrument phase. 

Synthetic Flight Simulators are mechanical 
tra ining devices which are designed to ad, feel , 
and sound like an actual UH· l during flight. 
The simulator cockpit, which is an exact 
replica of the UH- I , is functional down to the 
last detail. In use, all instrumentation on board 
the simulator will give the students the exad in· 
formation he would receive from an aircraft on 
an actual instrument flight. 

These simulators provide such realistic 
training that the Aviation School has reduced 
the number of actual aircraft flight hours from 
the original 50 to the present 20 during this 
phase. The student will fl y the simulator for 30 
hours. 

Night Qualification 
After the instrument phase. the students at· 

tend the Night Qualification phase in which 
they receive 20 hours of concentrated night 
flight instruction and instrudion in the techni· 
ques of Night Hawk flying ' which is tactical 

3. 

night flight without the aid of night vision 
devices. 

They also receive instruction in night fl ying 
with the aid of the AN/ PVS·5 Night Vision 
Goggle. Upon graduation from this phase. the 
students are Night Hawk qualified and Night 
Vision Goggle familiarized, having demon. 
strated the ability to fly at night with little or no 
aircraft or landing zone lighting. They will also 
be able to perform many emergency proce· 
dures at night to include simulated engine 
failures. 

The final phase of training is Combat Skills. 
This phase is taught in two different aircraft: 
the UH· l or the OH·58 " Ki owa" aeroscout a ir· 
craft . Most students continue their training in 
the UH· l and learn utility helicopter tactics and 
techniques. However, 10 U.S. Army students 
per class are selected to receive their combat 
skills training in the OH·58. These students 
transition into the OH·58 and then learn 
aeroscout tactics and techniques. 

Upon graduation these students will be 
assigned to aeroscout positions throughout the 
Army. This phase of training lasts eight weeks 
and all students receive training such as low 
level navigation, nap·of·the·ea rth flying , taco 
tical instrumen t procedures, and formation fly. 
ing . The combat skills phase is often thought 
of as the " finishing school" for the inilial entry 
student. 

The Graduate Flight Training conduded at 
Fort Rucker includes training in both fixed and 
rotary wing aircraft. The Department of Flight 
Training conducts aviator qualification 
courses, instructor pilot courses, various in· 
strument courses to include the Instrument 
Flight Exa miners Course, and the Aviator 
Rotary Wing Refresher Course. 

The fixed wing aircraft used for graduate 
training are the U·21 Ute, T·42 Cochise, and 
OV· 1 Mohawk. Rotary wing courses are con· 
ducted in the UH·l Iroquois, AH· l Cobra, 
OH·58 Kiowa, CH·47 Chinook. and the 
UH·60 Black Hawk. 

The Aviation School's flight instructor force 
consists of military, Department of the Army 
civilian, and civilian contractor personnel. 
Many of the instructors are Vietnam veterans. 
The various backgrounds and experience of 
these instructors add a breadth to the program 
by broadening the perspective of the instruc-
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tion to include the aspects of many different 
types of combat flying. 

Classroom Training 
The Department of Academic Training 

(DOA1) conducts all academic training for of
ficer, warrant officer, and enlisted courses at 
the Aviation Center. The various courses ex
tend over the entire spectrum of Army Avia
tion. Included are MOS-producing schools, 
such as Aviation Maintenance (67N and 67V), 
Air Traffic Control (93H and 93J), and Flight 
Operations (71 P): as well as officer and warrant 
officer career training and aviation training in 
the complex flight simulators. 

The courses are staffed with highly profes
sional instructors and the instruction received 
in all courses is of the highest quality_ Class
rooms are equipped with modern training aids 
including detailed functional training devices 
and closed circuit TV with both live and video 
taped productions. 

DOAT Structure 
DOAT Is organized into five divisions which 

The 24-by-56 foot terrain model board, 
the movable gantry with TV camera, 
and optical probe, and the bank of 174 
I,OOO-waft lamps comprise the visual 
system of the CH-47 flight simulator at 
FI_ Rucker, one of the four different 
flight simulation systems now in use at 
the US Army Aviation Center_ 
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are responsible for the training programs. 
These divisions are supported by an Adminis
tration and Supply Branch. Elements of the five 
divisions are as follows: 

The Operations Divisions consists of the 
Aviation learning Center and Training 
Literature Management Branch (TLMB). The 
learning Center operates facilities for the pur
pose of offering additional, suplementa l, and 
remedial instruction to students utilizing the 
self-paced and other modes of instrudion 
combined with a variety of trainig media. 
TLMB provides a vila I link for units and service 
schools worldwide in their queries and requisi
tioning of aviation oriented instructional 
material. The school staff and faculty may also 
use these facilities in order to maintain their 
own proficiency. 

The Air Traffic Control (ATC) provides 
academic instruction in all phases of air traffic 
control. This unit conducts training in the 93H, 
93J, and 71 P skills which result in the award of 
MOS identifiers. Instruction provided varies 
from self-paced academics to adual coordina
tion and control of aircrah in a tadical environ-

The Maintenance Training Division 
provides maintenance training to com
missioned officers, warrant officers, 
and enlisted personnel in utility, attack, 
cargo, and observation aircraft. 
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ment. Students in the 93H and 93J courses ar~ 
tested and awarded the FAA Control Tower 
Operator (CTO) Certificate. The 71 P course is 
designed to provide enlisted personnel with 
the working knowledge to schedule and coor· 
dinate aircrah flights and related administrative 
support functions pertaining to airfield opera
tions. 

The Career Training Division presents 
academic instruction in general aviation flight 
subjects, management, leadersh ip. combined 
arms, and combat skills. The instruction pro
vided includes everything from classroom lec
tures to battle simulation practical exercises. A 
tactical laboratory provides a very realistic ap
proach to the parameters of NOE flight. 

In addition to IERW, the Career Training 
Division also provides instruction for the Avia
tion Warrant Officer Advance Course, the War
rant ORleer Senior Course, and the Warrant 
Officer Orientation Course (Wooq. The 
WOOC is a branch immaterial course for 
newly-appointed warrant oRicers, taught for 
the first time on 2 March 1981 . 

The Flight Simulator Division ulilizes the 
modern UH· l, CH·47, and AH· l flight simula· 
tors 10 provide basic and proficiency flight 
training in a simulation environment. Through 
the use of huge terrain boards and a vast array 
of computer assisted devices, the flight training 
has progressed to allow not only IFR but also 
visual flight. The division also provides soft
ware programs to units worldwide that use 
flight simulator trainers. In the near future, a 

The UH-' Synthetic Flight Trainer is used exten
sively in providing student instrument training. 
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UH·60 simulator will be added to DOAT's 
flight simulation training capabilities. 

The Maintenance Training Division pro. 
vides avaition maintenance training to com_ 
missioned oRicers, warrant officers, and 
enlisted personnel in utility, attack, cargo, and 
observation aircraft. The enlisted maintenance 
training culminates in the award of a 67N or 
67V MOS. All training is conducted in the im
mense Yano Ha ll complex. 

Yano Hall 
Yano Hall conta ins 28 classrooms with over 

67,000 square feet of hangar space and was 
designed specifically as a maintenance train· 
ing facility. The division also provides request
ing units with support utilizing mobile training 
and new equipment training teams. 

In addition to training active Army flight 
students DOTD provides training to Army Re
serve Component, USAF, and Allied students. 
The majority of these students attend the IERW 
course. DOTD is also planning to implement a 
new aviation qualification course in the AH·1 S 
fully modernized Cobra. 

In conduding its flight training mission, 
DOTD utilizes a 4,200 square mile flight train· 
ing area. The flight training is conducted out of 
three major basefie ld facilities; Cairns Army 
Airfield , Hanchey Army Heliport, and lowe Ar
my Heliport. Within thiS local flight training 
area are 12 stagefields, over 150 tactical train
ing sites, over 84 nap-of. the-earth (NOE) 
routes. Currently, there are over 600 flight line 
aircraft at Fort Ru cker, and over 30 non-flyable 
aircraft used for maintenanCe training. 

We Strive for Excellence 
During FY 80, the Army logged in excess of 

1.5 million aircraft hours with over 24'70 of 
those hours being flown at Fort Rucker. The 
Army's class A mishap rale for every 100,000 
flying hours was 2.41 during FY 80. Fort 
Rucker's rate for the same pe riod was 0.27 
with no class A mishaps occurring at night. 

The measure of a trainer's success is the 
quality of the finished product; the graduate 
student. The Aviation Center has long enjoyed 
a reputation of excellence in training and 
OOTD takes great pride in its contribution 
toward the maintenance of that reputation. The 
motto "We Strive for Excellence" says it all. 0 
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AidiNG TkE ARMY'S RiGkT 
STANdARdiZATioN pROGRAM 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CoLONEl GEORGE F. NEWTON dETAils ThE RoLE pLAYEd by DES 
iN ENitANciNG mEOVERAU cOMbAT REAdiNESS of ARMY AviATioN 

T
HE Directorate of Evaluation and 
Standardization (DES) was formed on 
15 November 1974, following the 

Department of the Army, DCSOPS. designa
tion of the U.S. Army Aviation Center's Com
manding General as the Execu tive Agent for 
the Army-wide Flight Standardization Pro
gram. 

Structure 

The directorate is organized info a head
quarters element and two functional divisions. 
The twofold mission of the directorate is to 
serve as action office for the Commanding 
General, Fort Rucker, in accomplishing his 
Army-wid e responsibilities in the Army Flight 
Standardization Program and to conduct the 
Aviation Center Training Effectiveness Pro
gram. 

In addUion, the directorate eva luates stan· 
dardization of flight and academic training at 
the Aviation Center; represents the user during 
the development/ review of operating proce· 
dures and techniques published in Army air· 
craft operators' manuals and aircrew check· 
lists; and monitors and assists in the develop
ment of synthetic flight training systems. 

Flight Standardization 
The Flight Standardization Division con· 

tains the lion's share of DES personnel. Func· 
tionally subdivided into a Plans and Opera
tions Branch, a Cargo and Fixed Wing Branch, 
a Utility Branch, and an Aeroscout/ Attack 
Branch, it conducts flight standardization 
evaluation/ assistance visits to major and 
subordinate commands worldwide. 

During flight standardization visits, DES 
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standardization instructor pilots (SIP) con
duct flight evaluations to determine the level of 
flight standardization and aviation training in 
all aspects of individual aviator Qualification 
and proficiency in aircraft; to insure the effec
tive application of the Aircrew Training Manu
als (ATM) and AR 95-1; and to insure that the 
individ ual training objedives support the unit 
training program. The results of these visits 
provide information and guidance on maNers 
of flight standardization and training to local 
standardization committees, commanders, 
standardization instructor pilots, instructor 
pilots and aviators. 

In addition to the worldwide mission, the 
Flight Standardization Division provides SIP's 
to va rious agencies and directorates at the Avi· 
ation Center to ad as subject-maner experts for 
all types of aviation-related activities or pro
jects. The DES SIP's are also responsible for 
conducting all end·of·course eva luations for 
DA instructor pilot courses, medical flight 
evaluations, post-mishap evaluations and SIP 
evaluations at the Aviation Center. 

The Flight Standardization Division pro
vides a quality control check of a ll IERW and 
AQC courses at the Aviation Centrr by assisting 
in the conduct of course evaluation rid es. The 
division assists in Aviation Center IP / SIP 
AAPART evaluations and performs no- notice 
eva luation fundions for the Aviation Center 
Standardization Committee. 

Evaluation 
The Evaluation Division conducts the Avia

tion Center training effectiveness program in 
consonance with the USA TRADOC training 
miSSion, and is comprised of an Internal and 
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an External Branch, supplemented by a 
Technical Support Branch. The Internal 
Evaluation Branch primarily monitors and 
evaluates effectiveness of training conducted 
in residence at the Aviation Center, together 
with related syste ms, manuals and equipment. 
It also assesses student progress and works to 
improve the quality of Aviation Cente r courses. 

The External Evaluation Branch determines 
the effectiveness o f training a nd related 
systems equipment as measured by individual 
and unit performance in the field . 

The Aviation Center Training Analysis and 
Assistance Team (ACTAA1) , which also 
serves as th e Aviation Center Branch Training 
T earn. is managed by the External Evaluation 
Branch. The ACTAAT establishes and main
tains a productive dialogue with Aviation 
Center proponent units - aviation and air traf
fic control in the fi eld _ During ACTAAT visits, 
the fi eld commander's staff and soldiers are 
provided an update on current activities at the 
Aviation Center_ 

Team members are given the opportunity to 
interview and survey unit personne l. Informal 

More highly trained aviators are the end 
produd of the Directorate of Evaluation and 
Standardization's analyses of IERW pro
grams of instruction and those of UH- i con
tad instructor pilots' POI_ 
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discussions with soldiers at a ll levels and in 
varied positions contribute to the data collec
tion process and sensitizes the Aviation Center 
as to th e adequ acy of training products and the 
needs of the field . 

Technical Support 
The Technical Support Branch provides the 

expertise which pe rmits a scientific approach 
in the design and conduct of evaluation plans. 
This consists of the construction of valid data 
collection instruments, the application of pro· 
ven techniques for gathering information and 
the use of sound statistical analysis pro· 
cedures. The coordinated efforts of the three 
elements furnish effective quality control of 
training at the Aviation Center. Samples of the 
Evaluation Division efforts are evaluations of 
the Initia l Entry Rota ry Wing Course, 97H/ J 
programs of instru ction, and the UH-l contact 
instructor pilots program of instruction. 

During th e cnurse of these evaluations. it is 
necessary to gathe r information from the field 
by using questionnaires. This method permits 
feedback in sufficient quantity with a relatively 
s mall expenditure of funds. A conscientious ef
fort on the part of personnel responding to 
QUestionnaires assures a valid evaluation. Fin
dings from evaluations . fed back to the training 
developer and the tra iner, ultimately will pro· 
duce a more highly trained soldie r. 

One way of disseminating information 
generated in DES is through the "Army Avia
tion Digest" which was recently made a func
tion of this directorate. The monthly magazine 
serves the worldwide Army Aviation communi· 
ty with its readers being its primary sou rce of 
mate rial. 

Combat Readiness 
The principle objective of the DES is to 

enhance the ability of Army Aviation to con
tribute to the overall combat readin ess of the 
Army. This objective is accomp lished through 
the Army Aviation Standard ization Program -
a safety-conscious program that encompasses 
standardized publications, training lite rature, a 
disciplined instructor pilot force, frequ ent tests, 
flight checks and command supervis ion and 
the Training Effectiveness Eva luation Prog ram 
which insures quality grad uates from the Avia· 
tion Center. 0 
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COMbAT DEVelOPMENTS: 
PREPARiNG FOR TilE fuTURE! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"HElpiNG ThE VSER is PARAMOVNT wiTh vs," SAyS CoLONEl CLARk 
A. BVRNETT of ThE DiRECTORATE of COMbAT DEvElOPMENTS 

T
HE Directorate of Combat Develop
ments (DCD) is comprised of five divi· 
sions whose officers specialize in 

creating the concepts, methodologies and 
structures that will be used to mold the 
physical and doctrinal character of Army Avia· 
tion on the integrated battlefie ld and in the Air 
Land Battle 2000. 

The basic theme we adhere to is that we 
represent the user; everything that we develop, 
concept through reality, is designed to help the 
user cope with the threat, offensively and 
defensively. We are the TRADOC integrator for 
the development of all aviation systems and 
aviation related systems, and as such act as 
TRADOC prime representative in all dealings 
with the DARCOM project managers and lab· 
oratories throughout the combat development 
life cycle, Le., birth to fielding. 

Concepts & Studies 
Since the threat is our key driver it follows 

then that we have an entire branch assigned to 
the Concepts and Studies Division that oper· 
ates as an all source facility for DCD and the 
Aviation Center. The branch's data collection 
and analysis of threat evolution enables them 
to provide constant updates on threat capabili· 
ties to the Directorate project officers writing 
requirements documents for systems and sub· 
systems that will satisfy the user's combat 
needs. 

In addition, they support threat training 
throughout the center and through continuous 
contributions to notable periodicals, maga· 
zines and professional journals, such as the 
Aviation Digest and The Military Review. 

When voids in doctrinal procedures and/ or 
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equipment capabilities are discovered, the 
Concepts and Studies Division project officers 
will start the ball rolling by capturing on paper 
solution·oriented Ideas and alternatives that 
counter or defeat threats to Army Aviation 
perceived from threat analysis or emerging 
scenarios and mission area analysis. 

Shared Ideas 
Their conceptual thoughts and ideas are 

staffed and shared with other aviation pro· 
ponents, the Combined Arms Center and the 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Concepts and Doc· 
trine of TRADOC. The Concepts Branch of the 
division concentrates on developing the alter· 
native courses of action to such challenging 
problem areas as air·fo·air self-defense 
mechanisms and procedures and Class III & V 
aviation resupply from the communications 
zone rea r to the forward edge of the battle area 
- a monumental task that will affect all avia· 
tion units, systems and supply procedures for 
fuel and ammunition. 

Once alternatives are developed and agreed 
on by the aviation community as a whole, the 
study branches of the division take the reins to 
determine viability. feasibility. and affordabili· 
!y. 

Studies Branch I, for example. is deeply in· 
volved with the advanced attack helicopter cost 
and .,perational effectiveness analysis, a very 
involv~d analysis of the life cycle costs and 
tradeoffs to assist TRADOC decision making 
bodies in making rational choices for systems 
and subsystems. This particular COEA will be 
a significant input to the production decision 
of the AH·64. 

Study Branch II is currently conducting a 
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detailed mission area analysis of Army Aviation 
functions to be performed on future battle
fields that are required to defeat the threat. 
Some of the more involved subanalyses are air
space management. joint suppression of en· 
emy air defense, joint counter air/ air defense 
operations and joint second echelon interdic
tion. They are also examining our require
ments for rapid deployment force operations, 
self-deployment and requirements for the Air 
land Battle 2000. 

The SCORES Branch assists the Combined 
Arms Center at Fort leavenworth, KS, and 
other TRADOC centers and schools with the 
integration of aviation in scenario develop. 
ment, to help insure that Army Aviation is used 
effectively as a member of the combined arms 
team in studies and other simulations. 

War Games 
The branch, in close coordination with 

threat and concepts project officers, creates 
detailed computerized simulations for the 
development of aviation unit employment can· 
cepts as adjuncts to existing standard 
TRADOC scenarios. 

These hypothetical war games are used for 
the projects and studies conducted throughout 
the combat developments community. Pres
ently they are developing and analyzing 
scenarios for the advanced attack helicopter, 
cost and operational effectiveness analysis up· 
date, mission area analysis. and the advanced 
helicopter improvement program. 

In addition to USAAVNC projects and 

studies, SCORES is developing an aviation 
portion for TRADOC's most recent endeavor, 
Europe III and Middle East III . In short, these 
experts are the combined arms tacticians who 
develop computer simulations for conducting 
mission profiles for given aircraft and/ or units. 

Looking Ahead 
Task Force 86 was established as the Avia

tion Center's player in the TRADOC Army 86 
studies to assist aviation proponents in 
developing the most combat effect ive 
organ izations for the 1986 Army's light and 
heavy divisions, corps, and echelons above 
corps. The purpose of these studies is to 
facilitate the integration of new and advanced 
materiel systems, operational concepts, and 
human resources into the Army. 

The Air Cavalry Attack Brigade organization 
is a result of Division 86, the first In the series 
of Army 86 studies. Once the optimum organi
zation for Division 86 has been deyeloped, a 
transition plan will be developed for the in
troduction of these organizations into the Ar
my's force structure. 

In early February 1981, the Army Chief of 
Staff selected one of our proposed Air Cavalry 
Attack Brigade organizations for fielding and 
evaluation; and in March 1981, the Army's first 
Air Cavalry Attack Brigade, consisting of a 
Cavalry Squadron, Combat Support Aviation 
Battalion and two Attack Helicopter Battalions, 
was activated at Fort lewis, Washington. The 
Brigade will be part of the Army's high technol
ogy test bed program. 
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At some point in the future. Task Force 86 
will become just as deeply involved in the Ar
m y 90 studies that will address the aviation 
force strudure in preparation for the Air land 
Battle 2000. 

Organization/Force Development 
The Organization/ Force Development Divi

sion experts work closely with the Concepts 
and Studies DiviSion , Task Force 86 and 
Materiel Division as they go about the business 
of analyzing current and future aviation unit 
stru ctures, creating tables of organization and 
equ ipment, coordinating basis of issue plans, 
or in relation to the human dimension, the im
pact that new items of equipment will have on 
the aviation units (TOE personnel structures) 
in the future. 

Most recently they have been concentrating 
on the development of over 100 supporting 
aviation personnel and equ ipment documents 
for the ongoing Army 86/ 90 studies and 
assisting Task Force 86 efforts in the creation 
of the fielding plan of the recently activated Air 
Cavalry Attack Brigade at Fort Lewis. 

let's turn now to the people who have the 
responsibility of writing the documents outlin
ing requirements and performance charader
istics that the military laboratories and civilian 
industrial communities will use as parameters 
for drawing the blueprints that will be used to 
mold the raw materials into prototype aircraft 
and systems. 

Materiel De\lelopments 
The Materiel Developments Division. once 

directed. will prepare and coordinate the letters 
of agreement to build prototypes. the requi red 
operational capability documents that outline 
what a system must do in order to fill the ex
isting void in a user aircraft. or aircraft sub
system performance. The division is separated 
into a Systems Branch that deals with the air
craft or mission related equipment and . the 
Avionics, Visionles. and Eledronic Warfare 
Branch whose title speaks for itself. 

The project officers of the Systems Branch 
have recently completed a change to the 
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Addressing the aviation force structure o f the 
'80 '5 and '90'5 is the ongoing responsibility of 
the Diredorafe of Combat Developments. 

UH·60 mission· need statement that provides 
for an extended stores support system that can 
be used for external fu el tanks, mine dispens
ing or other mission related jobs. They also 
recently completed the requirements docu
ments for a forward· looking infrared aug· 
mented Cobra TOW sight that gives the TOW 
Firing Cobra an all·weather, day/ night capabil· 
ity. 

The requirements documents for an air-to
air and ai r defense suppression misile are cur
rently being staffed within the TRADOC com
mun ilies and will soon be sent to DA for staff
ing. Perhaps the hottest issue they are working 
on is the preparation of a letter of agreement 
between TRAOOC and DARCOM to initiate 
prototype development of an entirely new light
weight aircrew protedive system that will a llow 
aviators to fly and fight in a chemica l warfare 
environment. 

On the communications side, the Avionics 
projects officers are no less involved with the 
preparation of the documentation to support 
nap·of·the-earth communications radios, a 
global positioning system. improved night vis
ion equipment, joinl microwave landing sys· 
te rns and an entire suite of aircraft survivability 
equipment that will offer passive protection 
against the threat for the entire fleet. Other 
front bu rner issues include IFF improvements 
and target acquisition systems. 

Test & E\laluation 
Once the prototypes are manufactured. the 

(OCD/Continued on Page 5 1) 
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The U.S. Army/Hughes AH-64A, 
Advanced Attack Helicopter is a total 
system for battle. Designed to fight, win 
and survive on the battlefield . .. day. night 
and in adverse weather. 

The AH~64A is undergoing extensive 
testing by the U.S. Army in OT II , June 
1-August 31, 1981. This final test of 
operational suitability is in preparation for 
full production to begin In December 1981. 

The AH-64A ... the most thoroughly 
planned Army Aviation system ever to 
transition into production . 

• ~ Hughes Helicopters, Inc_ 
.... , Ahead of TIME Technology 
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project officers of our Test and Evaluation Divi
sion develop th e independent eva luation plan, 
supe rvise and coordinate all th e development. 
al testing that insures the item meets the speci
fications that insure the people can use the 
items under given mission require ments. 

Most recently they have been very involved 
in the test and evaluation exercises of the man
equipment-machine interface problems of ex
isting chemical protective equipment and the 
AAH conducted at Yuma Proving Grounds. 
Next summer they will also be involved with the 
pending AAH DT II/ OT II proceed ings also to 
be accomplished at Yuma. 

That's a rather quick explanation of what the 
Directorate of Combat Developments is and 
some of the things we are working on. At this 
juncture 1 would be a mite remiss if I did hot 
mention just a little of what the Air land Battle 
2000 concept is and what effect it will have on 
the combat deve lopments process. 

Air Land Battle 2000 
The Air land Battle 2000 concept is an um

brella concept of how we will fight in the future . 
When fully developed it will extend the focus of 
our current thinking out to the year 2000, as 
opposed to the current battlefie ld scenarios 
that are centered arou nd 1980's equipment 
and operational concepts. 

The entire concept is still in a formulation 
stage. However, I can tell you that the battle
field of the 21st century will be dense with 
sophisticated combat systems whose range, le-
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thality and employment ca pabilities far surpass 
contemporary arms and will be cha racte rized 
by high tempo, high mobility, independent 
combined arms actions. 

The successful commander will require 
eq uipment and aircrah specifically designed to 
make well defined and exacting contributions 
to the close combat maneuver scheme. That 
includes all types, shapes, and sizes of equip
ment ranging from secure communications 
devices, to intelligence-gathering equipment, 
to fire-and-forget weapons with high re liability 
and high probability of first. round kill. 

Concept-Based Acquisition 
What this all means to the Combat Develop

ments community is that we will soon see the 
appearance of a long· term research, develop
ment and procurement methodology known 
as the Concept·Based Acquisition Strategy. 
This strategy will drive our technology base 
and development process with the concept of 
how we want to fight on a future battlefield . It 
will provide long range guidance to the tech
nology base and modernize only those capa
bilities needed in the future. 

In a nut shell, the process will serve as a 
"mechanism to translate that broad opera
tional concept into requirements for doctrine, 
force design , training and materiel. " 

The Directorate of Combat Developments is 
where it all starts. The work itself is tough, men
tally exacting, and ohen requires a lo t of time. 
Getting the job d one means continuous intra· 
TRADOC school and center integration and 
maximum inter-command coordination with 
the scientists and engineers of the many DAR
COM laboratories. The issues are involved, the 
challenges great, the frustrations many, and 
the satisfaction of working with a team spirit is 
immense. 

The Greatest Challenge 
Perhaps the greatest challenge in problem 

solving is to assemble a ll the dispa rate facts, 
understand them, th en to articulate the cause 
and effect relationships of the people, systems 
and organization to insure the most precious 
resource we have, " the man in the loop," has 
what he needs to fly, fight , and survive on the 
integ rated battlefield or in the high, dynamic 
Air land Battle 2000. 0 
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INSURiNG TItAT MATERiEl 
MEETS TilE USER'S NEEds 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CoLONEl RobERT A. BoNifAcio iNdiCATES Tltis is dONE by TltE MANy 
O!,ERAnONAU)""RiENTEd TESTS CONduCTEd by his AviAlioN BoARd 

E
NG IN EERS and scientists resolve prob
lems to provide the best equipment in 
the world to our soldiers. The U.S. Army 

Aviation Board (USAAVNBD) verifies the 
adequacy of materiel or concepts to insure thai 
they meet the needs of the user in his normal 
tactical envi ronment. 

Equipment. concepts, and training must be 
orchestrated as a system in order to assure thai 
hardware works as intended when used by typ
ical soldiers. that human factors considerations 
are assessed, that training can be properly ori
ented, and that concepts of employment are at
tainable. 

The final test to see if the equipment meets 
the engineering specifications set by the Army 
is a development test. An operationally 
oriented test is the final test that determines if 
everything to suppor' the equipment to be 
fielded is as It was intended and that the equip· 
ment will in fact perform to standards in a typo 
ical user environment. 

User Representation 
Prior to Ju ly, 1976. materiel acquisition was 

heavily weighted toward hardware develop· 
ment. The Office of the Secretary of Defense 
(050) and the Department of the Army (DA) 
recognized a need for user representation duro 
ing the acquisition cycle. The former U.S. Ar· 
my Aviation Test Board was split and portions 
of that unit composed a new DARCOM organi· 
zation. the U.S. Army Aircraft Development 
Test Adivity (later renamed U.S. Army Aviation 
Development Test Activity). 

The second portion was designed to meet 
operational testing needs and was titled the 
USAAVNBD. The USAAVNBD became a U.S. 
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Army Training and Doctrine Command/U.S. 
Army Aviation Center (TRADOC/USA. 
AVNq activity and was chartered, along with 
seven other TRADOC boards, as an operation. 
a l tester. 

The USAAVNBD accomplishes user testing 
of aviation related equipment and concepts. 
This includes planning, conducting, and 
reporting on Operationa l Tests, Force Develop. 
ment Testing and Experimentations, Concept 
Evaluation Programs, Follow-on Evaluations, 
and Customer Tests. The Aviation Board also 
supports the Chief, Tri·Service Working 
Group, in conducting foreign materiel ex. 
ploitation testing. 

The Aviation Board conducts other tests as 
directed by TRAOOC and advises the eG, 
USAAVNC, on test and eva luation maNers. Ad· 
ditionally, aviators from the Board participate 
in development tests for the U.S. Army Avia
tion Development Test Activity, which is also 
located at Cairns Army Airfield, Fort Rucker, 
AL. 

The Board's Role 
The Aviation Board's role in user testing can 

best be illustrated by an explanation of the 
va rious types of tests: 

Operational Test (OT). These are normally 
conduded in phases which are geared to ap
propriate decision points in the materiel ac
quisition process. Military utility, operational 
effectiveness and operational reliability, 
availability, and maintainability are key areas of 
concern. Adequacy of doctrine, organ ization, 
techniques of employment, logistics and train· 
ing supportability are also key issues examined 
during testing. Each aspect interrelates to 
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others. For example, the ability of Army 
schools to train the operator or maintainer is 
affected by the complexity of the item, its 
logistics support requirements, and the manu
als provided for support_ 

Therefore. when a test design plan is writ
ten , all of the components of usage are regard
ed in order to determine the value of the item 
and its supporting systems. The test is con
ducted with typical users. This may mean go
ing to places like Fort Campbell or Fort Hood 
where the environment, the mission of the unit. 
and the logistical support are most representa
tive. One of the most recent Operational Tests 
was conducted at Fort Stewart. GA, where the 
AH-l S (Modernized) Fire Control and Wea
pons Subsystem was tested. 

Force Development Testing and Experi
mentation (FoTE). These may be scheduled 
at any time in the acquisition cycle to resolve 
specific issues which may have evolved from 
studies. development, or earlier testing. Con
cepts of employment, table(s) of organization 
and equipment (TOE), training, tadics. and 
techniques are appropriate subjects for the 
FoTE. These may range from small , highly in
strumented, high resolution field experiments 
to larger, low resolution fie ld tests, using less 
instrumentation and less controlled scenarios_ 

Black Hawk Testing 
An example of FOTE used in conjunction 

with initial operational capability (Ioq was 
the 10C/ FoTE of the UH-60A Black Hawk at 
Fort Campbell, KY, from May to September, 
1979. Among the vital issues answered in this 
test was integration of a totally new utility 
helicopter into the 101 st Airborne Division (Air 
Assault). logistics supportability, training sup
portability, aircraft reliability , availability, and 
maintainability were all addressed as was trans
portability of the unit, TOE. and individual 
training. 

Additionally. some follow-on issues from 
earlier testing were evaluated. The FoTE also 
lends itself to operational feasibility testing of 
the potential suitability of equipment and sys
tems developed by other services, foreign na
tions, or commercial firms. 

Concept Evaluation Program (CEP). The 
Aviation Board evaluates commercial items. 
modified existing items or fabricated pro-
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totypes by use of the CEP. This type of evalua
tion provides TRAoOC commanders with a 
timely, simplified process to resolve questions 
dealing with tactics, doctrine. logistics, train
ing, and hardware. The helicoper mast mount
ed sight (MMS) was evaluated by CEP_ 

Follow-on Evaluation (FOE). These are 
condUded specifically to resolve operational 
issues which were surfaced in previous testing 
of an item. The OH-58C. for example. was the 
subject of FOE when adequacy of engine pow
er and new instrumentation developed as is
sues from earlier tests. 

Customer Test (Cl) - These are funded by 
and conducted for an agency which has devel
oped hardware to meet specific military needs_ 
The Aviation Board conducted a cr on an im
proved OH-S8 tail rotor and stability control 
augmentation system (SeAS). A comparison 
was made of the basic OH-58C with an OH-
58C having the improved tail rotor and an
other OH-58C having the new tail rotor and 
SCAS. The potential improvement in mission 
performance of the OH-58C was assessed with 
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each o f these improvem ents as well as with 
both improvements. using 6th Cavalry Brigade 
(Air Combat) aviators at Fort Hood , Texas. 

A Key Job 
An important ingredient in any test program 

is the Test Project Manager or Test Director. 
He becomes intimately involved with programs 
early in development in order to design a test 
which will add ress important user require
ments. For instance, a Test Project Manager is 
currently following the development of the Ad
vanced Attack He licoper (AAH). combat mis
sion simulator, an advanced technology flight 
and weapons simulator, even though the AAH 
is yet to be fielded. During the conduct of a test 
the Test Project Manager is responsible for the 
management of fund s, personnel, and test 
support programs to insure that all issues a re 
answered and that test costs do not exceed the 
prog rammed budget. 
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USAAVNBD Strudure 
To accomplish its mission , the Aviation 

Board is organized into six divisions: Ad
ministrative Support; Resource Management; 
Test Concepts and Operations; Electronic 
Systems Test; Alrcrah Systems Test; and Major 
Systems Test. On tests of large, com plex sys
tems, such as the AH-I S Fire Control and Wea
pons Subsystem. a test directorate is task or
ganized with expertise from various divisions 
of the Board and tailored to meet specific test 
requirements and objectives_ 

The Aviation Board works closely with the 
principal agencies of the Aviation Center team, 
as well as with othe r combat arms proponents 
and mate rie l developers. Many new concepts 
and items of materiel require that the Aviation 
Board conside r the effects of changes in doc
trine, logistics and maintenance, training of 
ground and aircrew personnel, standardization 
of equipment and opera ting techniques. Coor
dination among the Aviation Center team and 
with other Army Aviation organizations and 
branch proponents ensu res that the highest 
quality product is obtained for the aviation user 
in an effective and timely manner. 

Recent Testing 
During 1980, the Aviation Board conducted 

19 tests. The scope of individual tests varies 
greatly and it is difficu lt to establish a relative 
importance among tests. Some operational 
and development tests lend themselves to 
combining or "piggybacking" with other tests 
on a selective basis. This allows significant sav
ings to be realized without compromising the 
user testing process. As an example, the 
XM-21 Stabilized Monocular, envisioned for 
use on scout and othe r a ircrah for observation, 
was evaluated during the test of the moderniz
ed AH-l S Fire Control and Weapons Subsys
tem. Some other tests in 1980 were the Inte
grated Avionics Control System. the Black 
Hawk Infrared Suppressor Kit. and the Black 
Hawk Extended Range Kit. 

Flexibility and responsiveness are charader
istics of the Aviation Board. Within a 60-day 
period, in response to a que ry from the Secre· 
tary of Defense, a test was designed and con
duded, data analyzed, and recommendations 
given concerning the capability of the UH·60 
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Black Hawk to perform as an attack helicopter. 
For the first time. issues vitally important to the 
user concerning attack helicopers were quanti
fied . Some of the Issues addressed were: 

• Suitabillty, agility, maneuverability, and 
performance of the utility aircraft when per
forming AAH mission profiles. 

• Suitability of slde·by-side seating config· 
uration in performing AAH mission profiles 
versus that of tandem seating_ 

• Relative detectability of the utility 
helicopter compared to the AH·l S (used as a 
surrogate for the AAH). 

• Human factor implications of pilot work· 
load and crew duties. 

• Safety implications of e mploying the 
UH·60 as an attack helicopter in AAH opera
tional mission profiles. 

Results of the test were significant enough to 
eliminate the UH-60 as an attack helicopter 
candidate_ The question was asked and the 
user representative, the USAAVNBD, respond
ed expeditiously, thoroughly, responsibly, and 
professionally. 

Fast Action 
The Near Term Scout Helicopter test which 

compared the UH· ' and the OH·58 in the 
scout roie was another example of information 
needed quickly for major decisions. While the 
test found both aircraft to be marginally suit
able in the Near Term Scout role, the OH-S8C 
was generally considered more compatible 
with the AH-1S as a teammate. The OH·58C 
was also considered more suitable because of 
visibility, detectabllity, size, and most impor
tantly, the OH-58C was more acceptable to the 
user aviators and observers while performing 
the scout mission. 

Current Testing 
Currently being tested is the Improved 

Heading Reference System which is a product 
improvement application to increase the ac
curacy of the lightweight Doppler Navigation 
System. A Transportable Helicopter Enclos
ure (THE) is being tested to assess physical 
characteristics and operational suitability. An
other lest being conducted is the operational 
test of the ANI AlQ· 156 Radar Missile Detec
tor. 

The ANI AlQ· 156 uses radar to sense the 
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approach of a missile then causes a flare to be 
ejected from the M-130 Aircraft General Pur
pose Dispenser to decoy the threat infrared 
missile away from the aircraft. Even the old 
warriors of the Aviation Board were conspicu
ously hesitant to test this system - on an air
craft - live fire! Still, aircraft characteristics 
such as vibration, rotor flicker, etc., could po-

NORTHROP 
WOR LDWIDE A IRCRAFT SER V ICES, INC . 

A wholly owned subsidiary 
of the Northrop Corporation 
dedicated to Quality Aircraft 
Maintenance and Aviation 
related support services for 
the U.S. Army Aviation 
School and tenant agencies 
at Ft. Rucker, AL, since 1961 . 
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tenlially degrade the performance of the sys
tem which was demonstrated on a cable ca r 
during development testing. A unique test plan 
was conceived in which artill ery was fired on an 
otf.sel trajectory past the aircrah. 

With the projectJle offering an equivalent de· 
gree of reflectivity for the radar and traveling at 
velocities typical of threat infrared missile sys
tems, the AN/ALQ·156 was adequately tested 
operationally. As you can imagine, s tringe nt 
safety precautions were in effect to protect the 
aviators. Additionally, a sophisticated instru
mentation system was incorporated into the 
test to provide highly accurate m easurements 
as to the effectiveness of the ANI AlQ. 156. 

Some Projected Tests 
The test schedule projeded for 1981 con· 

tains tests of equal importance and similar di· 
versity in scope and application. This spring an 
FDTE will be conducted on a NICAD Battery 
Charger/ Analyzer. The capability of the new 
equ ipment to maintain and charge aircraft bat· 
teries and NICAD baHeries used with ancillary 
or ground equ ipment will be tested. Com· 
patibility with power generating equipment in 
the inventory wilt also be examined. 

Also planned for this spring is the opera· 
tional test of the AN/ AVR·2 Laser Detection 
System (LOS) and the Aviation Night Vision 
Imaging System (ANVIS). The ANVIS test will 
be conducted June through September 1981 
and will determine the operational effective· 
ness and suitability of the system at night and 
during periods of reduced visibility. 

In the sp ring of 1982, an FDTE will be con· 
ducted on the Self Propelled Elevated Main
te nance Stand (SPEMS). This test will validate 
the operational suitability and effectiveness of 
the SPEMS to support ground maintenance 
personnel performing maintenance on CH-47 
and other aircraft. 

Currently scheduled for the summer of 
1982 is a test of the AN/ ALQ·169 Optical 
Warning Locator/ Detector (OWl/D). Other 
tests scheduled are contained within the De· 
partment of the Army's Five Year Test Plan, 
the master document which integrates the U.S. 
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Army's testing into the entire research and de· 
velopment/ materiel acquisition effort. Tests 
which satisfy immediate needs, such as the 
Armed Black Hawk and Near Term Scout Hel· 
icopter tests, are conduded In addition to 
those tests within the five year plan based on 
the urgent need for test data. 

Army Aviation is a fully integrated combat 
arm. Consistent with that statement, you may 
have noted that the Aviation Board provides 
test services to the Aviation, Transportation, In
fantry, Armor, Chemical, other TRADOC cen
ters, and Resef\/e Components as required. 

A Proud History 
During its short history, the USAAVNBD 

has firmly established itself as a valuable memo 
ber of the testing community. The Board is 
continually meeting the challenges facing Ar
my Aviation and takes great pride in the profes
sional execution of its mission. The Aviation 
Board's motto, "Fidells Operanti" (Fidelity to 
the Operator), Signifies the commitment of the 
Board to the user. We are proud of the role we 
play in contributing to the efforts of the U.S. Ar
my to supply vital, modern, effedive equip
ment to the aviation user in the field. 

The USAAVNBD is eager to represent you, 
the user. My staff and I welcome any com
ments or innovative ideas concerning user 
testing. These should be directed to Chief, Test 
Concepts and Operations Division, at AUTO
VON 558-6578/ 2875_ D 
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DEVElOPMENTAL TESTiNG: 
A MAjOR RESpoNsibiliTY 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HOVER )00 ADTA TEcitNiciA.N§ pool ThEiR EXPERTisE A.T FORT 

RuckER'S TECOM FAciLiTy," sAys COL WiLLiAM E. CRouch, JR. 

T
HE United States Army Aviation 
Development Test Activfy (USAAVN
oTA), located at Cairns Army Airfield, is 

a tenant at Fort Rucker, AL. It is one of nine 
fi eld operating activities assigned to the U.S. 
Army Test and Evaluation Command 
(TECOM», Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. 

TECOM. in furn, is one of fifteen major 
subordinate commands of the U.S. Army 
Materiel Development and Readiness Com
mand (OARCOM). The primary mission of 
rECOM is the test and evaluation of proposed 
Army maleriel through a series o f development 
tests and evaluation of test results. TECOM 
commands several major test installations and 
provides some of the world's most unique test 
faci lities a nd services. 

Mission/ Organization 
As the only solely aviation·oriented unit 

assigned to TECOM, USAAVNDTA has the pri· 
mary mission of conducting development tests 
of aviation materiel to include new aircraft, air· 
craft components and subsystems, and avia· 
tion.related support and personnel equipment. 

Development testing is defined as those 
tests a nd evaluations conduded to verify that 
the engineering design and development pro
cess is complete, the design risks have been 
minimized, and the system will meet specifica· 
tions. and to estimate the system's military utili· 
ty when it is introduced into the Army inven· 
tory. 

This mission requires a highly qualified. 
technically oriented workforce. To meet this 
need, the Activity is authorized approximately 
300 officers, warrant officers, e nlisted person· 
ne l. a nd Department of the Army civilians, and 
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is o rgan ized under a commander with a depu· 
ty commander for testing operations, five func· 
tional divisions, and supporting o ffices. 

Contractors provide aircraft maintenance; 
additional engineering and technital support; 
onsite human factor engineer support; and ad· 
ditional assistance in th e reliability, availabili
ty, and maintainability (RAM) data collection 
area. These contractors bring approximately 
180 additional people unde r the Activity um· 
bre lla. 

A Broad Spectrum 
The military personnel represe nt a broad 

cross·section of the military capability and ex· 
pertise available within the Army and also pro
vide experts such as experimental test pilots. 
engineers, and highly qualified maintenance 
technicians and RAM data collectors. The tech· 
nically oriented Department of the Army civil· 
ian workforce consists of test pilots, engineers. 
technicians. and test support personnel. 

Although the Activity has a large pool of 
tec hnical personnel, it still lacks all the exper
tise required to conduct its everchanging 
development testing mission. The need for ad· 
ditional highly qualified people is the reason 
why the Activity's location at Fort Rucker and 
its collocation with the Aviation Center and 
other members of the Aviation Cenler Team 
are so important to the effective accomplish· 
ment of its mission. 

The Aviation Center, in addition to pro· 
vidlng host support, furnishes skilled person· 
nel to assist and participate in the Adivity's test 
prog rams. Collocation wilh the U.S. Army 
Aviation Board permits close liaison between 
the developer and user during bolh develop-
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USAAVNTDA 
(Continued from Page 57) 

me n! and ope ra tional testing. The Activity and 
the Board share some assets such as pilots, iI· 
lustrators, and photographers. since neither 
o rganization was given a stand-alone ca pability 
as a result of a 1976 reorganization. 

The U.S. Army Safety Center provides 
assistance in evaluating the safety aspects of 
new equipment under test , while the Aero
medica l Resea rch laboratory assists in meas
uring a nd evaluating the physio logical e ffects 
that operating equipment may have on per
sons using it. The Fort Rucker Field Un it of the 
Army Research Insmute aids in evaluating the 
training aspects of new equipment operation 
and maintenance. 

A Long History 
A word about when the Activity started 

would be usefu l in understanding the what, 
where, and how of aviation mate rie l testing. 
The lineage of the Activity started in 1945 
when the Ground Aircraft Se rvice Test Divi
sion , Army Field Forces Board Number 1, was 
established in North Carolina. 

In the last 35 years, USAAVNDTA has gone 
through a series of name, organization. and 
mission changes to meet the rapidly expan
ding role of Army Aviation and major changes 
in Departme nt of the Army o rganization and 
functions. The Activity was previously known 
as CONARC Board Number 6. Army Aviation 
Board. and Army Airc raft Development Test 
Activity. 

We Test It All 
What is tested? You name it. If it has been 

used in Army Aviation, the Activity has pro
bably tested It. Virtually every a irplane and 
helicopter used by the Army, both past and 
present. have undergone tests by the USA
AVNDTA. including many of the experimental 
models found in the Army Aviation Museum. 

Individual e ngines, radios , navigation 
equipment, a ircraft components, aircraft sur
vivability equipment (ASE), flight jackets, hel
mets, life rafts, and generators are just a few of 
the 98 test projects currently assigned. If an 
aircraft mechanic installs an improved bearing 
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on a helicopter, in a maintenance she lte r, us
ing a revised mainte nance procedure , the Ac
tivity has evaluated the bearing, the helicopter, 
the sheller, and th e revised mainte nance pro· 
cedure. 

Where is testing conducted? The answer to 
that QUestion is "whe rever the testing needs to 
be conducted ." Testing sites includ e the Re
public of Panama. Alaska, Canada. and virtu
ally every seelion of the United States. The mao 
jo rity of the testing is conducted from Cairns 
Army Airfield and within the local fl ying area. 

Shown during AVNDTA testing, a YCH-47D 
Chinook performs its first water landing at 
Fort Rucker's Lake Th%cco. Water opera
tions were conducted to assure that design 
changes did not adversely affed the air
crah's handling characteristics. 

Major Test Sites 
Other major test sites are Pikes Peak and 

Fo rt Carson, CO, fo r high altitud e testing; 
Yuma Proving Ground, AZ. for desert testing; 
Fo rt Greely. AK, fo r arctic testing; Fo rt Clayton , 
Republic of Panama, for tropiC testing; Fort 
Drum, NY, for te mperate winter testing; and 
Eglin AFB, Fl, and White Sands Missile Range, 
NM, for electronic counter measures testing. 

On the average , the Aviation Development 
Test Aelivity operates 25 aircraft, which in
cludes at least one of each type in use in the 
Active Army units. 

How It's Done 
How is testing done? A brief disc ussion of 

the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System 
(UTTAS) test program will illustrate. The de· 
velopment testing of the Black Hawk started 
with the competitive fly-off between the two 
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competing helicopter manufacturers. This 
evaluation was conducted to provide technical 
data for determining the system's readiness for 
transition into production and to d etermine 
which of the two manufacture rs best met the 
system specifications. 

These tests measured technical perform
ance including reliability and maintainability, 
compatability, interoperability, safety, man
machine interface, and the supportability of 
the system and its associated s upporl equip
ment. Evaluation of these factors lead to the 
selection of the Black Hawk as the model best 
qualified to meet the Army's needs. 

Since the initial tests, the Activity has con
ducted a series of evaluations on preproduc
tion and production model aircraft starting 
with Northern CONUS testing at Fort Drum, 
NY, during March, 1977; continuing with high 
altitude testing at Fort Carson, CO. and desert 
testing at Yuma Proving Ground. AZ; and end
ing in January, 1980, with the arctic testing . 

The Activity is presently conducting a RAM 
groutfh test which was scheduled to be com
pleted in March 1981. This type of testing is 
done to dete rmine the maximum safe oper
ating life and inspection cycles of costly major 
aircraft components such as engines, trans· 
missions, and rotors. 

Aircraft in this phase of testing are flown us· 
ing predetermined and rigidly controlled flight 
profiles. By logging many fl ying hours on test 
aircraft well ahead of the field fleet usage, the 
Activity enables the Army to expedite delivery 
to the field, while assuring that the aircraft is 

During USAAVNDTA testing of the UH·60A 
Black Hawk. Army personnel tested the prac
ticability of a medical evacuation kit. 
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safe to operate, maintainable, and logistically 
supportable. The current Black Hawk RAM 
test calls for 1,200 flying hours. 

Now Underway 
Some of the major system tests presently be

ing conducted by the Activity are the CH-47D 
RAM groutfh testing, Advanced Attack Heli
copter (AAH) , and UH-60 flight simulator. 
The CH·47D RAM growth testing Is a continua
tion of th e CH-47 program which started in the 
early 1960's. The Activity is responsible for the 
Army portion of the testing of AAH (YAH-64A) 
and is involved in conducting engineering de
sign tests to assess the aircraft's military utility_ 

Activity involve ment in synthetic flight train
ing systems started with 2824, th e UH-' train
e r; and continues today with the 2838 system 
'for the UH-60A. The Activity has done various 
tests of the OH-58 for more than 10 years. A 
3,000-flight-hour verification test program for 
RAM on the OH-58C has just been completed. 
The 3,000 hours were accumulated using two 
OH-58Cs. 

Another major effort for the Activity is the 
testing of Aircraft Survivability Equipment. 
This includes such items as equipment to warn 
the aircraft crew that they are being tracked by 
a detection device. such as radar, and other 
devices to jam or otherwise decoy the enemy 
defection device_ Such countermeasures span 
the e lectromagnetk spectrum to include visi
ble, infrared, and the radio frequencies. Other 
devices tested Involve reducing the delectabili
ty of the airc raft. 

Given the nature of developments in the 
countermeasures field , testing of ASE presents 
a continuing and ever changing challenge, 
one thai the U.S. Army Aviation Testing Com
munity is determined to meet. 

An Important Role 
The United States Army Aviation Develop

ment Test Activity has an important role in in
suring that the Army has the best aviation 
equipment that American industry can pro
duce within cost constraints. 

The men and women who comprise the Ac
tivity are proud to be a part of the organization 
that generally is first to fly, operate, and assess 
the potential of new aviation materiel; and they 
are pleased to be members of the Center T eam.O 
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ITS 24-lIoUR OPERATioNS 
CENTER GiVES you A CLUE • • • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"EVERyrltiNG you WANTEd TO kNOW AboUT diE ARMY SAFETY 
CENTER, bUT WERE AfRAid TO Mk." COLONEl EdwARd E. WAldRON, 
II, TouchES A.ll bASES iN COVERiNG ThE MissioNS of ThE CENTER. 

T
HE United States Army Safety Center is 
a field operating agency under the 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel. lis 

mission as defined in AR 10-29 , and within the 
scope of AR 385-10, is to support the Army 
Safety Program in order to conserve man
power and materiel resources and to increase 
the Army's combat effectiveness. 

Whe re It All Be gan 
History refleds that the first forma l aviation 

safety organization was the Army Aviation Ac
cident Review Board, it section of the Army 
Aviation Training Department of the Artillery 
School af Fort Sill , OK. As Army Aviation ex
panded, so did the work 01 the Review Board 
which, along with the U.S. Army Aviation 
School, was moved to Fort Rucker, in 1954. 

Three years later, in 1957. the Review Board 
was renamed the U.S. Army Board for Avia
tion Accident Research, beNer known as 
USABAAR. USABAAR's mission included not 
on ly the review of aircrah accident reports, but 
a lso crash site investigations and research info 
aviation safety matters involving a ircrah 
design. operations, and training as well as 
supervision, maintenance. inspection, and 
human factors. 

Anothe r Change 
In 1972, USABAA R became the U.S. Army 

Agency for Aviation Safety (USAAAVS), 
under the supervision of the Director of Army 
Aviation, Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff 
for Force Development. The agency's respon· 
sibilities were expanded in 1974, when the Ar
my Safety Program was placed under the Army 
Inspector General, to include accident preven· 
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tion education. safety assistance visits Army· 
wide, establishment of Army Aviation safety 
policy, collection 01 all Army Aviation accident 
data, promotion of system safety. and a more 
direct role in support of the Army's general 
safety program. 

The mission of USAAAVS was again ex· 
panded in 1978 to include operational respon
sibility lor all disciplines of safety, and 
USAAAVS was red esignated the U.S. Army 
Safety Center. 

Our Curre nt Role 
Currently staffed by 100 civilians, 45 of

ficers, and 17 NCO's and enlisted personnel, 
the U.S. Army Safety Center in conjunction 
with the Office of th e Army Safety Program, 
ODCSPER, develops policies, procedures. 
goals. objectives and standards, applying a 
common safety management system through
out. The Safety Center's roles revolve around 
analysis and execution of the Secretary of fhe 
Army's stated yearly objectives. The Center's 
safety management cycle beg ins with the col· 
lection of accident data and includes data 
analysis, safety education, the development of 
cou ntermeasures, and evaluation of actions 
taken - a total approach to safety. 

In accordance with Army Regulation 
385-40. any Army a ircrah mishap involving a 
fatality, the total destruction of the aircrah, or 
property damage and injury costs exceeding 
$50,000 must be immediate ly reported by 
telephone to the Safety Center's 24-hour 
Operations Center. Each mishap is evaluated 
on a case-by·case basis and. within two hours 
of being notified, the Safety Center can have an 
investigation team on its way to the crash site. 
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Investigations of selected aircraft mishaps 
are conducted under a concept called Cen
tralized Mishap Investlgation _ Through a 
systematic analytica l process which deals with 
the man, the machine, and the environment as 
an integrated system, investigators seek to 
answer three basic questions: what happened, 
what caused the mishap to happen, and what 
to do about it_ 

Mishap Prevention 
One of the key elements in the Army Safety 

Center's comprehensive mishap and accident 
prevention program is its Army Safety 
Management Information System (ASMIS) _ 
This system calls for the collection, storage, 
and quick retrieval of timely Army accident 
data and is essential to the Center's research 
and analysis efforts. Efforts are on-going to ad
vance the capabilities of the ASMIS to beNer 
support the Army Safety Program and field 
commanders. 

The Safety Center currently receives and 
processes approximately 430 aviation and 
more than 1.700 general mishap reports a 
month. In addition, each quarter it handles 
about 285 accident exposure reports from ma
jor and subordinate commands worldwide. 
Each report is assigned a case number, log· 
ged, checked for completeness. and Im-

Crash intlestigators check the wreckage 
of an AH·' Cobra as parl of the ongoing 
USAAAVS rf!sponslbllity. 
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mediately reviewed for urgency of the iden
tified system inadequacy. The report is then 
coded and the information subsequently fed 
into the Center's new computer system_ 

Current and historical mishap experience 
data provided by the Center's automated 
management information system plays a vital 
role in almost a ll aspects of the Army's ace
dent/ mishap prevention efforts. Through anal· 
ysis of mishap data, Safety Center specialists 
identify specific system inadequacies and 
develop countermeasu rers. System inade
quacies are then ranked in order of those con
tributing to the greatest losses and detailed in
formation is given fa appropriate resource 
managers having responsibility for the system 
involved. 

This totem pole ranking helps direct Army
wide prevention efforts at problems on a 
"worst-first" basis. Commanders are now pro
vided feedback which is essential in the 
development of their accident prevention pro
grams. 

The payoff from this approach is straight
forward . By eliminating or reducing Army 
system inadequacies, a more efficient system 
will result and the number of accidents will be 
reduced. 

A Total Approach 
The Safety Center's total approach to safety 

indudes systems management which attempts 
to improve the safety of a ll Army systems, giv
ing consideration to the man, machine, and 
the environment. Safety Center aviation system 
engineers and managers are directly involved 
in all aspects of the operation and develop
ment of Army aircraft systems. 

From concept to disposal. aviation system 
engineers and managers assist their counter
parts in TSARCOM, TRADOC, DARCOM, and 
other agencies making recommendations 
about system safety in the design and opera
tion of equipment and the training of person
nel. 

System management is also being applied 
to general safety. The Center monitors Army 
equipment to detect problems in existing 
systems and to insure safe performance of sys
tems to be fielded in the future. 

Another element in the Safety Center's 
management cycle is its comprehensitle edu-
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calion program. The Center provides indepth 
safety training on all aspects of safety doctrine 
a nd safety management 10 Army military and 
civilian personnel. The Center conducts ac
credited residenl training courses in both avia· 
tion and general safety and ann ua lly graduates 
more 'han a thousand qualified safety person
nel. 

Safety instruction is also provided to Ad
vanced Warrant Officer Course students, of· 
ficers. and warrant officer candidates in their 
Initial flight training, flight surgeons, and 
selected aviators advancing lowa rd broader 
command responsibilities. 

In addition to its resident cou rses, the Safety 
Center also exports training in the form of one 
and two-week courses and, upon request, con
ducts on-site mishap prevention seminars and 
gives special presentations at installations 
Army-wide. 

The Safety Center also makes available 
OSHA edu caitonal mate ria l and a variety of 
safety correspondence cou rses to all safety 
staffs. 

Safely in the Field 
To promote safety during training and con

tingency operations, Safety Center teams are 
available to visit commanders in the field. The 
teams assist during the planning stage of joint 
training exercises, monito r the safety aspects of 
activities, and make recommendations for im
proving unit safety programs. These on-the
spot consu ltation visits give commanders and 

safety personnel the benefit of the Safety 
Cente r's Army-wide experience in ide ntifying 
problem areas and potential hazards. 

Health and industrial· hygiene-related 
aspects of safety are also of concern to the 
Safety Center. The Center monitors data hank 
information to determine hygiene-related 
mishap tre nds, analyzes this information, and 
formulates countermeasures. This is accom
plished through dose coordination with the 
Office of the Surgeon General, the Army 
Hea lth Services Command, and Army Medical 
Department activities. 

Getting the Word Out 
In support of the Army's safety objectives, 

the Safety Center maintains an active com
mun1cations program which develops and 
distributes mishap prevention info rmation and 
safety promotional material worldwide. Anal· 
ysis of mishap data, reviews of recent mishap 
causes, and suggested remedies are high
lighted in a variety of informative periodicals, 
technical reports, pamphlets, and posters. In 
addition to print media, the Safety Center also 
uses motion pictures, television, and radio to 
carry its safety messages to the fJeld. 

A Sharp Focus 
The Army Safety Center'S scope of opera

tions has slgnificantly expanded s ince its early 
days at Fo rt Sill, but its focus re mains the 
same: safety in the cockpit, safety on the 
ground, safety during training and contingen· 
cy operations and all Army activities, all of the 
foregoing making safety an integral part of 
every Army mission. 0 

JCPenney 
802 WEST MAIN, PORTER SQUARE MALL, DOTHAN, ALABAMA 

Main Store: Auto Center: Beauty Salon: 
Phone 794-0531 Phone 794-0531 Phone 792-1413 

Shop Monday-Saturday Open Monday-Saturday Open Mon. -Fri ., 8-8; 
10 til 9. 8 til 6. Saturday, 8 til 5. 
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~~ RESEARCIl EffoRTS NEVER 
pRovidE TiMEly ANSWERS!" 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"NOT TR •• I" SAyS ARMY R.s.ARrn l.sTinn (ARI) FiEld UNiT 
DiRECTOR C.A. CAiNER wltOSE NEW UNiT pRovidES kEY ANSWERS 

T
RAINING and Selection Research Pro· 
grams are often discounted with off· 
hand comments to the effect: "What 

does that do for the Army?" or " Research ef
forts never provide timely answers," or "The 
results are textbook solutions and can't be us· 
ed," or maybe "That Information Is nice to 
have, but will we use it?" These are the more 
pleasant and printable comments. 

Army Research Institute (ARI) planners 
themselves were keeping these types of ques
tions In mind as they considered the orienta
tion the new Field Unit should take. Army Avia
tion was faced with a number of immediate 
training problem areas, not the least of which 
were threat, Increasing hardware sophlstlca. 
tion, round-the-clock operations, a changing 
trainee population, and resource limitations. 

Central Questions 
Considering these training problems and 

the Army management's concern, the ARI 
research planners developed a guiding set of 
questions as a point of departure for research: 
"What form should the research product 
take?" "What are the changing needs of avia· 
tlon?" "Are there common problems at all 
phases of an aviator's career?" and "What 
should be the balance between cost and train
Ing In order to maximize aviator and unit pro· 
flciency?" 

The above questions, the Army's needs, 
and the operational environment guided the 
research planners to the following set of prln. 
ciples: (1) to have operational Army personnel 
participate in each effort, (2) to maintain an 
operational, product-oriented program, (3) to 
maintain flexibJlJty without degrading scientific 

6. 

Integrity, and (4) to perform long range re
search In support of Army Aviation's future in· 
ventory. 

The common thread holding this program 
together was the obvious observation that the 
aviator's career parallels that of a hardware sys· 
tern life cycle (Figure 1). Reflect for a moment 
on the aviator's career: selection, institutional 
training, combat unit training, aircraft quallfi· 
cation, staff positions, and finally, retirement. 

The program was molded into four, time 
based layers which consisted of the following: 
(I) Quick reaction· Technical Advisory Servo 
ice, (2) near·term research . six to 18 months, 
(3) Intermediate research. up to three years, 
and (4) long. term research . beyond three 
years. 

Four Problems 
The preliminary training research require

ments analyses resulted In an Identification of 
four basic aviation problem areas which re
main viable today: 

1. Aviator Selection and Training Manage
ment. 

2. Flight Simulation Requirements and Ut1l1· 
zafion. 

3. Performance Measurement and Assess· 
ment. 

4. Combat Unit Training and Proficiency 
Maintenance_ 

In order to incorporate a well balanced, In
tegrated and responsive research program, 
three technical research teams were establish
ed to research and develop aviator selection 
methods, combat unit skills, training techni
ques, and maintenance programs to prepare 
the Army aviator to perform the combat arms 
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role and survive in a high threat environment. 

Selection and Training Team 
The Selection and T raining Technical Team 

performs research in support of two aspects of 
the early stages of the aviator's career: Selec
tion and Institutional Training. ARI has long 
been the prime force In developing methods of 
selecting personnel for aviation training. 
Several aviator selection programs are in pro
gress or have recently been completed. 

Flight Aptitude Selection Test 
The Flight Aptitude Selection Test (FASl) 

is a paper and pend I test battery which has 
been demonstrated to be a valid predictor of 
aviator candidate performance in the Initial 
Entry Hotray Wing (IERW) training. In March, 
1980, the Revised FAST, as described in DA 
Pamphlet 611·256-2, was introduced. The 
Revised FAST has a shorter administration 
time, simpler scoring procedures, more objec
tivity and an improved predictive validity. 

An alternate form of the Revised FAST is 
under development to provide for retesting of 
individuals who were initially unsuccessful. 
This alternate form is to be available in FY 82. 
In the past, the retest process required a De
partment of Army waiver. 

The ARI developed Performance-Based 
Aviator-Applicant Selection System (PASS) 

is a job sample test which identifies applicants 
who demonstrate the aptitude for helicopter 
flight training. PASS requires the applicant to 
perform basic flight maneuvers in the UH·l FS 
over five one· hour periods and measures the 
applicant's ability to acquire the skills required 
to control a helicopter. 

PASS will be a part of a sequential selection 
process designed to identify those individuals 
with the psychomotor, cognitive and percep
tual abilities required for successfu l perfor. 
mance in not only the flight training program, 
but also in an operationa l environment. 

Mission Track Assignment 
In June, 1977, the USAAVNC began a dual

track IERW program in which 25% of aviation 
candidates were assigned to tactical training in 
the Aeroscout mission in the OH·58 aircraft. 
ARI developed a method to identify those can· 
didates most likely to succeed in the Aeroscout 
track. The Aeroscout assignment algorithm 
has been eHecfive in predicting success in 
Aeroscout tactics training. 

This Aeroscout a lgorithm research was a 
quick readion eHort (see above) designed to 
provide an answer to a specific short term, 
high priority requirement. ARI is also pursuing 
a more comprehensive and objective long 
range solution for multi· track assig nment in 
IERW. This assignment procedure examines 
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the abilities and aptitudes of each candidate in 
order to determine which of the four basic heli
copte r missions would best fit the candidate's 
particular skills. 

This assignment procedure will use a bat
tery of eig ht pape r/ pencil tests, a psychomotor 
test and PASS to predict the candidate's prob
ability of success in each generic mission: 
Aeroscout, Attack, Cargo, and Utility. The Mis
sion Track Prog ram is not intended to lock the 
aviator Into a particular mission/ aircraft for 
his/her entire Army Aviation career but rather 
to provide a systematic and empirically based 
means of initially Identifying the mission in 
which an individual will succeed early in that 
aviator's career. 

Aviator candidate selection and mission 
assignment is to be based upon the opera
tional (mission) performance and requirement 
This emphasis on mission performance capa
bilities is a significant departure from past se
lection research where the va lidity of selection 
testing was based solely upon institutional suc· 
cess. 

Aviation Warrant Officer Retention 
In response to MILPERCEN tasking, a major 

effort was recently completed to determine the 
primary factors associated with the voluntary 
separation of aviation warrant officers. The pri· 
mary objectives of the Aviation Warrant Officer 
Retention research effort was to identify the 
considerations rated as most influential in the 
AWO's decision to separate. This research is 
providing the documentation required for the 
initiation of corrective actions. 

Preliminary data obtained from MILPER· 
CEN files show a sizeable increase over the 
past year in separation at the end of the first 
tour of duty for aviation warrants. This attrition 
represents a substantial loss to the Army in 
both the size of the experienced manpower 
pool and in the utilization of training reo 
sou rces. Each aviator who departs represents 
an extensive initial investment of time and 
money. 

When those factors are added to continua
tion training cost, the critical need to retain as 
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many aviation warrants as possible is revealed . 
The initial results of this research (Army Avia· 
tion Magazine. January·February, 1981) has 
already impacted DA policy regarding aviation 
warrant officer ca reer management and avia
tion career incentive pay. 

Combat Unit Training Team 
Graduation from flight school merely marks 

the end of institutional training and the begin
ning of the aviator's ea rly ca reer activity - unit 
training . The Combat Unit Training Technical 
Team conducts research to identify operation
al unit training problems and requirements 
and to produce prototype. exportable training 
modules that will a id a commander in training 
and maintaining the unit' s combat effective
ness. A module is a training " package" which 
consists of equipment, film , tape, etc. , with in
structions for use, and has demonstrated train
ing value. 

In a recent worldwide survey of major avia
tion units, commanders were asked " What are 
your cu rrent performance deficiencies and ob· 
stacles to training?" The results of the research 
indicate that there were a total of 55 common 
deficiencies and 51 obstacles. The aviation 
unit commander's ten highest priority items in 
each category are as follows: 

DEFICIENCIES - (1) Operations in an NBC 
Environment, (2) Aided (NVG) Terrain Flight. 
(3) Night Terrain Flight Navigation, (4) Unaid
ed Night Terrain Flight, (5) Combined Arms 
Team Operations. (6) Surviving on a High
Threat Battlefield, (7) Battlefie ld Coordination 
of all Assets, (8) Maintaining Organic Equip
ment, (9) Day NOE Flight Operations, (10) 
Night Hawk. 

OBSTACLES - (1) Shortage of Aviators, (2) 
Inadequate Night and Weather Capability, (3) 
Voluntary/ Involuntary Attrition of Aviator Ex
perience Base, (4) Inability to Communicate 
Long Distances at NOE, (5) Battalion-Division 
Staff lacks Knowledge of Aviation Unit Em
ployment, (6) l ack of Wire Hazard Detec
tion/ Protedion Capability, (7) Shortage of Air
craft Parts, (8) Shortage of NCO's, (9) Shortage 
of Maintenance Personnel, (10) lack of Decon
tamination Capability. 

The above " Top Ten" and the remaining 
list of items have iIIumina'ed many problems 
which reQuire research solutions. Some of 
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them, for example, items three and ten of the 
deficiencies list, have research eHorts in prog
ress and are discussed below_ 

Night Hawk/Night Vision 
Goggles Training 

Night terrain flight, night hawk training and 
practice of night emergency procedures are 
vital adivities, but these are confronted by ob
stacles such as noise abatement, IP's concen
trating on safely rather than instrudion, the 
physiological protests of the body, and the 
spouse's lack of appreciation for keeping 
unusual hours. One solution being investi· 
gated is to convert day to night by wearing a 
light attenuating filter (LAF) which effedively 
reproduces the night visual scene. 

Experiments have shown that the sun, wind, 
and dust goggles with LAF inserts enables 
aviators to train in hovering, terrain flight, and 
emergency night flight maneuvers by day, thus 
bypassing the objections raised above and 
allowing the IP to instruct with his full daylight 
vision. 

Tactical Terrain Flight Navigation 
A long· term ongoing research effort by this 

team is the development of Tactical Terrain 
Navigation Training. In a recently completed 
effort, the ARI developed Map Interpretation 
and Terrain Analysis Course (MITAQ was 
modified and validated for use with Night Vi· 
sion Goggles and unaided night vision for nav
igation training. 

This training module, entitled Map Inter
pretation and Terrain Analysis for Navigation 
at Night (MITANN), was developed both for 
implementation at USAAVNC and as an expor
table package for use by aviation units in the 
field. This material exemplifies the training 
module princi ple. 

Other examples of training modules under 
development are a pre-mission planning check
list and speeded speech (without raising the 
voice frequency) as a briefing and training tech· 
nique. 

NOE Lexicon 
Is it a draw or a saddle? The very high 

workload engendered by fl ying NOE in a com
bat environment means that intra·cockpit com· 
munication must use a crisp, unambiguous, 
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and standard vocabulary wherever poss ible. 
ARI has just completed a book of navigational 
commands and terrain descriptors which lists 
the most widely used and least ambiguous 
terms (as garnered from a wide range of Sub
jed MaHer Experts) and which provides an ap
propriate pidure and map symbol to accom
pany each term. 

This is an example of user participation and 
the operational orientation of ARI, as informa
tion was gathered in the field using more than 
100 combat unit aviators from six geographi
ca l regions. The product is to be a Training 
Circular for use by aviators Army-wide. 

Flight Simulation T earn 
The Army continues to demonstrate cost 

and training effediveness of flight simulation. 
The Flight Simulation Technical Team par
ticipates in direct research support to the fami
ly of Synthetic Flight Training Systems. There 
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BLACKHAWK 
SYNTHETIC FLIGHT TRAINING SYSTEM 

Now that the Army's most advanced utility helicopter, the 
Black Hawk, is in service, its extended survivability in a hos· 
tile environment will also depend on the best trained crews. 
Today at Fort Rucker Link simulation technology through the 
Army's Synthetic Flight Training System (SFTS) is making 
that prerequisite a reality. 
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is still a need for systematic, planned research 
to determine the most advantageous mix of 
training devices, simulators and aircraft in the 
acquisition and maintenance of proficiency. 

The advent of full motion and visual system 
si mulation in the CH.47FS, the AH-' F/ WS. 
the UH-60FS and subsequent systems, pre
sents an even greater challenge and potential 
in the development of a cost·effective total 
training system. A transfer of training model 
was deve loped to provide empirical data as to 
the most cost and training effective mix of 
simulator and aircraft practice for qualification 
training. An example of thiS data is provided in 
Figure 2. This same model will be adapted for 
use during the UH·60FS training effectiveness 
resea rch. 

Performance Measurement 

In order to maximize the use and optimize 
the e ffectiveness of flight simulator training. a 
performance measurement grading system 
(PMGS) for the UH·l FS has been completed. 
The product provides th e aviator with a com
prehensive and functiona l printout of his/ her 
performance. This research involves the use of 
a number of instructional features available in 
the UH-l FS which had previously not been us-

8 

ed. Based on this research, an instrUdor's 
guide and course of instruction was developed 
which formulated the text and body of TC 
1-75_ 

Yet to be resolved a re the basic issues which 
concern the requirements for motion; the role 
of kinesthetic and control movement feedback 
in the acquisition of he licopter flight skills; the 
validation and acceptance of the role of train
ing devices in a total tra ining system; and a 
host of questions concerning with what and 
how to simulate for effedive training to take 
place. 

As both the complexity of required battle
field skills and the cost of each flying hour in
crease, so does the necessity for optimizing 
training both at the USAAVNC and throughout 
the Army. ARI. Fort Ru cker. continues to an
ticipate needs of this fast changing environ· 
ment by identifying problems at an early stage, 
and then conducting research leading to the 
development of cost effedive training techni
ques and modules. 

The goal is to insure that the aviator has 
quality training at a ll ca reer steps so that 
he/ she always has the appropriate skills and 
knowledge wherever and whenever needed . It 
is well recognized that achievement of this goal 
will require close coordination . planning, and 
participation of Army aviators, Army Aviation 
commanders, and Army Aviation policy
makers. 0 

FIGURE 2 
SIMULATOR TIME AND AIRCRAFT TIME 
REQUIRED FOR AN INDIVIDUAL TASK 
PROFICIENCY IN RUNNINO LANDINO 
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TkE AEROMEdiCAL CENTER 
SUppORTS TkREE MissiONS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COL R.J. KREUTZMANN'S CENTER COVERS FLATIRON, LYSTER 
ARMY HOSl'iTAl, ANd TltE TRAiNiNG of ARMY RiG~T SURGEONS 

W
HILE the Aeromedical Center at Fort 
Rucker, AL may be the smallest facil· 
ity in the Medical Corps, identified as 

a center, It is tasked with a vast spectrum of 
clinical, research. and aviation missions. 

In 1963, COL Spurgeon Neel (later MG) 
established the Basic Army Medical Officers 
Course in the old Fort Rucker hospital to train 
Army physicians as flight surgeons. Army flight 
surgeons were previously trained by the USAF. 

In 1971, aeromedica l subjects were extend 
cd to Army Aviation personnel during various 
flight training courses at Fort Rucker to satisfy 
NATO Standardization Agreements for aircrew 
training. The subjects offered included altitude 
physiology, night vision training, disorienta· 
tion, G·forces. stress, and fatigue. 

In 1972, an altitude chamber was procured 
from Langley Air Force Base and installed at 
the Hanchey Army Heliport. All WOR· 
WAC/ ORWAC and selected transition course 
students were oHered training in the new 
altitude chamber. This chamber was used until 
August, 1977, when it was donated to the Ar
my Aviation Museum. A new and larger alti
tude chamber was procured from Craig Air 
Force Base at Selma, AL. 

In 1973, the Army Aeromedical Center was 
established as a subordinate unit within the 
newly established Health Services Command. 

Aeromedical Center Comes of Age 
The new Aeromedical Center had three ma

jor responsibilities! Lyster Army Hospital (nam
ed after the Father of Army Aviation Medicine, 
Theodore Lyster) provided community 
hospital service to the Fort Rucker military 
community. FLATIRON, the Center's air am-
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bulance unit. continued to provide crash 
rescue support to the Army Aviation School 
and aeromedical evacuation services to the sur· 
rounding military and civilian communities. 

lastly. the Army Aeromedical Activity. 
under the directorship of LTC Nick Barreca. 
MC/SFS. enhanced worldwide aviation 
readiness by training Army physicians as flight 
surgeons and giving aeromedical training to 
aviation personnel. Aeromedical consultation 
for aviation personnel who had medical 

. disqualifications was provided to determine if a 
recommendation for possible return to flight 
status could be made. 

AII 'Army Class 1 and 2 flight physical exam· 
inations were reviewed and an Aeromedical 
Data Repository was formed to collect data on 
the health status of aviation personnel. The 
Aeromedical Center's diverse missions con· 
tinued to evolve and focus upon Aviation Safe· 
ty and readiness through emphasis upon com· 
bat effectiveness and sustainability of our valu· 
able aviation force. 

The Hospital 
The Aeromedical Center's Lyster U.S. Army 

Community Hospital is responsible for the care 
of over 44,000 people of which 7,000 are on 
active duty while another 37,000 represent 
dependents and retired families. A full spec
trum of community hospifal services might be 
available in the near future when the Medical 
Corps recovers from its recent and severe 
shortage of physicians. The Center's Veteri
na ry Activity will shortly assume an expanded 
mission to support regional Navy and Air Force 
facilities due to the loss of veterina ry officers in 
those services. 
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A Diverse and Unique Mission 
The Cenler's Aeromedical Activity provides 

Fort Ru cker's medical facility much of ils 
uniqueness. The Army Aeromedical Activity 
(AAMA) has a diverse mission 10 provide post
graduate medical training to physicians who 
became Army flight surgeons and to conduct 
physiological training for aviation personnel. 
Primary medical ca re for over 4,000 aviation 
personnel at Fort Rucker is provided by the 
AAMA physicians. Over 34,000 Class 1 and 2 
Army flight physica l examinations are reviewed 
by AAMA's Waiver and Review Service annual· 
Iy. 

Aviation personnel having a medical disqual
ification are eva luated on a selected basis by 
the Aeromedical Consultation Service for pos
sible waiver recommendation for return to 
flight status. Medical data collected from re
view of the physical examinations and consulta
tions is maintained by AAMA in an Aeromed· 
ical Data Repository. The data are used to 
determine medical status parameters of the Ar
my Aviation population. 

About eighty physicians are trained in three 
Army Aviation Medicine Basic Courses con
ducted each year. Upon their graduation from 
the concentrated seven week course, the phy
sicians earn the basic flight surgeons' badge, 
crewmember flight status, and recognition as 
an Army flight surgeon. During their course, 
the physicians review the aeromedical aspects 
of ophtha lmology, orolaryngology (ENT), neu
rology, pharmacology, orthoped ics. cardi· 
ology, and psychiatry. 

They also receive instruction in aviation 
topics to include: chemical warfare, aerody
namics, night vision, altitude physiology, high 
and low magnitude G·forces, crash injury pro
tection, noise and vibration, and aircrah acci
dent investigation. Flight physical examination 
techniques, administrative topics, and medical 
policies are also covered in the course of in
struction. 

Flying Doctors 
The physician receives flight instruction in 

the TH·55 helicopter Similar to that offered to 
West Point Cadets. Flight training gives the 
flight surgeon essential insight into occupa
tional stresses and skill requirements of Army 
aviators. Following a year's field experience, 
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the flight surgeon may elect the specialty of 
Aviation Medicine if he desires. If selected, he 
obtains a Master of Public Health degree at a 
civilian university and spends the second year 
of training at Brooks Air Force Base, TX where 
academic, patient, and research experience is 
obtained. 

The resident physician also receives instruc
tion in the Air Force T·37 jet training aircrah. 
Upon finishing his postgraduate medical train
jng program, the flight surgeon becomes 
board qualified and may take the Aviation 
Medicine Specialty Board Examination to re
ceive formal recognition in the specia lty. The 
fully trained flight surgeon is specially trained 
to apply scientific and medical principles to the 
Army's operational needs. 

Aeromedical Teaching 
The Aeromedical Activity conducts over 

4,000 hours of classroom lecture to aviation 
personnel at Fort Ru cker in training. This train
ing includes: night vision techniques, disorien
tation and flight, altitude physiology with ex
perience in the low pressure high altitude 
chamber, stress and fatigue, noise and vibra
tion, use of aviation protective equipment, 
G-forces, and crash Injury protection. 

The training is given as a comprehensive ef· 
fort to redu ce human factors accidents and im
prove Army Aviation readiness. Future plans 
include the Integration of many of these 

NEW HOME-An aerial view of the new 
home of the U.S. Army Aeromedical Re· 
search Laboratory, giving the Army "the 
newest and finest research equipment to 
be found anywhere." The move into the 
new 116.620 square foot structure is just 
about complete. 
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medical subjects into flight training so the in
structor pilot can vividly demonstrate the prin
ciples to his student during flight maneuvers. 

Consultation Service 
Aviation personnel who fail to meet the 

medical standards for flight are considered for 
waiver by the Aeromedical Consultant Advis
ory Panel. This is an advisory body for the 
Commander. U.S. Army Aeromedical Center, 
and is comprised of physicians who have com
pleted the Aviation Medicine Specialty and two 
senior dual.rated aviators as seleded by the 
Commander, U.S. Army Aviation Center. 
About seventy percent of the cases considered 
by this panel are recommended for waiver to 
DA for return to flight duties. 

A recommendation given to DA by this 
panel might Include a waiver for dual·flight 
status only for the aviator having abnormal col· 
or vision. The Panel's orientation is to recom· 
mend a return to flight status to DA whenever 
possible to preserve valuable and e)(pensive 
aviation e)(perience. 

Conditions which cannot be recommended 
for waiver include the medical conditions 
which might result in acute incapacitation duro 
ing flight. This would include conditions in· 
volving the heart and central nervous system. 

The Consultation Service is authorized 
under AR 600·108 to evaluate selected avia· 
tion personnel who have specific physical dis· 
qualifications. Those selected for evaluation by 
the Consultation Service are usually given tern· 
porary flight orders to undergo inflight evalua· 
tion by a senior IP and medical e)(amination by 
a flight surgeon. 

Following their evaluation. determination of 
a waiver recommendation is made to DA. Sev· 
eral aviators, including one who had lost an 
eye and another with a below-the· knee ampu· 
tation have been returned to flight status as 
Army aviators through this mechanism. 

flATIRON 
FLATIRON is the Center's crash rescue/ 

aeromedical evacuation unit. FLATIRON's (al· 
ways hot) mission is to provide a crash rescue 
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service for the Aviation School and to transport 
crilically ill patients to medical facilities where 
necessary emergency care can be obtained. 
Both military and civilian patients from the sur· 
rounding area benefit from this service. 

The civilian emergencies are transported 
under authority of the Military Assistance to 
Safety and Traffic (MASl) program. This 
gives e)(cellent e)(perlence for medical and avia· 
tion crews who have a similar wartime mission. 

Exchange With Other Organizations 
Due to its close proximity to the U.S. Army 

Aeromedical Research Laboratory, the U.S. Ar· 
my Safety Center, and the U.S. Army Aviation 
Test Activity, the Aeromedical Center staff can 
participate in many facets of Army Aviation. 
This greatly facilitates the exchange of ideas, 
enhances enthusiasm. and promotes readi· 
ness. The Aeromedical Center closely supports 
the U.S. Army Aviation Center and many of its 
flight surgeons serve as "faculty members." 

Total Support of the Aviation Force 
The Aeromedical Center provides total 

medical support for the aviation force: patient 
care is given at Lyster Army Hospital and the 
Aviation Medicine Service. Administrative 
waiver, review, and data respository services 
are provided for personnel on flight status. 
Consultation, waiver, and review is conducted 
on a worldwide basis for Army Aviation. 

Army physicians are trained as flight sur· 
geons to apply their scientific and medical 
knowledge to support and enhance opera.· 
tional aviation requirements. The physiological 
training given the aircrewmen at Fort Rucker is 
a direct link between Health Services Com. 
mand and a line element to develop military 
readiness. 

The aviation physiological training is highly 
important for the aviator to understand the 
comprehensive battlefield threat; namely: 
enemy strengths, tactics, and weapon systems, 
diseases, climatic extremes, psychological 
stresses and their effects on the aircrews, 
enemy logistics, disorientation in flight, and 
visual decrements under night viewing condi· 
tions, and many others as well. The Aeromedi· 
cal Center helps Army Aviation in its mission to 
build an effective force which can be sustained 
in combat. 0 
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ThE AEROMEdicAL RESEARCh 
LAb wORks FOR you ••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ThE six AREAS of ACOUSTiCS, visioN, CREW WORkLoAd, vibRATioN, 
i""Ao, ANd LSE ARE dESCRibEd by COLONEl STANLEY C. KNA"" 

R
ESEARCH efforts at the U.S. Army 
Aeromedical Research Laboratory 
(USAARL) have two objectives: 

enhancement of the individual soldier's com· 
bal performance and efficiency, and the pre
vention of injury or death in the operational en
vironment. 

USAARL's research and development ef
forts are directed to supporting the safety, effi
ciency and effectiveness of the healthy soldier 
while training or working at his high risk oc
cupation: waT and the training for war. 

A Look Back 
USAARL was established in 1962 to ac

complish medical research in support of the 
Army Aviation community and airborne activ
ities and to provide a central aeromedical 
research and reference library for the aviation 
effort. Additional visual research missions were 
added to the laboratory with the closing of the 
Fort Knox Medical Research Laboratory in 
1974. The laboratory's further expanded mis
sion now includes the assessment of the 
medical impact of advanced armor and ar
tille ry weapons systems and other non-medical 
materiel. 

USAARl is one of nine medical research 
laboratories of the U.S_ Army Medical Re
search and Development Command. It is the 
only medical laboratory designated to deal 
with Army Aviation's unique occupational 
problems. 

Effective management of a scientific re
search laboratory requires continuous evalua· 
tion of the scientific programs. New directions 
are constantly under consideration by the lab
oratory and are based on Department of the 
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Army R&D priorities, on input from the Medi
cal Research and Development Command, in· 
terservice discussion, international meetings, 
threat intelligence, and most importantly, on 
information from you - the user and benefac
tor of all our research. 

USAARl is working in six major areas: 
acoustics, vision, crew workload and stress, 
vibration, impact, and life support systems. 
Within each of these areas are many separate 
but related projects. 

Noise Control 
The whine of turbine engines, the steady 

whop, whop of helicopte r blades, the rumble 
of tracked vehicles, the boom of heavy wea· 
pons, and the crackle of microphone static be
siege the soldier. Noise abouds in the military 
occupational environment. 

But noise, all kinds of nOise, is a hazard to 
hearing. Turbine engines and gears produce 
high frequency noise; rotor blades and vibra
tion of tracked vehicles create low frequency 
noise; and weapons produce impulse noise. 

We're investigating the effects these various 
noise threats have on hearing and commun
ication, and seeking ways to reduce the noise 
or to protect the exposed soldier. Our continu
ing acoustics program validates helmets and 
hearing protective devices - such as earplugs 
and ear muffs - to assure that the soldier 
receives adequate environmental noise protec
tion. 

Vision Research 
TV's Geraldine used to tell viewers that 

"What you see is what you get," and that holds 
true for soldiers, too. 
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The military operational environment 
depends heavily on visual information. Com
puters, aircraft. tanks, ships - all must have 
methods of displaying and transferring visual 
information rapidly a nd efficiently to the 
human operators. 

USMRl conducts laboratory and fie ld ex
periments searching to improve the efficiency 
of the eyes in interpreting information present
ed by helmet mounted displays, CRT's and a 
variety of sophisticated vision enhancement 
techniques. 

We are working to determine the human 
ability to function under conditions of extreme
ly low light when vision is degraded by hypoxia 
or exotic chemicals. Researchers are testing a 
pe rson's visual ability to identify moving 
targets under the adverse lighting conditions 
expected on the battlefield of the future. A 
soldie r must locate and follow the target for ef
fi cient job pe rformance_ 

Investigation of the compatibility of the 
human eye, statically and dynamica ly, to a lter
native display phosphors will he lp to determine 
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what color and how bright disp lays have to be 
for optimum day/ night viewing. 

We are determining man's head a iming/ 
tracking capability while using the integrated 
he lmet and display sight system (IHADSS) 
that will be used in the YAH·64 . The vibration 
laboratory was the site of a visual tracking ex· 
periment where we vibrated the individual and 
measured how well he could follow a moving 
target and destroy it. An oversimplification , 
certain ly, but this experiment gave us in· 
formation on basic head aiming error when 
tracking a moving target. This became a found· 
ation block in the development of the IHADSS. 

Spectacles and protective masks have 
always been an incompatible and worrisome 
combination for the soldier, in the fi e ld and in 
the air. We believe the " mask compatible spec
tacl e" now being tested should overcome this 
problem. The " mask compatible spectacle," 
made of nylon frame he ld firmly in place by a 
silicone temple strap, will fit snugly and com· 
fortably u nder a proteclive mask. 

Work load & Fatigue 
One of the problems facing Army aviators is 

that of -fatigue. Man has very definite limits; and 
though he can adapt up to a point, adaptation 
occurs at a specific rate for each individual. 
What makes it diHicult for unit commanders is 
that each of the ir people adapt at a different 
rate. 

So far , no one has come up wilh a thermo· 
meter we can pop into a pilot's mouth and 
measu re the degree of fatigue. However, we 
are studying the workload associated with each 
of a pilot's senses, with his muscles, and with 
the hard to define aspect of fear and anxiety 
and how they contribute to fatigu e. 

Inflight assessment of aviator performance 
and ana lysis of human performance data give 
us information on which aircrew work-rest 
cycles can be based. This accu mulated human 
performance data will assist in developing 
models that can be used in the developmenta l 
designs of future hardware systems. 

The Integrated Helmel and Display Sight 
System (IHADSS) and TADSlPNVS repre
sent examples of the advanced technology of 
the 'SO's. Linking the optical and computer 
capability with the human is USAA RL 's goal_ 
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A quantitative study of co-pilot workload in 
navigating at nap-of-the-earth flight levels with 
a doppler navigation system and projected 
map display is in progress with an eye toward 
lightening the co-pUot's workload and improv
ing intra-crew procedures_ 

Those of you who've flown with the night vi
sion goggle (NVG) have experienced the out
side to inside the ai rcraft transition problem 
when getting aircraft instrument information. 
NVG's with a digital readout are being evalu
ated and may help alleviate that problem. 
We've placed a digital display giving aircraft 
altitude, heading and airspeed within the peri
pheral view of a pilot wearing the NVG. Experi
ments show that this information is useful and 
beneficial to pilots. Experiments are continu
ing to determine if attitude, trim information 
and caution warning can be added to give the 
pilot all necessa ry flight information within the 
NVG. Soon, we plan on defeating the NVG 
transition problem, 

Injury Studies 
Today's injury studies indicate that approxi· 

mately one in three aviator fatalities is due to 
head andl or neck injuries. Skull fracture toler
ance is fairly well known; but research on the 
mechanisms of head injury (including concus
sions) in crown impacts, side impacts, and 
facial impacts is still needed. Whole body toler
ance to forward and vertical impact forces is es· 
tablished, but the military needs to know the 
tolerance of the body to combined downward, 
forward and sideward impacts. 

We have contract and in· house projects 
where we are looking into body tolerance of 
impact force on the whole body, impact to the 
head and neck, and impact forces of defeated 
projectiles. Vests are available that projectiles 
can't pierce, but what do the impact forces do 
to the body behind the vest? We're trying to 
find out. 

We've been dropping helmets from the 
drop tower for years - and we'll be continu
ing. For example. the U.S. Army Natick Re
search and Development Command is formu 
lating design requirements and criteria for a 
new combat vehicle crewman's helmet and 
USAARl will determine what impact and 
acoustic levels are required. This is one way we 
fulfill our mission to develop the biomedical 
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A soldier experiences simulated vehicle vi
bration in evaluation of occupational muscle 
stress during USAARL's vibratiofl research 
program. The bile·bar (In the mouth) meas
ures /inear and rotational acceleration. 

criteria for design and development of life sup
port equipment. 

Vibration 
Vibration was once considered just a 

nuisance. but advances in equipment 
technology have made vibration a real con
cern. Advanced tracked vehicles operating at 
higher speeds expose restrained crews in 
unusual seating pOSitions to direct coupled 
vibration. The resulting effects on the visual, 
auditory, vestibular and neuromuscular func
tion are not fully known since the exposure fac
tors are unique to emerging mlilary weapon 
systems. Aviators have long experienced 
vibration-related muscu loskeletal disorders. 

Vibration effeds the body in two hazard 
areas: health and effectiveness. The general 
goals of the vibration program are to define 
these effects and determine a means to 
alleviate detrimental influences of vibration ex
posure. We're searching for vibration exposure 
effeds to your eyes, your hearing, your joints, 
and your muscles. 

A Tri-Service Effort 
leiters of agreement with the Air Force and 

Navy designate USAARl as the agency to 
evaluate and analyze trl'Service life support 
equipment involved in an aircrah accident. 
The Life Support Equipment Retrieval Pro
gram (LSERP) operates anytime there is an air
crah accident where life support equipment 
either prevents an injury or allows an injury to 
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occur. The LSERP is learning from the most 
expensive of all experiments - the aicraft acci
dent. 

Relentless change. one certainty of the avia
tion environment, demands continual health 
hazard assessment of new or altered equip
ment and environments. The use of nuclear, 
biological and chemical weapons changes the 
combat envi ronment. There exists the need to 
identify, evaluate or protect agai nst these 
hazards. Researchers are evaluating a chemi
cal-biological protective uniform for aviators. 
Some of the outfits developed for ground 
troops don't work too well on aircrews. 

In the past, Army aircraft have been dubbed 
"low and slow" and needed no oxygen sup
port, but that's a bit old fashioned now. 
T oday's aircraft reach altitudes and have mis· 
sions requiring effective oxygen systems; 
therefore, altitude chamber static and flight 
tests on a molecular sieve oxygen generating 
system are in progress. 

A Busy Place 
USAARL is a busy place. What we discover 

here helps you to be more safe, more efficient 
and more effective in what you do. Research is 
our business - that's what we do, and we have 
qualified people doing the work. There are 
flight surgeons, physicians, psychologists, 
neurophyslologists, audiologists, optometrists, 
engineers, chemists. research aviators. veterin· 
arians, physiologists. and physiCists. 

Behaviora l science assistants, psychology 
technicians, EENT specialists, optical lab tech· 
nicians, card iopulmonary technicians, and 
x· ray specialists, to name a few, function as ad
ditional hands and extended minds for primary 
researchers. 

The support of a research project is no 
minor factor; it is a vital funct ion. Within the 
laboratory we have computer specialists, 
librarians, mathematicians, biomedical main
tenance personnel, budget personnel, supply 
people, all sorts of people. 

Our growth at USAARl has been in re
search, people, and facilities.· We're proud of 
them all. 
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The use of nuclear, biological, and 
chemical weapons dictates that aircrews 
wear appropriate protective clothing. 
USAARL reseach ers are involved in 
evaluating distinct uniforms for a;rcrews 
since some gear developed for ground 
troops does not work very well in the cockpit. 

Our New Home 
Of course, our most visible growth is seen in 

our new laboratory. The 116,620 squa re foot 
structure sits on a knoll with the viva rium just 
to the rear. The new laboratories, anechoic 
chambers. flight simulator, and hybrid com· 
puter give us some of the newest and finest reo 
search equipment to be found anywhere. Lab· 
oratory construction began in 1978. The move 
to the new build ing is just about complete. 
Everyone feels we'll do more and do if better in 
our new home. 

Resea rch to conserve fighting strength 
research for the soldier remains our guiding 
principle. 0 

(The views of the author do not purport to 
rellect the positions of the Department of the 
Army or the Department of Defense.) 
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DivERSiTY is TilE b~ORd 
AT TilE 1 ST AVN BRiGAdE! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Win. J,nO PERSONNd, COLONEL DAvid J. AllEN'. GOLDEN 
HA. WKS pRovidE iMMENSE SUppORT TO ThE A.ViATioN CENTER 

D
URING the last two decades, Army Avi
ation has established itself as an inte
gral and flexible pari of the combined 

arms team. An important and illustrious 
member of the Army Avialion team is the 1st 
Aviation Brigade. From its mammoth combat 
role in Vietnam. to its current diverse role at 
the USAAVNC at Fort Rucker, the Golden 
Hawk Brigade has always been a kingpin in 
support of Army Aviation. 

Born in Vietnam 
Before detailing the Brigade's current contri

bution to Army Aviation, it would be well to 
briefly review the enormous contribution if has 
made during its short history. The Brigade was 
organized and deployed to Vietnam in 1966 
under the command of BC George P . Seneff, 
Jr. During its deployment there, the Brigade's 
units had control of over half of the aircrah em· 
ployed in the conflict; at its peak in June, 1970, 
this control extended to over 4,000 a ircraft and 
27,000 personnel. 

At that time, the Brigade consisted of four 
Combat Aviation Groups, 16 Combat Aviation 
Battalions and 83 companies - almost the 
size of two divisions. Not only was the Brigade 
large in numbers, but its men were also prolific 
winners of awards for bravery and excellence, 
winning over 28,000 awards in one month 
alone! In Vietnam, the Brigade indeed played 
the paramount role in the employment of avia· 
tion assels. The Brigade was redep loyed to Fort 
Rucker in March, 1973, to begin its present 
role in support of aviation at the USAAVNC. 

The Brigade Today 
At the 1st Aviation Brigade diversity is a by· 
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word. The Brigade, as it is configured today, 
has command and control of four battalions, 
each with distinctly different missions. These 
include two student battalions (the 4th and 6th) 
and one permanent party battalion (the 1 st) as 
well as one FORSCOM battalion (the 46th En· 
gineers). In addilion, the Brigade has control of 
the readivated C Troop, 1st Squadron, 6th 
Cavalry Regiment, 6th Cavalry Brigade (Air 
Combal), 

The total configuration consists of 22 com
panies, three detachments, and an Army Band 
with the assigned personnel numbering some 
3,750 permanent party personnel and, at any 
one time, over 2,000 officer and enlisted 
students. Each of these battalions in the 
Brigade fulfills its own unique function in sup
port of Army Aviation. 

Administrative Support 
The Brigade's 1 st Battalion, numbering 

some 2,300 personnel, provides necessary ad
ministrative support to four numbered com
panies, as well as the 141 st Military Police 
Company, the 98th Army Band, the 260th 
Field Artillery Detachment, and C Company 
(PFDRI ABN) 509th Infantry. The fOUT num
bered companies provide administralive sup
port for personnel assigned to the installation 
staff, ranging from instrudors to administra
tors. The 141 st MP Company and the 98th Ar
my Band pe rform normal post support func
tions. 

Fire Support 
The 260th Field Artillery, Composed of two 

gun sedions and a Fire Dlredion Center, plays 
a large support role at USAAVNC that belies its 
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small size. In 1979. while fulfilling its mission 
of providing artillery support for Initial Entry 
Rotary Wing (IERW) training, this unit fired in 
excess of 5,400 rounds of high explosive and 
illumination ammunition. Without this unit's 
yeoman-like support. much of the tadical 
training for future Army Aviators at Fort Rucker 
would be impossible. 

Pathfinders 
One of the most unique units assigned to 

the Brigade. and to Fort Rucker. is the 1st Bat
talion's C Company (PFDR/ ABN) 509th Infan
try. It is unique not only in that it is the only in
fanlry unit assigned to the post. but also in that 
it is the only pathfinder company in the United 
States Army. Company C not only provides a 
special operations capability to Army Aviation, 
but also plays an important ro le in supporting 
the Aviation Center and contributing to the 

A pathfinder from Company C (PFORIABN) 
of the 509th Infantry establishes radio con· 
tad with an incoming aircraft. 
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development of current aviation and path. 
finder doctrine. 

In support of IERW flight training at USA· 
AVNC, the unit conducts both (jay and night 
operations, establishes landing and drop 
zones, and provides terminal landing guidance 
during tactical training. 

One recent and note-worthy contribution by 
Company C has been their partiCipation with 
the Aviaiton Board in exercises to develop 
techniques for positive night time ground con
trol of aircraft, utilizing non-visible light 
sources. The results of this test will lead to new 
pathfinder operational doctrine. 

In addition to its other duties, this unit pro· 
vides rappelling demonstrations for post visi· 
tors and to area ROTC units, and assists in 
conduding special operations training for the 
Alabama State Policy Acedemy. Perhaps an
other notable way is, that dressed in their cam· 
ouflaged fatigues, they are a qui et reminder to 
the Army Aviator that he is trained to support 
and compliment ground combat forces. 

Mission: Impossible 
As any Army Aviator knows, his miSSion 

would be impossible without the support of a 
myriad of skilled and dedicated sold iers. At 
USAAVNC, the soldiers of the 4th Battalion are 
trained in the vital MOS's of Utility Helicopter 
Repairman (67N), Observation/ Scout Helicop. 
ter Repairman (67\1), Flight Operations Spe
cialist (71P), Air Traffic Control Tower Opera
tor (93H), and Air Traffic Control Radar Con· 
troller (93J) . Providing administrative support 
for these soldiers is the mission of three num
bered companies (41 st, 42nd. and 43d) of the 
Battalion. The unit trains over 2,500 soldiers 
each year. 

The 4th Battalion's motto - Soldier On! -
is a daily reminder to all soldiers of the unit that 
his or her ultimate value to the Army rests in 
how well each one develops and matures as a 
soldier. It implies total reliability, regardless of 
the challenge or difficulty of the task. It orig
inated from an article appearing in it 1973 
issue of Fl VING which highlighted the old 
Beech 18 aircraft. 

Among other things, the article discussed 
the reliability of the Beech 18 ". . . as it 
soldiers on .. . " This phrase is indicative of 
th~ pride. spirit, and high mora le of the sol-
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diers assigned to the unit as they train to sup· 
port the best aviators in the world. 

Our Major Objective 
The development and training of aviators is, 

of course, one of the major objedives of USA. 
AVNC, AIlIERW students and those rated avia· 
tors seeking to further develop and expand 
their skills, come under the control of the 6th 
BaHalion. To accomplish its mission, the bat· 
talion is organized Into a battalion headquar. 
ters, three distinctive Warrant Officer Candi
date (WOC) companies (60th, 61 st, and 62d), 
two officer companies (63d and 64th), and the 
Allied Military Training Division. 

The WOC program Is divided into four dis· 
tinct phases: Warrant Officer Candidate Mili
tary Development Course (WOCMDC). Pri· 
mary, Junior, and Senior. These phases mark 
the stages of progression through the course. 
The 60th Company is composed of those in
dividuals in the WQCMDC, and is responsible 
for administering the program. The WOC's at· 
tend classes in academic military subjects 
taught by the Department of Academic Train
ing (DOAl) and undergo intensive leadership 
and military development training carried out 
by Training, Advising, and Counseling 
(TAC) officers at the company. 

The TAC officers, senior 
CW3's and CW4's, seek not 
only to develop warrant of· 
ficers, but to develop com· 
bat aviators by creating a 
stressful environment in 
which to evaluate candi. 
dates. The waC's are con· 
stantly evaluated as to their 
appearance, personal dis
cipline, and leadership abil· 
ity. Integrated into this pro
gram is a rigorous daily PT 
schedule. Upon graduation 
from the six.week woe 
MDC, the candidates have 
passed their initial test to· 
ward becoming warrant of· 
ficers and aviators. 

Into the Air 

and WOCMDC, the waC's are assigned to 
61 st Company and begin Primary Flight Train. 
ing in the TH·55 Osage trainer, adminsitered 
by Directorate of Flight Training (DOF1). 
During this phase, candidates are still subjed 
to strict discipline administered by the com· 
pany. Upon graduation from their eight weeks 
of Primary, the candidates move to 62d Com· 
pany and advance to the Junior phase of train
ing where they begin training in the Army's 
workhorse helicopter, the UH·l " Huey Iro· 
quais". 

At this point. though they are still under. 
going difficult flight training. the candidates ac· 
quire more responsibilities as well as more 
privileges. Additionally, married candidates 
whose spouses reside in the local area are 
given the privilege of living at home. 

The Senior phase is the last phase of the 
woe program, and of IERW training . During 
this phase. the students receive tadical training 
in current aviation doctrine. Upon. graduating 
from flight training, the candidates are ap· 
pointed warrant officers in the United States 
Army. 

The 63d Company supports students at· 
tending some 28 commissioned and warrant 
officer graduate· flight and academic courses. 
Some of the courses included are all transition 

After 
through 

progreSSing 
60th Company 

Air Traffic Conlrol students from the l sI Avn Bde's 4th Bn practice 
positive control of aircrah flown by. flight students from the 6th Bn. 
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and instructor pilot courses, Wa rrant Officer 
Advanced and Senior Courses. and the Avia
tion Precommand Course. 

Similar to its sister woe companies, the 
64th Company supports students attending 
commisioned officer initial flight training . Just 
as with th e WOC s, the flight program lasts for 
34 weeks. At the beginning of the Primary 
Phase the Warrant Officer Candidates and the 
commissioned officers arc integrated into a 
flight class and go through the flight program 
together. 

Training Our Allies 
The Allied Military Training Division sup

ports all Allied flight students attending all 
phases of flight training at Fort Rucker. These 
students originate from 15-20 countries each 
year, and number upwards of 300 annually. 

If there are any "unsung heroes" at Fort 
Rucker, surely the 46th Engineer Battalion 
(C8T) (HVY) and its attached units qualify. The 
Battalion, consisting of three lettered engineer 
companies, the 427th Medical Company 
(AM B) , the 108th Quartermaster Company 
(PRT) (FWD), the 416th Transportation Com· 
pany (MOM TRK PETRL), the 91st Engineer 
Detachment (FF), and the 123d Ordinance De· 
tachment (EOD), plays a visible and noticeable 
role in support of aviation training at USA· 
AVNC. Indeed , if one could sum up what the 
unit has done for the post, it would be "sup· 
port." 

The engineer companies of the battalion are 
involved in a diverse number of construction 
projects, both on and off post. The units have 
erected six different TVOR navigational aid 
sites throughout Fort Rucker and the su rround
ing area, as well as being involved in num· 
erous smaller construction projects, building 
renovations, and paving projects. 

The PARCOURS Fitness Trail, enjoyed by 
everyone at Fort Rucker. is an unusual and 
worthwhile project built by the men of Com
pany C. In addition to the on post projects, the 
units have participated in several Civil Action 
projects. These include recreation·area con· 
struction, the Fort Chaffee Cuban Refugee 
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Relief, and the Hurricane Frederick Relief op
erations. 

We Haul Fuel 
If you ask anyone fro m the 416th T ranspor

tation Company. a pelroleum truck company, 
what they do, you' ll be told , "we haul fue l," 
They are responsible for transporting fuel to 
the tactical sites used for USAAVNC aviation 
training, and work closely with the 1 08th Quar
termaster Company on refueling. The 108th 
has five active refuel sites and has the capa· 
bility to refu el all a ircrah currently in the Army 
inventory. 

" Hot Refuel" enables the pilots of refueling 
ai rcrah to keep their eng ines running while tak
ing on fuel, greatly reducing their ground time. 
Two of the company's platoons are actively in
volved in refuel missions at all times, as well as 
In refu eling various transporting equipment 
such as 5,000 gallon tankers, 10,000 gallon 
bladders. and 5 ton and 2V2 ton tractors. 

Any discussion of aviation support would be 
incomplete without mentioning the other al· 
tached units of the Battalion. The 427th Medi
cal Company is an ambulance company that 
provides coverage for the post ranges, and is 
always on hand to support post activities, such 
as Lyster Army Hospital. 

The 91st Engineer Detachment is a small 
unit of combat ready fire fighters who support 
aviation training at one of Fort Rucker's fiheen 
stage fields. Exp losive Ordnance Disposal is 
the job of the l23rd Ordnance Detachment as 
it performs a critical safety fund ion for the post 
and the southeastern Un ited States. 

Combat Ready 
One would be rem iss if we did not mention 

the FORSCOM role played by several of the 
Battalion's units. Its engineer companies and 
the 427th Medical Company are REFORGER 
units, their primary mission being to train and 
maintain readiness for deployment to Eu rope 
in the event of hostilities there. 

Two additional attached units, the 108th 
QM Company and the 416th Transportation 
Company, are designated Rapid Deployment 
Force units, prepared for deployment to any 
place in the world. The training and planning 
necessary to keep the units combat- ready is a 
constanfly on.going process. 
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In addition to its FORSCOM role, we should 
restate that support is the name of the game 
here at Fort Rucker for the 46th Engineer Bat· 
ta lion. A great deal of this effort is highly visi
ble, some is not, but it all adds up to a con· 
siderable amount of work in support of aviation 
training at USAAVNC. 

Top leh: Yano HaJJ, the maintenance training 
hub. Lower leh: 'Hot Refuel' reduces the total 
down time. Top right: Hard at work on repair-

In addition to Its battalion·sized units. the 
1 st Aviation Brigade has attached to it the reac
tivated C Troop, 1/ 6th Cavalry, which has a 
long and glorious history. Originally adivated 
in 1861, the 1 st Squadron, 6th Cava lry Regi· 
ment has participated in almost every confl id 
in which the U.S. has been involved, and as a 
result the unit's standard is adorned with 35 
Battle Streamers. The unit now has a twofold 
mission at Fort Rucker. Their primary mission, 
of course, is to prepare for combat, with their 
attack mission being "To destroy enemy ar· 
mored, mechanized or other forces by aerial 
combat power, using fire and maneuver." 
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The unit's other mission is to provide sup. 
port to the United States Army Aviation Center 
activities. In this role. the Troop provides aerial 
support for the 260th FA Detachment and the 
46th Engineer Battalion. Additionally, it pro· 
vides support to the Aviation Board in develop
ing and testing new aviation dodrine. 

ing a UH·' Huey are fwo helicopter mainten· 
ance trainees. Lower righ(: The '41 sl Military 
Police Co does its job, day in and day oul. 

An Immense Job 
As we have stated, the 1 st Aviation Brigade 

is indeed a diverse and flexible organization, 
providing immense support to USAAVNC and 
to aviation Army.wide, From the soldiers in· 
volved in giving and receiving flight training, to 
the engineers constructing aviation facilities, to 
the pathfinders guiding in aircraft in the dark of 
night. the soldiers of the 1 st Aviation Brigade 
are professionals doing a difficult job well. The 
Golden Hawks are indeed proud of the sup
port they give to Army Aviation and of their 
ab;Hty to SOLDIER ONI 0 
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There is a pressing needl 
Support the new Museuml 

CHARTER MEMBERSHIP-Contributions of $1,000. The indi
vidual names wilt be engraved on individual plaques. 

"IN MEMORIAM" SPONSORSHIPS-Contributions of $100. 
The memorialized persons' names will be engraved on a per
manent plaque. 

LIFE MEMBERSHIP-Contributions of $100. The names of Ufe 
Members will be engraved on permanent plaque. ANNUAL MEMBERSHIPS-Annual contributions of $10.00. 

YOUR CONTRIBUTION MAY ALSO BE A MEMORIAL 
("IN MEMORIAM" SPONSORSHIP - $100.00) 

Gifts are promptly and gratefully acknowledged to the concerned family or per· 
son designated by the donor. The name and address of the donor, and the 
amount of the donation are mentioned in the formal acknowledgement. 

IN MEMORY OF 

PLEASE SEND GIFT CARD TO: FROM (YOUR NAME) 

NAME NAME 

STREET STREET 

CITY·STATE ZIP CITY·STATE 

CHECK ONE: 

ZIP 

o Charter Membership, Sl,OOO.OO; 0 Life M.embership, $100.00 0 Annual Membership. $10.00 

PLEASE CREDIT THIS CONTRIBUTION OF $ TO: 
PLEASE PRINT NAME 

ADDRESS .~~~~======================~~~==========~~========== CITYfTOWN _ STATE Zlp· _ ____ _ 

Your contribution should be made payable and addressed to: The Army Aviation Museum Foundation, 
Inc .• P.O. Box H, Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362 



ThE MUSEUM pRESERVES 
Tin pAST FOR EAdl of US! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CURATOR TkoMAS J. SAbisTON poiNTS TO TkE ARMY AviATioN 
MUSEUM'S MANy pRicElESS dispLAys mAT PRESER\fE OUR hERiTAGE 

T
HE moneta ry worth of the U.S. Army 
Aviation Museum's d isplays at Fort 
Rucker, Al. is about $70 million. Even 

more valuable. however. is the historical 
record they represent of Army Aviation's peo
ple, equ ipme nt and mission. 

One of the main tourist attractions in Ala
bama, the museum is open to the public with 
no adm ission charge seven days a week -
from 10 a,m. to 5 p.m. on Monday through Fri
day, and from 1 to 5 p.m. on weekends and 
holidays. It is closed only on Ch ristmas Day. 

An Educational Treasure 
Operating under the provisions of AR 

870·20, the Army Aviation Museum serves as 
an educational institution to the military and 
civilian communities. Included in its collection 
are more tha n 100 a ircraft, about 2,000 docu
ments and books, more than 2,000 photo
gra phs, and hundreds of other historical mem
orabilia ranging from a model of the Wright 
Military Flyer which was purchased by the Ar
my in 1909 and received the designation of 
"U.S. Aeroplane No.1 ," to paintings of some 
Army Aviation reci pients of the Medal of Honor. 

The documents and related items are ar
ranged as a reference libra ry that provides 
guida nce to the museum staff as they restore 
and preserve the aircraft. It is a lso widely used 
by writers and other researchers. 

Some of the more notable aircraft on exhibit 
are the VCH-34 hel icopter used by President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower during his term of office. 
the C- 12 1 Constellation used by General 
Douglas MacArthur in the Korean War and 
later by NASA on the Apollo XI mission, the 
YOH·6A Cayuse helicopter which holds 23 

world records, and a 1954 model of a Mi-4 
Soviet helicopter. 

Proud Memories 
Other features of the museum are the Army 

Aviation Hall of Fame and the " Cold War" 
Memorial. The laNer contains brass plates re
flecting the names of individuals who were kill
ed in action, died of wounds received in com
bat, or died while in a captu red status while 
assiged to Army Aviation units in Southeast 
Asia . 

The Hall of Fame is sponsored by the Army 
Aviation Association of America as a means to 
recognize military and civilian persons who 
have made outstanding contributions to Army 
Aviation. That roll now numbers 35. and more 
will be elected for this special honor from time 
to time. 

A bright, sunny day at the Aviation School 
Museum highlights many of the aircraN in 
the Museum's outdoor display. 



THE MUSEUM 
(Continued from Page 83) 

Time for a Change 
The Army Aviation Museum occupies three 

World War II shop buildings and adjacent out
side areas. The Inadequacy of these quarters 
fOT the irreplaceable displays has been recog· 
nized by some museum supporters. They have 
organized a private, non-profit organization fa 
raise $2 million through donations and mem
berships to construct a new building with all of 
the environmental features necessary for pres
ervation of the artifacts. Additional information 
and details on this may be obtained from the 
U.S. Army Aviation Museum Foundation, Inc., 
P.O. Box H, Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362. 

In addition to its miSSion to serve the 
general public. the Museum makes a vital con
tribution to Fort Rucker's training program for 
aviation, maintenance and accident prevention 
students. They are given tours of the facility; 
and the guide uses the exhibits to explain the 
technological development, the failure or suc
cess of many test programs, and the progress 
of Army Aviation through the years. 

Our Heritage Preserved 
All of the work done by the Army Aviation 

Museum staff is based on their belief that they 
are engaged in a tremendous undertaking -
because knowledge of Army Aviation's heri· 
tage serves to enlighten today's aviators for 
tomorrow's duty to the nation. 0 
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ABOVE: A World War /I vintage 
Piper L·4 Cub under a camou
flage net. LEFT: The AAAA
sponsored "Army Aviation Hall 
of Fame" includes Indudee por
traits, and large plaques (right 
rear) bearing the names of all 
previOUS "Aviator", "Aviation 
Soldier", "DAC of the Year", 
and "James H. McClellan Avia
tion Safety Award" recipients 
who have been 1959-1981 win
of AAAA National Awards. BE
LOW: Interior view of the Ex
perimental Aircraft Displays. 
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Cale 
JUNE·JULY 1981 AAAA MEETINGS 

•• MAY 15. Hanau Chapter. Late ahernoon 
professional meeting. MG John W. Wood· 
mansee, guest speaker. Beacon NCO Club. 
Fleigerhorst Kaserne. 

•• MAY 15. Morning Calm Chapter. Profess
ional meeting/Farewell to COL(P} E.D. Parker, 
Chap Pres. EUSA O-Club. 
• • MAY 16. Delaware Valley Chapter. Visit to 
Indiantown Gap/luncheon/SFfS/stalic dis
play/return to Philadelphia. 
• • MAY 21. Mt. Rainier Chapter. Late after
noon professional meeting. Bell. Sikorsky brief
ings. Ft. lewis O·Club. 
• • MAY 23·25. Taunus Chapter. Rodeo; 
Corn-on·the-cob concession as Chapter money
raiser. McNair Kaserne. 
• • MAY 27. Monterey Bay Chapter. Chapter 
readivalion and professional luncheon meeting. 
COL Joseph Campbell, II. USA Plant Rep
Hughes Helicopters, guest speaker. Ft. Ord Of· 
fi cers' Open Mess. 

• • MAY 30. Suncoast Chapter. Beach Party 
and Pot luck Dinner. BYOUBYOFood. 
Dunedin Beach, Flo 
•• JUNE 5. Army Aviation Center Chapter. 
Army Aviation Birthday Party. (NEB Quarterly 
Meeting. Dothan Air Fair). Ft. Rucker O·Club. 
•• JUNE 5. Rhine Valley Chapter. Profes
sional luncheon Meeting. COL Ivar W. Rund· 
gren, AHIP-PM, speaker. Coleman NCO/Club. 
•• JUNE 6. lone Star Chapter. Profession~1 
Membership Meeting. Presentation by a Rags
dale Aviation Rep; new Cessna aircraft on 
display. Austin Army Aviation Support Facility. 

•• JUNE 10. Taunus Chapter. Gen'l Member· 
ship Meeting; discussion of upcoming pro
grams and events. 97th Gen' l Hospital O·Club. 
•• JUNE 11 -14. Franconia·Marne Chapter. 
Trip to the Paris Air Show and tour 01 a Cham. 
pagne Factory. 
•• JUNE 12. Corpus Christi Texas Chapter. 
Gen' l Membership Meeting & Promotion Party; 
Chapter nominations. NAS Party House. 

•• JUNE 16. Fort Benning Chapter. Chapter 
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9101112131415 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
232. ZS26 Z128 Z9 
30 

Reactivation Meeting & Social Get·T ogether. 
Party Room, Follow Me Golf Club . 
•• JUNE 18. Franconia·Marne Chapter. Gen" 
Membership Meeting. Election, VP-Member
ship. "Giebel·People Inn", Giebelstadt AAF. 
•• JUNE 20. Air Assault Chapter. Family Day 
Picnic. Kiddie games, pony rides. unit competi
tions. Clarksville Base Picnic Grounds. 

•• JUNE 21. Jack H. Dibrell (Alamo) Chapter . 
Father's Day Family Bar-B·Q. Roast Pig and all 
the trimmings. U.S. Army Recreation Area -
Canyon lake . 
•• JUNE 23. S. California Chapter. Social Get· 
Together/Professional Dinner Meeting. MG Ed
ward M. BrOUlne, PM·MH, guest speaker . 
AFRC O·Club. los Alamitos, Calif. 

•• JUNE 26. Monmouth Chapter. Gala AAAA 
Birthday Ball and Farewell to COL leRoy White . 
Gibbs Hall, Fort Monmouth O·Club. 
•• JUNE 26. Cedar Rapids Chapter. Activa
tion Meeting. Selection of Chapter name elec· 
tion of officers, planning future program~. The 
longbranch . 
•• JUNE 26. Fort Riley Chapter. General 
Membership Meeting. Open Bar . Fort Riley 
Main NCO Club . 
•• JUNE 27. lindbergh Chapter. AAAA 
Scholarship Golf Tournament and Tournament 
Awards Dinner. Trophies and prizes. Club
house, SlASC Golf Course. 
•• JUNE 27. Washington, D.C. Chapter. Tour 
of the Paul E. Garber Restoration, Preservation, 
and Storage Facility of the Smithsonian Air & 
Space Museum. 
•• JULY 3. Franconia·Marne Chapter. "After
noon Delight" 12 KM Cross-Country Run . 
Awards to be presented to winners. Giebelstadt 
Army Airfield. 

•• JULY 19. Connedicut Chapter. Annual 
Summer Skirmish. BYOB, BYOWife, BYOBar
BQ, backyard games. Home of Art & Dotty 
Kesten, Westport, cr . 
•• AUG. 17·19. Franconia-Marne Chapter. 
USAREUR·Wide Combat Aviation Helirup. 
Aviation Competitions. Awards Presentations, 
Party. Giebelstadt Army Airfield. 
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COL Ronald K. Andreson (holding 
model). BLACK HAWK-Projed 
Manager, and MG Emil L. Kono,r 
nicki, TSARCOM Commander (lar 
leh). discuss the aircrafi with LTG 
Roberl J. Luno (2d from leh), Dep
uty CG lor Materiel Development, 
DARCOM; and LTG Harold F. Har
din, Jr. (far right), Deputy CG for 
Materiel Readiness, DARCOM. 
The high ranking officers parlici· 
pated in day-long briefings at the 
Sf. Louis, 1010 TSARCOM Hqs. 

Members of AAAA's Bonn Area 
Chapter are shown during their 
February visit fa Bueckeburg, the 
home of the German Army Avia
tion School where they heard a 
presentation by MTU, a German 
aircrah engine manufadurer al a 
professional membership lun
cheon. They then toured the Ger
man Helicopter Center, and 
followed this with a tour of the 
nearby Heye Glass fadory. They 
concluded their day's adivities 
with an evening banquet. 

NIGHT PROWLER 
The U.S. Army'sAH·1S COBRA attack heli
copter is now equipped with a telescopic 
sight, part of Ihe airborne TOW missile sys
tem, Ihat has been augmenled with a fOlWard
looking infrared (FLlR) receiver. The sys
tem, known as the FLlR·aumenled COBRA 
TOW Sight (FACTS). represenls a quantum 
jump in capability for the COBRA, giving it a 
substantially Improved night vision capa
bility and enabling it 10 provide around-the· 
clock combal support. The FACTS, mounted 
on Ihe aircraft's chin, enables gunners to 
"see" through Ihe darkness, smoke, or haze 
to accurately fire TOW missiles, rockets, and 
cannon. The COBRA's night vision was used 
in simulated combat for the first time during 
recenl field exercises at Fort Polk, LA. 



Three YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicop
ter (AAH) prototypes are shown being ferried 
to the site of the U.S. Army's Operational 
Test /I (OT-II) which began June 1. Manned 
by Army pilots and co·pilot gunners and 
maintained by Army crewmen, the YAH-64 's 
will use harmless laser beams instead of 
bullets, rockets, and missiles in the test, with 
computers serving as Judges and deciding 
which tank, anti-aircrah vehicle, or AAH is 
"destroyed" during the mock baffles. The 
Combat Developments Experimentation 
Command (CDEC) will administer the test 
for the Army's Operational Test and Evalua
tion Agency (OTEA). .. 
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.... COL Robert A. Bonifacio, r., President of 
the USA Aviation Board at Ft. Rucker, AL, ac· 
cepts the AAAA's "Special Award" for 
"Outstanding Unit Performance over an Ex
tended Period. " Refired BG Robert M. Leich, 
the AAAA's National Awards Chairman, 
makes the presentation at the 39th Birthday 
Ball held at Fort Rucker on June 5. The unit 
was cited for its "long record of testing and 
evaluating major aviation systems during the 
period July, 1976 and December, 1979." 
The unit was selected in CY 80 and was only 
the fourth unit to receive the "Special 

(USA photo) 

.... Major General Harold I. Small, right, Com
mander of the U.S. Army Transportation Cen· 
ter and Ft. Eustis, Virginia, accepts a check 
for $25,000 from Robert F. Daniell, Chief Ex
ecutive Officer of Sikorsky Aircrah, during a 
recent ceremony held at Ft. Eustis. The 
Sikorsky check represented the aerospace 
manufacturer's donaflon to the Army T rans
portation Museum located at Ft. Eustis. 
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Pidured are the principal memo 
bers and Company Commanders 
of the new 1st Combat Aviation 
Battalion, I stlnfantry Division, at 
Ft. Riley, Kan. Along with the su
perficial name changes the Bat· 
talion has undergone extensive 
equipment. personnel. and ad· 
ministrative changes. Although of
ficial "Adivation" is to occur on 
September , the carrier codes 
were oHicially adopted on March , . 

BB 

·Under the guidance of Hughes 
Helicopters, Inc. instnJdors. Ft. 
Ord Anny personnel study installa· 
tion and maintenance of the AH· 
64's twin G.E. 1700 engines and 
related systems. Shown, I·r, at the 
Culver City Hughes facility are 
SSG JeH Winters. 2110 Air Cav; 
Jim Jones. Hughes supervisor; 
and SOT Sue Garrett, S P4 David 
Lucas, and SFC Arnie Burrell, all 
of the 7th Aviation Battalion. 

• The Combat Skills I Branch of 
Lowe Division was awarded 
TRADDC's Daedalian Army Avia
tion Flight Safety Award af May 30 
ceremonies at Ft. Rucker. From 
left are COL Bruce H. Gibbons, 
Director, DOFT; MG Carl H. 
McNair, Jr., USAA VNC Com
mander; BO Richard A. Ingram, 
Air C&S College (Presenter); LTC 
Steven B. Dodge, Lowe Division 
Commander; and CPT Calvin E. 
Ball, Combat Skills I Branch Com
mander_ (USA photo) 
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An exchange of Certificates of Ap
preciation and reciprocal assoc
iation was made February 24 be
tween AAAA's Bonn Chapter rep
resented by its President, LTC 
Helmut A.G. Roeder, right, and 
LTC Scholz of the German Army 
Aviation School, who is Vice
Chairman of the Bued<eburg Hel
icopter Center. The ceremony 
took place at the FRG facility 
located;n West Germany. ... 

(Delayed). Shown left to right are 
LTG Willard W. Scott, V Corps 
Commander; LTO(R) Harry W. O. 
Kinnard and L TGrR) Robert R. 
Williams, Past Presidents repre
senting AAAA National Hqs; SP5 
Wanda Kirby; and Mr. Paul Weiss
muller during the late March Gar
misch Convention of AAAA's 
USAREUR Region. Mr. Weiss
muJler holds the "Outstanding 
Aviation Unit Trophy" awarded by 
the Region to the 59th A TC Bn. 
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"'LTG Willard W. Scoff, 2d from 
left, receives an AAAA plaque in 
the form of a V Corps crest during 
his visit to the German Army Avia
ffon School on March 9. Also 
shown, le ft to right, are COL Kurt 
1. Veeser,. Commmandant of the 
German School; LTC Helmut A. 
G. Roeder, President of the Bonn 
Chapter of AAAA; and MAl 
Thomas W. Sinclair, President of 
the Taunus Chapter of the AAAA. 
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Generals Majors Majors Captains 
MOLINELLI, Roben F., BG AYSCUE, John A. SCHANTZ, Loui. E. PORTER, J O'll eph E. 
2636 South Lynn Street 30 Mile Court HHC, 1st Bn. 32nd Armor 2404 Royal Oaks Drive 
Arlington. VA 22202 Williamsburg. VA 23165 APQ New York 09074 Tallahassee. FL 32308 

BATCHELOR, Wesson O. SHAVER, Thomas J . SNEAD, David J . 

Colonels ROUla 4. Box 113 2J9 Jupiter A Company, 3rd Aviation Bn 
Rocky Mount. NC 271101 White Sallds MR. NM 68002 APO New York 09031 

ALLEN, Teddy C. BOWEN, John E. SIMCOE, Darwin D. TENNYSON, Ronald L. 
1049 Princeton Walk HHC 59lh Ord 6de (ACSLOG) Plaasant Streel 431 Ivy Court 
Mariella, GA JOO67 APO New Ymk 09189 Van Etten. NY 14669 Brandenburg, KY 40108 

ANGLIN. Richard C. CHAMBERLAIN, Sleven L. SODERLUND, Pau l R. WHITAKER, Ronnie 
T5M Auto. Switch ATZH·SW 1 5pt Bdo. 747 W . Van Buren 118 Woodmont Drive 237 Athenie Lane 
Fort Gordon. GA 30905 Phoneix. AZ 65002 Hopkinsville, KY 42240 Fan Worth. TX 76114 

CARR, Donald E. CHRISTINE, S . L. SPARKS, John E. 
USA War College. Class of '82 2859 Seminole Road 19 East Govafnor Orlve 1st Lieutenant 
Carlisle Baffacks, PA 17013 Woodbfidge, VA 22192 Newport News. VA 23602 

KOEHLER , Williem F. COLE, Stephen J . STITT, Haro ld W. BRANNUM, Roben E. 
15 Buckner Circh" HHC, 8th U.S. Army (C l ) 222 Coloilial Court 2114 Layton Rood 
For i McCleLlilfl, AL 36205. APO San Franc::iaco 96301 Florence. AL 36530 Clarksville. TN 37040 

OLIVER, Roben T. COLLIER, Natha n B. TALLAS, John C. OATES, James R. 
USA Log Clr, Oir Unit Trng c Ia Whorlon. Rte 2. Box II 209 Sewell Orive 2502 S. Kimball 
Fort Left. VA 23801 Attalla. AL 35954 Clarksville. TN 37040 Caldwell. !O 83605 

PULLIAM, Nathan M. CORDREY, Ted D. TUBBS, Thomas W. VOlZ, Ric hard T. 
Box 1507 48th Cbt Spt Avo Co. Box 161 Company C, 9th Aviation Bn 302 Fay Street 
Covington, GA J0209 APe New York 09061 FOrt Lewis, WA 9643J Enterprise, AL J6JJ() 

ROBINSON, Edward C., PM DARDEN, J ock M., Jr. WALKER, Richard R. 
2nd Lieutenant AVRADCOM. 4300 Goodfellow HaTCATA Attn: ATCT·BA·SP CMR 2. Box 4196 

St. Louis . MD 63120. Fori Hood, TX 76544 Fort Rucker. AL 36352 
ROUNSEVILLE, Richerd G. DAVIS, Eugene J . WALLACE, Emitt ROZMAN, Sheryl A. 
Dep Cdr, 56th Fld Arty Bde 2946 Seminole Road HHC, 4th TRANSCOM. Box 485 3254 S.E. lllthAvenue 
APO New York 09281 Woodbridge, VA 22192 APO New York 09451 Portland. OR 97266 

SHRADER, Cecil L. DENNIS, Earl W., Jr. WRIGHT, J e ffrey W. TRESKY, William 
6790 24th Street 271&t Avialion Co lASH) JJOth EW Aviation Co (FWD] 2219 T~.lfly Way 
Fort Hood, TX 76544 APO San Francisco 96271 APO New York 09227 Mannall81l. KS 66502 

SMITH, Duane N. fiTZGERALD , Hanry E. 
Captains CW4's Director of MaIntenance, CCAO HHD. 72nd Signal Battalion 

Corpus Christi, TX 76419 APO New York 09166 
STEWART, John P. FLANAGAN, John E. COOPER, Mark ARNOLD, Jimml. D. 
Box 468. USAWC 5661·A Codey Stroot saoJ-A 8ellhymer Slleel 519 Havard Street 
Carlisle Barracks. PA 17013 Fan Knox. KY 40121 Fort Knox. KY 40121 Colorado Spring. CO 80911 

HENRY, John M. fRANK, Da nie l T. COYNE, Edward J .• Jr. 

Lt, Colonels Hqs, USA Nat') Troining Cente, FADAC 3·81 , OSS 179th Aviation Company 
Fori Irwin, CA 9231 1 FOrt Sill, OK 73503 Fort Carson, CO 80913 

BECKER, Olive r R. HODES, Robert W. GREEN, Horace C. DAVIDSON, Ste p hen L. 
2a07 Arli':l9tOn Drive, " 101 9358 Moose Court P.O. Box 817 l80th Aviation Company 
Alexandllo, VA 22306 Springfield, VA 22153 Fort Rucker. AL J6362 APO New York 09025 

BISSELL, Norman M. KANE, Raymond J . HENDRICKS, De lma C. FIELDS, J amBS W. 
17th Aviation Group 524 Victoria Drive 7319·S Gardner Hills HHD, 17th Aviation Gp 
APO San Frenci5IXI 96301 Enterprise, AL J63JO For i CampbeU. KY 42223 APO San F.anci,;co 96301 

BUTLER, Billy C. McDONALD, Roben C. JOBE, TImothy G. KERR, William C. 
Hqs ROK/US. ACofS, C5 2024 Ohio 1515 Center Street Route 2. Box 388 
APC San Francisco 96J0t Lawrence, KS 66044 Albany, OR 97321 Danielsville, GA J06J3 

DAVIS, J Oleph MILLER, Johnnie KEE, Stephen G. KING, Clifford C., clo RW Lee 
USA War College. Class 01 '82 477·A COOke Drive 1706 Stardust St.eet 1272 S. Vdla. Sp. '79 
Carlisle Barracks, PA 17013 Redstone Arsenal, AL 35B08 Killeen. TX 76541 Clovis, CA 96312 

EADY, Doug MINGUS, Leslie MADDEN, Ga ry E. SCHOENE, James C. 
P.O. BOK 59 USA, 4300 Goodfellow Blvd. 5318 Shadow Lake UASSB 
APC New York 09128 St. Louis. MO 53120 San Antonio. TX 78244 APO New York 09025 

FASCHING, George H. MITTEER, Jack A. Mc ALLISTER, Ro bert L. 
CW3's Box 1153 101 Valley Stream Orive 880 Mill Creek Road, Apt. 4 

APC New York 09128 Elllerpdse. AL J63JO Radcliff, KY 40160 
MASON, Robert L., Sr. ORR, Robert , Jr. Mo::A RTHUR , William BOTTOMLEY, Arthur N. , Jr . 

~e~'~e~:~rrt. RD 12 P.O. Box 1813. Ouarry Heights 4845 Woodhurst Way lJ5-D South 340th SUeel 
APO Miami J400J Stone Mountain, GA 3OOB8 Federal Way. WA 98000 

MELLISH , James R. RICHARDS, J ames G. NAPOLI, J ohn C. , Jr. BUMPUS, John 
200 Wind creek Way t028·A Drennan Park 201 Dartmoulh Drive RW/PAT. DUSAA 
Enterprise, AL 3~ Fort Campbell, KY 42223 O·Fallon. IL 62269 Fort Belvoir. VA 22060 

TURNER. Edwin H., Marconi RICHTER, He nry J ., Jr. NELSON, Ray A. BUONI, Bani M. 
Rm 1308, 1600 Wilson Blvd. 200 Lightning Street 109 Gale Street E Co, 3d Aviation Bn (Cbl) 
Arling ton, VA 22209 Las Vegas, NV 89107 Clarksville. TN 37040 APO New York 09047 
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THE MT. RAINIER CHAPTER-AAAA 
1st In a series of Group PMtographs 
of Current Chapter Executive Boards 

FORT LEWIS, WASH.-THE FIVE KEY OFFICERS OF THE RECENTLY REACTIVATED MT. 
RAINIER CHAPTER OF AAAA ARE, LEFT TO RIGHT, MAJOR FREDERICK C. SCHATTAUER 
(SECRETARY I, CW3 RICHARD T. HENSELEN (VP-MEMBERSHIPI, COLONEL PHILLIP E. 
COURTS ISENIOR VPI, COLONEL THOMAS H. HARVEY, JR. (PRESIDENT), AND COLONEL 
(REV HERB D. PRATHER. SOME SO MEMBERS SIGNED THE ACTIVATION FORM AT THE 
CHAPTER·S MARCH 24 REACTIVATION MEETING, AND THE CHAPTER HAS SINCE HELD 
ITS FIRST PROFESSIONAL MEETING ON MAY 21 WITH BELL AND SIKORSKY BRIEFINGS. 

CW3's CW2's Enlisted Retired 
CALLISON, Donald P. DUPLESSIS, Troy L. , Jr . RYBICKI, Jam .. E., RONYAK, Dannie E., CW3 
2950. Aviation Company 55lh Avn Co (AI. Bo~ 168 Del C, 42<1 MP Group Route 4, Box 10 
APO New York 09028 APe San F'Bncisco 96301 APO New YOlk 09710 Macon, MS 39341 

CHAMBERS, hrl E. FLOYD, David K. HELTON, JOMph D. THORNTON, Tommy W., LTC 
RR 5, Box 166 94 1466 Lanikuh.na Av .... 13n Route l, 80x 809·$ Rou te 2, Box 162 
Claremore. OK 74017 Mililani Town, HI 0671:19 Cantonment, FL l2533 M.ysville, MO 64469 

COLLINS, Robert l . HENRY. Arthu. R. TINGLER, Wllliem N., COL 
812 Dixie DliVi! 205th Avenue Company Retired ROUle I, Box 868 
Enterprise, AL 36330 APQ New York 09185 Gulf 8'Hze, Fl 32561 

DICKERSON, Jay L. MEI$BERGER, Thaodora A. BOURNE, Harold D ., LTC TRUMPFEllER, H.G., CSM 
clo CW3 C. Ratliff, 204 Janica B T.oop, 417111 Cavalry 6415 C~.01 Ann Drivtl 51 Ca.gil Place, N.W. 
Enterprise, AL36330. APO San Franci!co 96358 Brown Door, WI 53223 Sierra Vista, AZ 85635 

MElESKY,.Wayn. A . SMITH, Roy F. , Nortl1gate TafT. BURK, Friedrich, CW4 WARNER, Chari .. 0., CW4 
A Company, 501st ABC 131 Jack Miller Blvd. 165 Cedarnurst Lane P.O. Bo~ 1737 
APO New York 09326 Clarhville, TN 37040 Milford, CT 06460 Ma"",llIe, TN 371101 

PENROSE, Tommy T. CANEDY, Cha.lee E. , BO WILSON, H.D. , CW4 
B Troop. 417tn Cavalry WOC'S 10000 Walnut St., Apt . 1128 215 Bayou Drive 
APO San Francisco 96358 Dailas. TX 75243 Fort Walton Beacn, Fl 32548 

PEREZ GONZALEZ, Reul A . EPPERSON, Travl . W. COMINOS, Anlhony M., LTC WYLLIE, Clemenl A., Jr., COL 
Monsite Ferrer HG·24 CMR 12, Box 5049 Cominos & Assoc., Box 5707 Talemedia·310 S. Michigan Avo. 
levitttown Cetano, PR 00632 Fort Rucker. At 36362 Lawton. OK 73504 Cnicago,ll60604 

PHILLPS, Dennie J. TRIOOER, Micheel E. DEWEY, lawren. R., Jr. , LTC 
106 Coby Driv. CMR 12 29 Georgetown Green Civilians Ozark. Al36360 Fort Rucke •• Al36362 Cnarlonesvilla, VA 22901 

S ILK, Weyne GOULD, Roger K., CW4 BOYKIN, Goldine. MS 
Headquarters, CO USAG W01's 1053 Tompltlns Drive P.O. Box 24163 
Fort Dmm, NY 13602 Port Orange, Fl 32019 SI. louis. MO 63130 

SWANK, Willa rd L. SAPP, Edwin GRIFFIN, Ch •• I.1I K., MAJ BRAUN, Roba rt 
7011 WestChesler Ci.ele 16 Gino Drive 1015 Roma N.W. 31 1-C Avant Drive 
lawton, OK 73505 Clarllsvflle, TN 37040 Albuque' que, NM 87102 Hnelwood, MO 63042 

UDECK, Mlchaal S . 

Enlisted 
JONES, Lulh" G ., Jr., COL DAUBENSPECK, Lou is A. 

295lh Aviation Company 7350 McArdle, 1128 318 N.W. 40Ih 
APO New York 09028 Corpus Ch.lsli, TX 79412 lllWlon, OK 73505 

WISE, Jam .. F. MAGAR. Claud, CSM KEATON, Jac k L., COL KEREKES, JOlleph 
P.O. Box 254 4007 Spo-uce Snelll 20 Newcastlfl Drive, Api . 12 P.O. Box 651 
Fort Campbell. KY 42223 Fort Wainwrighl, AK 99703 Nashua, NH 03060 Fort Huachuca. AZ 85613 

CW2's 
SHOOPMAN, Dennv K •• 1SG McWHORTER, J .H., Jr., LTC LAVIN, Thomllll J . 

HHC, 101s1 Avia lion GlOup 6405 Homestead Drive 1400 Orchard lake Drive 

CAN UP, Kllnnalh 
Fort CampbeU, KY 42223 Huntsville. AL 35811 C.evtl Coeur. MO 63141 

SLEEPER, Thaodorll N •• SfC OKSA, R. ino 0 ., LTC O'NEILL, Palric ie , MS 
377tl"l Medical Company tAA! 2S Peler$Dn 5111181 P.O. Box 31162 2146 Aldrin Road, Api. 10·A 
APO San Francisco 96212 Fort Rucker. AL 36362 Temple Hills, MO 20001 Ocean, NJ 07712 
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Support your U.S. Helicopter 
Team in a personal way. Join 
1,070 who have donated S10 
to the AAAA's uUniform Fund" 

1981 
HELICOPTER 

TEAM 

THE AAAA CAN'T COVER THE TEAM MEMBERS' AIR FARES OR THE TRANSPORT OF OUR COMPETI
TION AIRCRAFT TO THE 19B1 FOURTH WORLD HELICOPTER CHAMPIONSHIPS IN POLAND, BUT 
WITH YOUR DONATION, IT CAN UNDERWRITE THE U.S. TEAM'S UNIFORMS THIS AUGUST 14-231 

THE ADJUSTABLE ROYAL 
BLUE COTTON CAP IS 
LINED AND BEARS THE 
OFFICIAL EMBLEM OF 

THE U.S. TEAM 

LIMIT 
OF 
36 

TO A 
CUSTOMER I 

THE DATED TEAM CAP 
WITH ITS RED AND 
WHITE PATCH IS 

CERTAIN TO BECOME 
A COLLECTOR'S ITEM I 

TO MAKE A $10.00 DONATION AND TO RECEIVE YOUR PERSONAL "U.S. HELICOPTER TEAM" 
BASEBALL CAP WITH ITS OFFICIAL TEAM EMBLEM, MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO 
"AAAA" AND SEND IT WITH THE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS STUB TO AAAA, 1 CRESTWOOD 
ROAD, WESTPORT, CONN. 06880. PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR YOUR CAP'S DELIVERY. 

DONATION FORM 
I HAVE ENCLOSED A CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO "AAAA".PLEASE SEND ME AN OFFICIAL 
"USA 1981 HELICOPTER TEAM" BASEBALL CAP. I UNDERSTAND THAT I MUST CLEARLY 
PRINT MY OWN RETURN LABEL BELOW: 

TO ____________________________________________ ___ 

ADDRESS _________________________________ ________ _ 

CITY ___________ STATE _____________ ZIP ___ ______ _ 
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All U.S. Helicopter 
Team members are 

involved in long, 
hard training days 
An On-the-Scene Report from Ft. campbell 
by Major Roy E. Mann, Team Coach, USHT 

We think the team's supporters would like to 
know that the United States Helicopter Team 
is conducting a very demanding and challeng
ing tra ining program at Ft. Campbell, KY. 

The training starts each m orning with a three
mile run followed by classroom work in both 
navigation and map reconnaissance, and then 
flight. It's a long day, o ne that usually ends at 
1730. 

As you know from earlier articles in Army 
Aviation, the 101 sf Abo Div (ASll) is hosting 
the USHT's training camp. Immediate respon
sibility for support of the Team is by the 2/17th, 
under the command of LTC Robert S. Young. 
This unit has given us valuable office and 
classroom space in addition to maintenance 
wOrk areas and full supply support. 

The 5th Transportation Bn, under the com· 
mand of l TC Allen C. Cornell, is providing us 
with the bulk of our maintenance 
support. Again. like that of the 
2/17, their support of our effort 
has been just tremendous. In fact, 
the overall preparation and traJn· 
ing of the T earn has truly been an 
"Army communify effort" in every 
respect, and this post.wide feeling 
of "We're with you!" has encour· 
aged each Team Member to train 
even harder. 

All have become experts on the 
international rules and codes for 
competition flying with frequent exams being 
given on the many different aspects of the 
competition. While we're becoming more and 
more knowledgeable with each passing week. 
there are still many, many areas on which we 
seek clarification. 

ARMY AVIATION, JUNE 23, 1981 

As you might suspect, map reconnaissance 
comprises a very large part of the training pro· 
gram. Our pilots have been able to reo 
create from memory the relative locations of 
major Polish towns (in the actual competition 
area) as well as highways. railroads, power 
lines, and major waterways. 

Within two seconds! 
To give you an example, the wee.k of 14· 

19 June was devoted to navigation training. All 
c rews flew a 90 n.m. course at 500 feet with 
photographs that had been taken along the 
route. Some crews were able to identify all of 
the photos with six· place coordinates. and 
crossed the finish line within two seconds 
of their projected time, and we hope to do bef· 
te r! 

The Team is developing a small Polish vo
cabulary with the aid of the Team's 
Executive Officer, CPT(P) Bronis
law Maca, and the Team's Supply 
Officer, CPT Karol Kawalec. both 
being of Polish descent and being 
fluent in Polish. CPT Maca had the 
occasion to visit Poland in early 
June to discuss many of the details 
of the coming Fourth World Heli
copter Competition with the offi· 
cials of the Polish Aero Club. and 
to make final coord inations on the 
food. lodging, etc. for the Team. 

In checking with the AAAA National Office 
on 24 June, I learned that the AAAA Uniform 
Fund had reached the unbelievable total of 
1,077 individual donors! 

As Team Coach, I assure you that each 
Team Member - whether pilot, co-pilot. crew· 
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man, interpreter, e tc. - i ~ cheered by the fact 
that so many people wish them well and will be 
wearing red. white, and blue T earn Baseball 
Caps along with them in the weeks to come. 

Speaking about uniforms. we have them, 
and they're just great! ... Blazers, s lacks, ties, 
flight suits, flight jackets, and baseba ll caps. 
Your contribution to the Team's Uniform 
Fund is very tangible! 

A growing excitement 
We'll have a group photo taken in the next 

few weeks to show AAAA members and others 
just what their donated dollars have returned. 

There is a growing excitement in the training 
camp as ou r proficiency in each of the four 
competition events rapidly improves .. The 
motivation to win is there .. Our attitude is 
good .. We're starling to feel like champions. 

-Major Roy E. Mann 

• 
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WELCOME-Major Roy Mann, 
Jeft, Head Coach of the 1981 
US Helicopter Team, is greeted 
by Major Tom Roy, Executive 
Officer of the 2/ 17 Cav, 101s1 
Abn Div, at Ft. Campbell, on 
his arrival. The 2/ 17 will host 
the full US Team during the 
June·August pre-World Heli
copter Competition Training 
period. The sign to their rear 
says it all. 

9. 

Where's my cap? 
By the time this is read in early July, 

some 600 + donors will have received their 
official U.S. HeHcopterTeam baseball caps, 
much to the happiness of the AAAA National 
Office that had to respond to many gentle 
"My check has been cancelled. Where's 
my cap?" prods. The manufacturer's prom· 
ise (3-4 week deliveries) did no' jibe with its 
production schedule (6·week deliveries). An 
almost daily "hoot and holler" on their 800 
phone line has tumed things around and 
AAAA is now getting 2·3 week deliveries. 

, 
ABOARD-John Williams, left, 
and Marlen Meng, right, the 
two civilian helicopter pilots on 
the 1981 US Helicopter T earn, 
join their military teammates at 
the Fort Campbell training site 
in late June. Both Williams and 
Meng are experienced test pilots 
with Bell Helicopter Textron at 
Fort Worth, TX. 
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BG "Don" Parker, new Aviation Officer 
at DA, completes 2,OOOth Mohawk hour 

T
HE new Deputy Director of Require· 
ments & Army Aviati on Officer, ODCS· 
OPS, DA, Brigadier General Ellis D. 

Parker assumed the duties of his new office in 
early July. succeeding Brigadier General 
Richard D. Kenyon, who became Deputy 
Commanding General, USAAVNC. 

In one of his last actions while s erving as 
Eighth Army Aviation Officer, BG "Don" 
Parker reached another milestone in hiS avia· 
tion career in May when he logged his 2.000th 
flight hour in the aV·1 MOHAWK aircrah. 

Flying his final two hours in an av·, 0 from 
the 146th MI Bo (Aerial Exploitation) , General 
Parker was presented with a plaque to com· 
memorate the event by the 501s' MI Group 
Commander, COL William Fritts, on behalf of 
the manufacturer, Grumman Aerospace Corp
oration. 

BG Parker began flying the MOHAWK in 
1961 and is one of a handful of Active Duty Ar
my Aviators who has 20 years in the airc raft. 
Speaking to members of the 146th after the 
flight , he praised the professionalism of IP 
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CW3 Gabe "Bubba" MayeuH and the airc raft 
maintenance personnel. 

He said, "This was a dream come true. Every 
time I hear or see a MOHAWK overhead, I stop 
and think of how great it is to fly the bird ." He 
thanked all personnel of the 146th for making 
the event possible and said, " This is an event I 
will always cherish ." 

As fate would have it, SFC Clive Peacock, 
one of General Parker's crewchiefs when he 
was a lieutenant flying the MOHAWK in Italy, 
was on hand to congratulate him. 

LTC Henry U.B. Brumme tt, 146th MI Bn 
Commander, coordinated the flight for the 
Master Army Aviator for the purpose of up
dating the General on the advanced flight and 
systems capabilities of the OV-l D. 

In 1980, the 146th, then the 146th ASA 
Company (Aviation) (Forward) , under MAJ 
Kenneth Loudermilk, was AAAA's " Outstand
ing Aviation Unit of the Year" receiving the 
coveted AAAA Trophy from Ge neral Edward 
C. Meyer, Chief of Staff, for its CY 1979 ac
complishments. 0 

MILESTONE-COL William Fritts 
(Ieh), 501sf MI Gp Commander, 

the citation commemorating 
the 2,000th flight hour flown in a 
MOHAWK by BG Ellis D. Parker, 
(r.), then EUSA Aviation OHicer. 
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